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TO THE READER

The materials for this Course by Newspaper consist of a series of

sixteen weekly newspaper articles, which may be thought of as

lectures- by a distinguished faculty; a Reader or anthology of articles,

stories, and plays that supplement the newspaper articles: and this

Study Guide.which is intended to integrate the themes of the

newspaper articles and the articles of the Reider. For those students

who are pursuing this course largely through independent study, the

Study Guide serves in some ways as a substitute for class discussions.

The purpose of this study guide is to facilitate the learning process

for the participant in this course. It is not meant to be a substitute

for one's own critical reading and evaluation of the course materials.

The overviews for each chapter intend no more than to provide a

connecting thread among the various selections in order to show the

interrelatedness of the issues raised. They are not meant to be an

analysis of these issues. Similarly, the definitions given Of the key

concepts are aids to understanding the terminology involved. They
should be viewed as open ended, subject to modification,
amplification, and change. With regard to both the factual and eSSay

questions, they too are not so much tests of knowledge, but

stimulants to personal interest. The bibliographies are suggestions

for pursuing further those issues the reader finds of speCial interest.

Although each student will discover for himself or herself how best

to use-the course materials, we would suggest the tollowing approach:



1. Read the newsrpaper article each week; clip it and carefully save it
for future study and review.

2. Glance over the Learning Objectives, Overview, and Key
Concepts in the, corresponding unit of the Study Guide. These will
call attention to some of the more-important points in the
newspaper and Reader articles and will help to focus your reading.

3. Read the appropriate selections in the Reader.

4. Reread the Key Concepts and Overview more thoroughly this time.

5. Proceed to the factual questions, rereading the articles.as necessary
to answer them.

6. Consider the Discussion Questions. Suggested guidelines to
answers are provided with each question, although there is, of
course, no single "correct" answer.

7. Turn back tO the learning objectives. Have you met these goals?

S. Check the annotated bibliographies for suggestions of further
reading on topics,of interest.

If I were to suggest a theme for studying the issues presented here
it would be "to learn is to search." Learning, as a search for
knowledge, is an adventure, a process in which, through the
continued exercise of our rationality, we achieve a personal growth.
It is not merely an informational process, it is a formational one. We
become as we learn; we are as we know.



1. The Nature of Morality

Learning Objectives

To understand

the foundations for moral judgments

the sources of confusion concerning them

the nature and roots of our current moral crisis

the approaches for dealing with this crisis

Overview

This unit serves as a general introduction to the wide
range of current moral issues this course will cover. Its

specific intent is to explain the foUndafions for moral judg-
ments. It seeks to shed light on those intuitions, feelings,
beliefs, and precritical responses. founded in human ex-
perience, which are expressed in a culture that in turn
establish-s standards or norms for human experience. It

is from such presuppositions that moral reasoning
proceeds.
. The opening newspaper article by Philip Rieff points
to the significance of ctigure as a limiting factor for human
behavior. According to Rieft, a culture sets bounds to
what may be legitimately expressed in behavior by instill-
ing good habits, desires, healthy repugnances, and pro-
hibitions. all of which are reinforced by some common
nurturing values, ideals, and goals. When these cultural
ideals and restraints are seriously weakened or actually
thrown oR, a moral crisis result's.

It is just- such a crisis, characterizing contemporary
American society, that Charlotte Saikowski explores in
her Reader article. Permissiveness, with the consequent
privatizing of morality, has produced a. society that has
freed itself from many Raditional restraints but that finds
itself without any clear perception of what it is freed for.

Be that as it may. Saikowski points to another side of
the coin. Our very consciousness of, and unease over,
our moral condition can be taken as signs of the strength
of out, moral sense. The -itch to be moral' is a major as-
pect of American idealism in gencU.

To undertake a resoluhon ot crisis and moral ambival-
ence requires some understanding of the process of .moral

treasoning, both of the essenhal terms involved and of its
. inherent limits, A.C. Ewing's essay analyzes these terms--

ends. means, good..oughtand deline'ates the task of the
scitrice of ethics. Most importantly, he underscores what
we can reasonaHy expect from this-moral science.

Walter Lippmann emphasizes.,that moral reasoning is
an ongoing process. The moral ploosopher who clings
to precepts and presuppositions 'that are inadequate to the
demands of the times and who refuses to recognize the
importance and meaning of change for a culture is

doomed to failure in his role. The vision required to
formulate and articulate a morality, responsive to the
particular needs and problems of a time is as much an:
exercise of creative imaginationthe holding up of an
image of what can and ought to beas it is of philo-
sophic analysis.

One such attempt to fOrmulate a new morality is ex
plained by Joseph Fletcher. Situation ethics, which stresses
the primacy of the person over the abstrat, general
moral principle, turns to the biblical dodrine of love as
the ultimate norm of all ethical action. All other ethical
maxims are but viriable, contingent instruments for clari-
fying problems. Only love can be and must be the ulti-
mate norm for motive and choice. Us constant goal is
the doing and the maximizing of the good.

Egon M. Eenigenburg undertakes to point out the dif-
ficulties involved in situation ethics in which the norm
of love and its detailed applicafion and.expression are not
spelled out in specific binding guideline. Further, when +
the New Testament speaks of the Christian freedom from
the law, it is in the context of the well-informed con-
science, that is, the conscience enlightened in and by the
law, the application of which is guided by love.

It is this internalization of specific ways to act in situa-
tions involving a moral responsethis incorporahon of
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attitudes -Ind beliefs into the personalitythat results in

what William Raspberry calls much needed "knee.jerk

habits of morality and decency Questioning everything

according to the situation in which one finds oneself is

too often apt to leave one at sea on how to act, Ofl how

to shape one's conscience.
Dot. Cuppitt's article illustrates one result ot the sort of

moral pragmatism involved in shation ethics: A new
authority has replaced the traditional. religious.based one

for moral behavior. It is summed up in the substitunon

ot the word -social- tor "moral.- With binding ethical

maxims and norms gone, public opinion becomes the

arbiter tor what is -socially- acceptable.
The summary ot resug of the y,thical aptitude test that

tollows serves as an example ot this "de-moralization- ot

ethical issues. But however one responds to the questions

in this test,.there is a presupposition that moral considera-

tions should enter in. This raises a fundamental question:

-Why should one be moral?"
Bernard Geo addresses this issue and shows that there

Key Concepts

can be several answers to this question. The reasons one

can give in support of any specific answer do not always

prevail, if only because, as Gert sees it. human reasen it-

selt is no absolute guide.
Edward Westermarck's discussion amplifies this point.

The moral law seems always to have enjoyed a supreme

authority-among men. And it is precisely because of this

authority attached to it, rather than because of reasoned

and reasonable arguments. tat the moral law retains its

force.
The concluding reading from William Graham Sumner

emphasize!, the authority ot custom in the development

of moral norms. Mores or customs, evolving gradually,

become the-basis for what is considered morally fitting in

a specific culture. And because of this, especially when
these mores have not been transferred into laws and posi-

tive institutions, they are highly resistent to change, even

when change might be necessary to meet a present crisis.

This is one reason for the difficulties encountered in any

attempt to formulate a new morality.

Ethics: The science that attempts to clarity the meaning

of value ,terms suCh as good, bad, right, wrong, duty,

ought, and so on, and to enunciate general principles tor

the application ot these terms to human behavior, means,

ends, ideals, and goals.
The term ethics is also used for those statements ot pro-

tessional standards that are set torth in tor example

medical ethics, business ethics, and so torch. They are

collections ot practical directions that give regulations

and norms tor the professional-client relationship and tor

relations among members ot a profession.

Morality: set of norms or standards for acceptable or

fitting behavior that evolves within a culture and em-
bo.dies the mt'aINV of a group's communal experience.

What is meaningful is judged in terms of how well ways

of thinking, believing,, judging. and acting enable a society

to cope with the on-going process of living in an environ-

ment by meeting basic human needs. These needs indude

the physical. the emotional, the psychological, and the

spiritual. And since man aspires to realize the full poten-

tial ot human nature, what is meaningful tor man em-

braces not only the needs and desires ot the present. but

also the possibilities envisioned tor the future, Thus

what is notal not only deScribes what is acceptable at a

given time, but also sets norms or prescribes what ought

to be striven tor and realized. A society's moral standards

9 2

embody both these elements in its code and ethical
maxims, its customs and convictions, its aspirations and

ideals. But since such a moral order operates within an

on-going process characterized by change, which is
brought about by many fadors, it must be flexible enough-

and adaptable enough to meet the moral challenges of a

particular time. When and if it is not, a moral crisis results.

Mores: Fixed customs imbued with an ethical significance.

The mores of a group constitute that element of the moral

order that has not been explicitly transferred into laws

and positive institutions, but that nevertheless provide

readily recognized reasons for moral decisions because

they are in public view. 'For this same reason, these

highly visible elements of a society's moral order are

readily subject to inspection and judgment of their ade-

quacy or inadequacy for meeting the needs of that society.

But there is also a deeper level of the moral order.that is

responsible for our spontaneous, unreflective moral re-

sponses. This level is not so readily available for exami-

nation and discussion because its elements are those that

have 'penetrated so deeply into the ways of thinking,
believing, judging, and acting of a group that they have

become, as it were, its second nature, the unwitting source

of its cultural identity. This is a major reason why a
culture faced with rapid change that challenges traditional

beliefs and values ends up in crisis.



Permissiveness: A don'tmake-rules approach to the
moral evaluation of human behavior. This approach
maintains that behavior should be ludged ultimately only
by its success in achieving selfrealization through selt
expression. This permissive approach results in the vt:
rat/zinc: pt morals. Mat is, moral standards should be,
considered a matter ot individual wnstience independent
of any externally imposed norms. To be sure, a culture
helps form that conscience. but only the individual can be
the judge ot rightness o, wrongness with regard,to that
conscience according to the norms that inctividual accepts.
Permissiveness is used especially to refer to approaches to
sexual conduct, but it is by no means limited to this
reference. .

Factual Review Questions

Situation Ethics: A methcx1 for arriving at moral deci.
sions that emphasizes the signitk-ance of the actual situa-
tion or context in making such decisions. The situational
variables or concrete circumstances involved in actual
problems of conscience are regarded as important for
consideration as any general ethical maxims or particular
laws and principles. Thus, all such rules, norms, and
ideals are confingent: Their validity and force depend
upon something else that is ultimate and absolute. And
this is ;,,;.e. Good and evil are external to things and ac.
hons. Love alone is always good and right in itselL
independent of the circumstances. By definition, love is
a ot the good. Situatior ethics, also call the New
NIonshh, claims biblical authority tor its justification as a
valid, universal approach to moral decision.

1. What is the purpose ot guides and norms in a culture?

2. According to Riett. why is our culture experiencing a

Moral crisis k)day7

3. What evidence does Saikowski present to show that a
deep moral ambivalence characterizes American so-

dety today?

4. Why is permissiveness considered a threat to moral
valuc,s?

5. What are the two main questions with whit h ethiol!
is concerned?

o. What is the distint tion between wod-asameans
and good-as.an-end7

7. According to Lippmann. what is the trouble with
moralists ami why?

Essay and Discussion Questions

,What are the three approaches possible in.making
moral decisions, according to Fletcher?

Q. Why does Eenigenburg claim that the new morality
make.s the error of making a part to be the whole?

10. Raspberry states that much ot the basis of civilized
behavior is convention. What does he mean?

11. According to Cuppitt, what new authority has re
placed the traditional religious.based one for moral
behavior? Why is this shift dangerous;

12. The ethical aptitude test reveals a governing prin-
ciple tor what is considered right. What is it?

13. What three answers does Gert give tor the question,
"Why should one be moralr

14. According to Westermarck, in what does the author-
ity of the moral law ultimately reside?

15. What are folkways?

1. Explain what Rieff means by the statement in his
newspaper article that "men have become anti-gods."
Why does he see this as a fundamental reason for
our cultures mOral crisis?

Suggested Guidelines -

Reflect upon the role ot culture as a limiting tactor for
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human behavior and upon the description of character as
the rest?ictive shaping ot personality.
Consider the stated and unstated objectives ot what is
described as the "new liberation."
Refer to Saikowski's discussion ot the moral ambiva-
lence in American society.



2. The tension between the desire for permanence,

stability, and security in a culture on the one hand,

and the practical need for change to meet the prob-

lems of the time on the other hand, historically have

been significant faCtors in cultural crises of the Western

world. This tension is a factor today in our moral

crisis. Discuss it in terms of the elements that make up

a system of morality and the built-in limitations of

such a system.

Suggested Guidelines
List,the elements that make up a system ot morality.

Distinguish between those that are visible and more

available for discussion and inspection and those that

are not.
--Consider the tundamental role ot the mules of a cul-

ture, lbw.. way (hey provide permanence and stability and

the way they are a cause ot tension.

Suggested Reading

--Reflect on the positive aspects ot tension for the sur-

vival ot a culture.

3. Discuss what you consider to be the strengths and

weaknesses of situation ethics as an approach to moral

decisions.

Suggested Guidelines
--Consider the essential aspects ot.the legalistic and anti.

nomian approaches.
List the differences between these methods and that

advocated by situation Ohics.
In contrast with the other two approaches, pick put the

aspects of situationism; it any, that you consider more

valid and noble tor making mot:al decisions.

Evaluate Eenigenburg's discussion ot the weaknesses

and del dent ic's ot the new morality.

by Philip Klett
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2. The Dilemmas of Sex

Learning Objectives

To undentand

the meaning and itnpliLations ot human sexuality in the ontext ot sexual relat

the background and implications ot the int,dern sexual revolution

the difterent apprfmches to formulating norms ot sexual expression

Overview

Walter Lippmann once noi -d that in the popular mind,
when morals arie discussed. it is assumed that sexual morals
are meant1 The reason 'tor this is not only that erotic at-
traction and interaction are subjects ot perennial tascina-
tion, but also that the whole question ot human sexuality
is central lO our understanding of, and success in. our
interpersonal relationships.

This unit seeks to clarify and illustrate the meaning and
implications ot human sexuality and-its expression in var-
ious forms bt sexual intimacy. It seeks to provide insights
on which to base our judgments of the morality of dif-
ferent kinds of sexual relationships.

The newspaper article by lean Lipman-Blumen sets out
the main theme by discussing the meaning of sexual inti-
macy and the responsibility that is consequent upon it.
Sexual intimacy involves exposing one's most inner self to
another person. thus leaving oneself open to exploitation
and depersonalization. Furthermore. this expOsure is in an
area of personal development where maturity ordinarily
involves a long, gradual process. complicated by ongoing
biological. psychological, and emotional changes. How
responsible, that is, how answerable tO ourselves and to
others we are and choose to be at any stage ot this process
indicates the degree ot maturity attained. And this is

not simply a matter of chronological age.
The first twit) essays in the Reader are by Sigmund

Freud and D.H. Lawrence. the two men considered
most responsible 'for ideas and theories that have ushered
in twentieth-century changes in our sexctal mores. The
selection from Freud deals with some personal and social
dimensions of human sexuality. The accent is upon
restraint in its positive aspect of slibliniatto,i and its negative
aspect of repres;:cri. 'Sublimation means giving expression
to sexual energy in other positive, socially acceptable
forms. It is the major factor in producing cultural contri-

butions to society, according to Freud. But when restraint
takes on the form ot repression or the direct denial of an
outlet to, or satisfa,:tion-Tif, such urges, the result can b'e
various types ot personality disorders or, at the least, a
nonproductive expenditure of energy.

Lawrence regretted this sort ot attempt to explain
human sexuality through mechanical concepts, in terms
of torces. He argued that the meaning of sex can be
grasped only through ilittlition, that is, through a spontan-
eous, instinctive recognition, possible to the mind that is.
attuned to beauty. For sex is inseparable from beauty.
Neither sex nor beauty can be analyzed or grasped
through the reasoning process. We either see this or we
do not. Lawrence uses the metaphor of fire in speaking
ot sex and beauty, tor, like fire, they radiate warmth.

Jessie Bernard's discussion deals with the changes
brought about by the various stages of the sexual revolu-
tion. When sex or intimacy went beyond its purely
reproductive function, cultural restraints to its expression
were instituted., When this tendency to separate sex from
procreation resulted in the relatively modern rediscovery
ot female sexuality, abetted hy the new contraceptive
technology a major sexual revolution occurred. While.
in general, it did not have the eftect of breaking down the
norms.regarding procreative sex, it has forced a reevalua-
tion of our attitudes toward marital, premarital, and extra-
marital sexual relations. Above all, it brought to the fore
the notion of responsibility as the significant ethical norm.

The papal declaration that follows is a reaffirmation of
the traditional \Roman Catholic Position regarding human-
sexuality. It maintains that there exists an essential, un-
changing aspect to human nature, which w can know
by means of human reason and Divine revelation. This
position maintains that there are immutable norms, ex-
pressions of a natural law, that is, the "imprint" of the

5
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Divine, law on human reason. True freedom is the right

to do what we ought to do because ot what we are by

nature. It is this natural law, illumined by Divine re.vela-

tion, that teaches us that human sexuality, expressed in

sexual acts, attains its true and therefore moral ends only

within the framework ot marriage .
in marked contra: t to this is the position stated in the

new bill of sexual rights and responsibilities. It affirms

the personal right ot sexual expression, guided only by a

positive sense of caring for others. as a means of enhanc-

ing an individual's selttultillment Sexual morality itself
should never be viewed apart from the context ot general,

social values that have as their goal the actualization and

realization )of our human potential. The rightness or

wrongness ot Jny forth ot sexual expression should be

judged in terms of whether such expression frustrates or

enhances human fulfillment as understood at a particuL r

time and within particular soc:ial values':
The article that follows deals with a particular type ot

sexual expression tor which a new freedom is being rec.

ognizedhomosexuality. Mark Freedman sets out to

debunk some popular myths surroun homosexuals.

He does this by showing how the vety seme of being

considered -different" allows tor great"r positive creative

expression and developrnent of perso lity. Further, an

open acceptance of the male and female elements in all

of us makes for a healthful breaking down of stereotyped

sex roles and dears the way for more honest and open
relationships betweirh the sexes as well as between mem-

ber, ot the same sex.

Key Concepts

We are all familiar with the statement that no one
person can satisfy all the needs of another. Many married
couples live more or less contentedly with this human

limitation. Those who cannot or will not engage in var-

ious.sorts of extramarital intimacyone form of which is

the ,affair. 0. Spurgeon English discusses the positive

aspects of extramarital sexual, intimacy, a practice becom-

ing increasingly more common.
The dangers and limitations that English briefly men-

tions are spelled out in the story of Lydia Marks and
her futile attempts at being pragmatic about sex. As the

author, Linda Wolfe, sums it up. extramarital sex is seldom

about sex only; it is also and primarily about intimacy on

all its levels.
The unit closes with Derek Wright's summation_of the

tyrannies we can fall prey to in the name of the new

liberation. The proliferation in recent years of gourmet
guides to sexual satisfaction and the emergence of sex

researchers from the laboratories into the popular media

have been mixed blessings. While making sex a more

open, respectable topic of discussion, this new openness

has produced anxieties about sexual performance. We
now feel we need to measure up to some standard, in

most cases imaginary; otherwise we become dissatisfied

and begin to worry about our inadequacies. The result

is a guilt, not about sex but about performance. Sex itself

is viewed in separation from human sexualitythat corn.

plex of biological, emotional, psychological, and spiritual

elements that is at the core of a satisfying intimacy

Responsibility: A state or quality ot being answerable to

oneself and to other, tor the moral dimensions and imph-

cations ot one's behavior It involves an awareness that the

self is dehned and reahzed. not in autonomous isolation but

in contact with other individuals in interperswul relations.

Because man is a social and moral being, responsibility is

an integral part ot the human condition.

Maturity: A specific way of being and doing that develops

as an ongoing psychological process and that is expressed

by achng responsibly and taking responsibility for one's

actions. Maturity is not necessarily contingent upon chron-

olc)gic al age.

Sexuality: A complex ot biologic al, psychological, and

emotional processes centering around the genital.sexual

urges and sex.role patterns, and expressed in interper,onal

relations through various modes of physical, psychological,

and emotional intimacies

Humad nature: An expression designating that complex of

attributes and potentials, both physical and mental, that are

recognized as specificially characteristic of the human spe.

cies, Ot importance to this discussion are the two basic

approaches to understanding the nature of human nature,

namely, the classical essentialist approach and the modem

evolutionary one.
The essentialist approach, exemplified in the papal dec-

laration, believes that there is an essence or ultimate
given source, revealing a definite structure to human exis.

tence and imposing limits upon human possibilities. This

'essence, when properly analyzed and understood, dictates

the ends man ought to seek in order to realize the full

potential of human nature: On the basis of this under-

standing, principles and mores can be formulated as
guides tor human behavior. An essentialist viewpoint
does not necessarily exclude a growth in knowledge

about human nature. The important aspect is that what

13
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is truly known serves as a fixed and stable point of depar-
ture and reference for man's-attempt at self-understanding
and for finding meaning in the

The evolutionary outlook, embodied in The Hionanist
document, regards man as a continually self-defining being.
That is to say, man creates his own possibilities aruRI mean-
ings within a continually evolving, physical-cultural en-
vironment: We can understand man's nature only within
the expanding and sometimes revolutionary gains in
knowledge by the social, physical, and biological sciences.
New technologies (for example, genetic engineering)
enable us to control What we may yet become. The only.
determination to which man is subject is self-determination.
There are, of course, limits, but these are not absolute

Factual Review Questions

givens beyond which we cannot go. What is specific to
humans as a species is precisely this openness to new pos-
sibilities, brought about, in part, by man's own imagina-
tion and creativity.

Restraint: A form of control exercised in either a positive
or a negative way. Its positive aspect is sublimah'on, the re-
channeling or redirecting of biological-psychological
drives, urges, or feelings into socially constructivE behav-
ior. The negative aspect of restraint is repris!,ion, the pro-
cess by which such drives are denied direct expression
and are not redirected but are submerged and left to
operate in the unionmious. The unconscious is that area of
our mental existence that is the source arld repository of
those reasons for behavior of which we are unaware.

I. What does Lipman-Blumen consider the basic moral
issue in sexual relationhips7

2. What are some of the social and technological changes
that havc made intimacy more possible?

3. In what ways does human vulnerability create
responsibility?

4. What does Freud means by "restraint."' and what are
some of its positive and negative effects;

5. Why does Lawrence claim that sex and beauty are onc
thing?

o. List the four sexual revolutions Bernard discusses.

7. What does slit', inean by the expression the "resex-
ualization ot women . and what are Some of the
imphcations or this tor malt-tamale relahonships7

Essay and Discussion Questions

8. Why, according to the papal declaration, must abso-
lute norms of se.xual behavior be recognized and
accepted7

9. What is the Roman Catholic doctrine regarding the
, morality of sexual relations as stated here7

10. What is the fundamental tenet of The Humamst's new
bill of sexual rights and responsibilities7

II. What conception of human nature is presupposed in
the new bill of sexual rights?

12. List some of the popular myths surrounding homo-
sexuals that Freedman seeks to dispel.

13. What are some of the positive values of an extra-
marital affair, according to English7

14. What are some of the negative aspects of an affair,
as discussed by Wolfe?

15. What, according to Wright, are some of the tyran-
nies spawned by the new sexual "liberation"?

1. Lipman-Blumen maintains that the basic moral issue
in sexual relitionships is the "tension between respon-
sibility and intimacy." Expalin what is meant by this
statement and discuss how the changes brought about
by the modem sexual revolution have been responsible
for making this a central issue.

Suggested Guidelines
Formulate dehnitions of responsibility and intimacy.

7

14

Reflect on the goals of human sexuality and what
stands in the way of their realization.
--Consider the changes discussed in the newspaper
article and in the Reader selection from Bernard. Select
those changes you consider central to the problem of
responsibility and intimacy.
iExamine some possible motives for entering a sexual
relationship. Distinguish those you consider valid from
those you do not.



2. Compare and contrast the different views of human
sexuality, its meaning and purpose as presented in the

papal declaration and in THE HUMANIST'S new .bill of

sexual rights and responsibilities.

Suggested Guidelines
Compare the diffet:ent views on-the nature of human

nature each position takes.
Contrast the different approach to ethical norms that

each view implies.
Try to find points in which each view seerns.to agree
about the means and ends tor human sexuality.

3. Write an essay giving your answer to the question
"Why should one be moral in sexual relationships?"

and explain what would constitute "moral" sexual

behavior, in your view.

Suggested Reading

Suggested Guidelines
Review the reasons Gert gives in Unit 1 on why we
should be moral.
Consider the definitions of sexual morality explicit or
implicit in Lipman-Blumen's article, in The Hui:tam:4S new-,

bill, in the papal declaration, in Freedman's article, and

in Wright's.
Formulate your own definition of sexual morality.

Reflect upon the reasons behind the various definitions.

Do they stand by themselves or depend on some other

rresiippositioni
Review Ewing's discussion of ethical reasoning in

Unit

Bell, Robert R. Pi minim hii tm 5 1 (. i x N',ithe. Englewood

Cliffs, N.J. PrenticeHall, loot". A sociological analysis of
premarital sexual values and hehavJor in contemporary
society. There is also a chapter titled ''Marital, Extramarital.

and Postmarital Sex."
Brogger, Suzanne. Orim.r New York: Delacorte

Press, 1076. A provocative discussion ot sex, love, erotic
fantasy. sex roles, arid the marriage relationship by a Danish

radical feminist. While serious in its intent. it is wittily written..
with ideas illustrated by the author's own peNonal experience.

Lipman-Blumen. Ivan. 'Changing Sex Roles in American Culture:

Future Directions tor Research -;rutai lich,R10

Vol 4, No 4. 1°75. pp 422-400
Masters. William H. and Virginia F Johnson in assfx.lation with

Robert I Levin. Ihe P:r.eque Rim./ A Net,. Look at tictiffilay and

lommonsoit Boston. Little. Brown. 1970 A group of essays
and informal symposia on such subjects as the double standard,

extramarital sex, swinging, tidelity. and commitment.
May Rollo. Loci, aP:41 Will. New York: Norton. 1904. A prob-

ing study by a noted psychotherapist of what he considers
the heart of our modern dilemma: the failure to undertand
the real meaning ot love and will and their interaction. May
appliesthe valuable insights gained by psychological under-

standing to the questions arid problems of ethical decisions.

Neubeck. Gerhard, ed. 1.1hamiyiml Re1,li101, F.nglewood

N.I.: Prentice-Hall, 1000 Authors trom a variety ot disci-
plines present research studies. theories. and case histories
about extramarital relations in the United States and in other

countries.
Socarides, Charles W Bryond 5r1,fiti 411,111 New York: Quad-

rangle. (075 A psychoanalyst comments on current sexual

practices, including group sex and homosexuality. and warns

that we are on a perilous course in which tailure to exercise

any control over our impulses will lead to personal and social

unhappiness.
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Wiseman, Jacqueline P., ed. The Sow! Psuilwlogy ot Ser. New

York. Harper 4t Row, 1976. A collection of essays by well-

known writers and researchers on the subject of sex ax a per-

sonal and social phenomenon. It is extremely readable, em-
phasizing studies of actual social behavior in the sexual realm.

It coven: a full spectrum of sexual attitudes, behaviors, and-

relationships.

Additional Suggestions

Recommended by Philip Rieff

Articles and Poens
Nagel, Thomas. 'Sexual Perversion." ourmil Philo.ophy, Jan-

uary 16, 1569 (pp. 10-12),
Rieff, Philip, "Eros Revisited." Kniyon Fall 1054 (pp.

040-648).
Shakespeare. William. "Sonnet 129
Solomon, Robert C. -Sexual Paradigms." Journal of Philo:why,

lune 13, 1974 (pp. 330. 341-343).

Books
Carpenter. Edward. l.ore. Coniiv ot Age. New York: Vanguard,

1927 (pp. 167-109). In the selected passage, the author likens

sex education to a tairy tale with ideal and romantic qualities,
Coomaraswamy, Ananda. 1311114am will the Gospel ot Buddhism, New

York: Putnam, 1916 (pp. 160-160). The author presents
Buddha's counsel on how to avoid women and rernain pure.

Ellis, Havelock. Similes in the Pcurholiwy or Set. Vol. 6. Phila.

derphia F.A, Davis, 1925 (pp. 373-374, 417), An argument
that a new morality must be founded specifically on the "na-

tural facts.' of sexual life.



akarenko, AS. The Collective Family. Translated by RobertIL
Dag lish. New York: Anchor. Books, 1967 (pp. 265-269). First
published in 1937 as A Book tor Parents, this volume is a prac-
tical guide to bringing up children in the Soviet Uniorr The
sedion indkated deals with moral discipline as a foundation
for a rich sexual life.'

Malinowski, Bronislaw. The'Setual Lite ot Savage,. NeW York:
Halcyon Press, 1929 (pp. 453-458). The noted anthropologisi
discusses the moral limits ot sexual achvity among the Tro.
briand Islanders, for whom $exual intercourse per se is not

,proscribed. . .

Michels, Robert. Sexual Ethio. Translated by Eden andCedar
Paul. New York: Scribner's, 1914 (pp. 20-23). The author
argnes that sexual education should not mislead children but
should not disabuse them of their fantasies unless they seek
specific knowledge.

9

Money, John, and Patricia Tucker. Setual Signature5. Boston:
Little, Brown, 1975 (pp. 131-133. 165-167). The authors
maintain that sex education should include graphic films for
teenagers.

Reich, Wilhelm. The Serual ktvoluhon, Translated by Theodore
P. Wolfe. New York: Noonday, 1969 (pp: 22-28). The
author argues that unfulfilled biologically grounded sexuil
needs lead to antisocial impulses..

Sorokin, Pitirim. The American Set Revolution, Boston: Porter
Sargent, 1956 (pp. 88-91). An assertion that sexual permis.
siveness in our society undermines moral and social authority.

Unwin, J.C. Set- mu! Culture. London: Oxford University Press,
1034 (pp. 370-382). Using anthropological and historical
material, the author discucses the social and cultural benefits ot
strict monogamy.
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3. The Family and Morality

Learning Objectives

To understand

the traditional concepts ot marriage and tamily a. :nstitutions in historical perspective

the impact of the industrial revolution. the industrial society, and the technological and sexual revolutions

on these concepts

the ways in which the current r hallenges and problems might be met

some alternatives to the traditional om epts

Overview

In Western society, the development and expression of
human sexuality finds its prime setting in the family. But
more than that, the family is recognized as the basic unit

and chief agency of cultural transmission and socialization.

Therefore, whatever affects the family,,pOsitively, or nega-
tively, has far.reaching implications for our society. This

unit deals with those tensions and pressures. brought
about by technological and social changes, that are atte0-

ing the family today.
The newspaper article by Christopher Lasch makes the

point that government 'and industry have combined to

take over the socialization process that once was the re-

sponsibility of the family. The family has lost its role as
theprimary culture-transmitting institution because it has

been bought out. One very disturbing effect of this,
according to Lasch, has been that a moral ,pragmatism,
the sole goal of which is getting along in society through
conformity and accommodation to the situation as it is.

has replaced values and ideals that promoted self,suffi-

ciency. individuality, and moral character.
Lasch expands this theme in his article in the Reader.

He makes the point that formerly the family was that

agency that embedded a culture in personality so that the
individual spontaneously or unwit ingly did what he
ought to do according to the norms ot he society. Today,

the central position of the family h s been weakened.

The government has assumed the role f "great provider"

and in return demands a conformity to its forms and goals.

Modern industry has similarly reduced the status of the

family to that of consumer for its products. The result

is that the modern family now produces a personality ori-

ented toward gratification rather than one oriented to

social and moral achievement.
The next selection treats marriage and family from an

entirely different perspective. E.O. James discusses the

sacramentalized character of these institutions. This is

considered the great Christian contribution, and it means
that these natural institutions have been raised to the level

of the sacred; that is, they are institutions that redeem and

sanctify man. Marriage has this sacramental character
because it has as its model the redemptive and sanctifying

love of Christ for the church. As this love and the freely

given grace or Divine help and care that result from it is

the cause of salvation, so too the love,.between husband

and wife, inspired by a selfless commitment that seeks the

good of the other as ones' own good, is a means of the
greatest personal growth possible'and a path to sanctifi-

cation.
Michael Novak's provocative essay argues the thesis

that "it is the destiny of flesh and blood to be familial."

Like Lasch, this author points to the role that postindus-

trial capitalism plays in the life of the modern family.

Novak goes on to describe two types of people: "indivi-

dual people" and "family people." The ethical dimensiops

involved here are comparable to what was discussed in

Unit I regarding the privatizing of morals and the need

for a'social ethic.
In America much of our thinking centers around the

individual. Society is regarded as an aggregate of inter-
acting individuals, each one autonomous and, often, in

emotional and spiritual isolation. Such an individual is
willing to be touched by abstract ideals and ideas, by

lo
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"causes" but not by another person. Thus the commit-
ment awl: marriage and family demands is shunned though
the alliance may not be. .rhe other peNpective is that
exemplified by "family people." For them sodety means
the patterns and institutions ot human living, of inter-
personal relations. These necessarily involve limitations ot
an individual's supposed right to experience everything
on one's own terms. For "tamily people, to.opt tor such
complete individual fteedom as an ethic for living is to
deny one's destiny. ,

But this does not mean that one should close one's
eyes to the fad that family demands and expedations can
be desftuctive for the individual personality. David
Cooper's article explores this aspect ot tamily lift. The
love that smothers, the tradihons that stultity, the obliga.
tions that enslavethese negahve aspeds, according to
Cooper, result in the suppression ot spontaneity, the death
of imaginahon, and the depersonalization ot the
dual. He't1 uggests ways ot overcorning them. much
to the advantage of family life.

A similar theme is pirsued by Edward Sapir. By clear
ing away some of the traditional nohons of what being
a member \if a family implies, a greaftr personal liberation
will result, Which in turn can lead to a more creative role.
fulfillment ,a\busband, wite, or chikl.

Suzanne. Kafr reflects on the possible changes in
family str1idure that may emerge trom the current chal-
lenges to thhe socia and psyohological underpinnings of the

. Key Concepts

traditional one. Moral doubt and confusion produce a
need tor reassessment, not only of where society is at a
given fime but of what diredions it might take in the
future. Kdler suggests that we may have to reevaluate
our present conceptions regarding monogamy, sex roles
and mores, and acceptable life-styles.

The tnarriage contract that follows is formulated in terms
that show a recognition of some of the changes that have
come about. The commitment of marriage need not mean
the abdicahon ot one's individuality, personal ideals, and
aspirations.

Jessie Bernard examines another preconception in our
traditional ideas about the marital relationship, namely
whether having children cements that relationship and is
a blessing to the marital union. According to several
studiesmost notably those by the National Institute of
Mental Healthmost married couples should not have
children; childless marriages are happiest. Bernard fore-
sees an increasing trend toward the childless marriage and
a recognition of it as a richer, more ulfilling and satis-
fying way of life for somq couples.

The concluding selection by De Rougemont sees the
truly moral problem in marriage as the problem of choice.
Any commitment to another person, for better or for
worse, enftred into with the intention of permanency,
involves a great deal of risk. Such a. decision or choice
is "irrational" in the sense that in making it, one is choos-
ing another to share a life-long intimacy involving un-
predictable changes in self and in circumstances,

Superego: A terin tor the moral Co nsc ience. that faculty
of self-criticism and seltcensorship that wrves as the guide.
for the behavior of the sell or ego. The ego is the aware
and assertive subject ot personal experience and interper
sonal relations.

Family: As a sox institution thisftrm reftrs to that
grouping ot people, related by kinship, that is based on
biological or cultural norms and is primarily responsible for
.the biological and cultural survival of the human species.
More particularly. the term is commonly used for the
modear iamily, which consists ot parents and children who
ordinarily live together in privacy and mainhiin some
form ot isolation from the rest of society. Disappearing
today is that type of ethmled lama!, which, though com-
posed ot a number ot nuclear tamdies, thought ot itself

as a unit because cif, blood ties and respect for familial
traditions. The modern tommunal ',tinily or commune is an
attempt to expreSs this sort of 'unity on the basis of an
agreement amOng members in place of blood ties. The
nuclear family and pairing in couples may persist irrsuch
communal arrangements. but they are expected to be sub-
ordinate to communal caring and sharing. As mores and
norms change, the concept of family is open to expansion
to include other forms of interpersonal relationships.

Marriage: A social institution involving both a contract
and a commitment between two individuals who choose
to share their lives together. Ordinarily, this relationship
is entered into with the intenhon of making it an enduring
one and of exduding any other extramarital inhmacies
sexual, psychological, emotionalthat, endanger the pri-

11
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mary bOnd between the contracting parties. The modern

marriage i_ontrai is nwant to be a legally binding agree.

rnent regarding mutual rights and responsinilities. both as

agreed upon between the parties and as detined by law.

The commitment is meant to provide that psychological-

emotional binding that Is the sour( e ot p le's mutual

fidelity. Laing. and comern.

Factual Review Questions

Sacramentalize: To raise something to a holy status so

that it is no longer to be conceived of in purely natural,
secular terms or destined for purely natural, secular ends.

A ,ihr,/ment is the religious rite that confers this status.

When it is said in Christian theology that marriage is a

sacrament, both the status and the rite are meant. It is

considered a sanctified and sanctifying state.

ordmg to Last. h, upon, what does the survival ot

any torn ot human smiefy depend?,

2 In what way has the tamily been transtormed.

acLording to Lasch?.

3 What has been the maim cited ot this transtorma-

tionT

4 Why is the superstate Lonsklered tin aSSa(I It on

privacy?

Nhat is the Lontribution ot Christianity to the insti

tution ot marriage, &Lording to lames?

r Why does marriage imply permanenty in this twine-

work.?

5

7 1,Vhat 1,, Novak s ,entral thesis7

Essay and Discussion Questions

6. What does Ile mean by stating that modern man

attempts to make of himself a "pure spirit"?

0 What are some ot the negative aspects of the family

discussed by. Cooper?

10. According to Sapir, what are the four major, trends
that are developing.within the tamN as an institution?

I. What does he mean by saying that self-development

makes for better role fulfillment?

12. What are the three sources Keller gives as cipllenging

the underpinninp of the family?

13. What conclusion have researchers arrived at reg rding

childless marriages?

14. What does De Rougement consider the truly moral

problem ot marriage?

15. In what sense is the decision to marry "irrtion'al"?

1. Write an essay either supporting or disputing Novak's

defense of his thesis that "it is the destiny of flesh and

blood to he familiar

Suggested Guidelines
-Review the reason the family seems out ot favor today.

evaluate this trend:in termy ot what it does to the

individual positively and negatively

last the positive value- Novak t Inds in marriage and

the tamily
---Review the negatike aTei ts it tannly lite as given by

Cooper and Sapir

2. What changes in our traditional family structure do

you think are desirable and should be brought about?

Suggested Guidelines
list the changes that are ionsideied to have come about

1 9
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according to Lasch, Novak, and Sapir.
--Retlect on the change that Keller and Bernard see as

d'esirable or,as possible alternatives,
--Consider what aspech, ot the traditional family structure

you consider of permanent, unchanging value.

3. Write an essay, pro or con; discussing the statement

"Most married couples should not have children."

Suggested Guidelines
Review the Reader selections by Novak, Cooper,

Keller, and Bernard. ,

---(:,onsider what you yourselt want or would want mit Of

a marriage.
---Wbuld having children help or hinder these goas?

---Wl\at in your judgment aie the qualities that are neces-

sary tdir parenthood? Do most people have them?



Suggested Reading

by ChristoPher Lasch

Articles
Btirgess. Ernest W. -The Family as a Unity (It Interacting Per.

sonalities." The Faintly, March tolci. pp 3-0.
The Romantic Impulse and Family Disorganization.-

Scarey, 1927, pp. 200-204.
Horkheimer; Max. "Art and Mass Culture.-

lind Set/ S.irm r 1041, pp. 201-204.
Lowenfeld, Henry and Ye Ia. -Our Permissive Society and the

Superego.- P.ych,,,,,,,eiyh, (juacto it, 1 070 pp. 500-5cm.
Marsh, Donald Chard, and Norman D Humphrey. 'Value Con-

genies and Marital Counseling.- .\.1,0,:,qc ,01,1

1953. Pp..28-32.
Marmor. Judd. "Psychological Trends m American Family Re

latianships." Mar,ta,..e athl I am t:, 1051 pp 145-147.
Parsons, Talcott, The Link Between Character and Society

In Sotral Slue( hot awl pp. 212-217. New York: Free
Press, 1041.

Zuckermann, Michael 'Dr Spock. The Cuntidence Man.- In
Thr Family ci I line 'edited by Charles E. Rosenberg Phila.
delphia. University ot PeMnsylvania Press. !cr.; See epecially
pp. 18.5-184, 157-155. 104-lun

Books
Braverman flan,. ; . \Cc,. mk

Monthly Review Press. 1,374. A Marxist assessment (it the
impact ot thelhdustrial Revolthuin on the t amity 1pp. .2722254m.

Keniston. Kenneth. I h, I In,,,tintird New `r ork: Har« curt. 1955.
A wellknown study Lit the cultural and ideological alienation
ot the young in American society The author dist usr:es the
generatilinal gap and the problems posed by young pee cples.
lack of identitication with their parents (pp. 254-258, ;() 1

.305).
Mead. Margaret. A1,eir .0;,/ New `rork Morrow 040

This examination ot the st's in a t hanging world drawn by
the prOminent anthropologist chdcr% on her studr, ot sex role,
in the South Pat Mc iChapter I ;)

Myers.on Abraham. (cc [Liston 1020 An
examination ot the various forms ot nervousness in house
wives and ot their cause-, including a discussion ot hou,ework
and the home as tactors in producing neuroses

Riesman. David 1(s. Icire,1( Nets' HaVun. Corm . 'tale

Univerity Press. P450 A popular analysis ot the de, ot

the .inner.direr tecr c haratter. whi, has niter nab/cc! adult
au t hunt y -especially that ot the parents -and the emergence
ot the -other-directed c harat ter ot our consumption society
(pp. 40-55)

Shorter, Edward. 1 hc tak :v U th; Nets stork
Bask Be ,Oks 1075 A provocative (Judy ot modern trends in
family c hanging sex role definitions. and sexuality

Woltenstein, Martha. anti Nathan Leites, Afor.ioc A P.ycliolooal
!-,hclic New York: Atheneum. 1'470. A psychoanalytical and
anthropological approac h tic a study ot recurrent themes in
American movies as a retlection Ot 011r culture (pp. 140-153,
188-1741.

Additional Suggestion5

RCL ornmended by Philip.Riett

Articles
Bronfenbrenner, Uric. Spirit of 1: No Hassle. Let's

Split.- I be May 1070 (p. ooti).
Demos, lohn. 'The American Family in Past Time.- "Ike Ammar;

!,,holal Summer 1074 (p. 444/.
Lasch, Christopher. 'The Suppression ot Clandestine Marriage in

England."' !-IclIP11,1011411 Spring 1074 (pp. 00-02, 08-100, 104-
105, 108-109/

Luiz. Theodore!. "---The Broken Balance: Symbolic Functioning
and the Crisis in Western Civilization." I ltunatitta,, May 1072
(pp. I 4)-150).

Mace, David R. in Defense ot the Nuclear Family.- "nu,

Mayllune 1075 (pp. 27-20)
Rudikott. Sonya. -Marriage. and Household,- Cownrorhin., lune

1073 (pp. ml-m41.
White.. Leslie. The. Definition and Prohibition ot Ificest."

A wo a: luly 1045 (pp. 422-425).

Books
Dahrendort. Ralt. !'o, lit/ arid Petrie( Will IN 1. ;e1 'mitts. (.arden

City, N Y.: Doubleday, 1007 (Anchol Edition, pp. 388 ..801.
An analysis ot how the Nazis destroyed -the autonomy and
traditional values Ot the tamily.

Hoebel. E. Adamson, Hie 1.41:c ot Pt imItez.t. Atari. Cambridge.,
Mass : Fiarvard University Press. 1054 (pp. 82-84,102, 100-
11.51. The primitive marriage customs ot the Eskimo and the
Itugao

Makarenko, A.S. Hie of/re tr:e Fatuilte Translated by Robert
Daglish. New York: Anchor Books, 1067 (pp. 11 .13. 10-17).
RIlssiall maxims on how to raise Children,

Me.snil, Jacques. I 1.11,te Brussels: Administration. 1000
pp. 55-57. 50-51). The author advocates that marriage
should have no other end than the love of its partners.

Zimmerman. Carle. The I tetit ,q I 01110,10W New York: Harper
and Brotherc. 1040 (pp. .20-30/. An analysis ot current and
tuture trends in the. family.
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4. Abortjon

Learning Objectives

To understand

the factors that make the questions of abortiat so difficult to discuSs and resolve

4fTe Prevailing viewpoints on the morality of abortion and the arguments used in their support

the deeper moral issues and dilemmas underlying the abortion question

Overview

Any issue that todches on the question of human life, its
protection, and its fostering can7i15t help but be of pro-
found significance for society.- For one thing, it is ulti-
mately from theories or convictions concerning the nature
and purpcise of human life that ethical systems are
spawned. And for another, in American society especially
the sacredness of human life is a cherished value.

It is no wonder, then, that the issue of abortion pro-
vokes such heated debate, for at its center is the questihn
of whetherand whenthe fetus is a person. The pur-
pose of this unit is to bring out the major positions taken
in this debate, the arguments pro and con, and the com-
plexities involved.

The newspaper article by Daniel Callahan sets the stage
for what follows. He discusses how and in what way
abortion is a moral problem. Then he puts into context
the basic concepts involved: person, viability, individual
rights. And thoUgh he himself opts in favor of permitting
abortion he does so uneasily. '

SOrne of tile reasons for Callahan's unease are revealed
in the. first Reader selection in Which he sets the whole
question in the context of the broader issues of morality
itself. These issues, which have come up in the first three
units, include the privatizing of morals, the need for a
social ethic, the.tyranny ot public opinion, and the mean-
ing of responsibility. Most importantly. he deals with the

question of what makes the choosing or not choosing to
have an abortion a mewl choice. The moral issue may be
said to consist in that sense of responsibility that shows
itself in the desire to do what is right and that is concerned
with the protection and furthering of life.

The next two selections .are, respectively, a defense and
an ;attack on the Roman Catholic church's antiabortion
campaign. For the church to do what is right and to pro-

tect life means a. rejection of abortion, for it holds that
the fetus is a person from the moment of conception.
George Williams defends the church's efforts because they
have as their.object the good of all mankind. Williams
himself allows for abortion in certain extreme cases, for
example, rape and incest, but in all.other cases he asserts
the right of the fetus to life.

Robert Hall's opposing viewpoint holds that all volun-
tary abortion is permissible because the fetus is not sCien-

tifically or legally a person. Abortion is therefore the
right of every woman. He castigates especially the politi-
cal implications of the Catholic church's attempt to exert
pressure for antiabortion laws.

Abortion is one of those areas in which the moral and

legal realms intertwine. The 1973 Supreme Court deci-
sion, Roe II! lAladr. presents the current law on abortion.
Of special interest are the distinctions made regarding
when the judgment on abortion is considered a medical
one and when a legal one or one in which the state may

intervene. The limitations that apply to the power of the
state and the physician in this regard are also given.

Bernard Nathanson is a physician who was a leading
advocate of legalized abortion. His discussion contains
the reflections of an activist who has had second thoughts
on the matter and is now calling for an end to militancy
and a start to a concerted cooperative effort. This effort

should be directed toward the creation of a moral climate
rich enough to provide for abortion, but sensitive enough
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to hold in reverence the whole spectrum of life.. Needed
also is a body of specialists, working in consort, who can
help a woman arrive at a truly rnoral tiecision on abortion.

John Noonanlitarticle discusses those deeper currents at
work in modem society that have desensitized us, to some
extent, in our appreciation of life as an interdependent
pheoomenon. Social changeS, such as those discussed in
the first three units, have been at work here. Noonan
spells out the consequences of these changes and how and
why they have produced an atmosphere in which a wide-
acceptance of abortion has come` about.

Judith Thomson presents a proabortion argument for
the case in which the mother's life is endangered by the'
pregnancy. After pointing out the weaknesses she finds

! .in the "life is a spectrum" argunlent. she goes on to draw
an analogy that anticipates Garrett Hardin. who intro-
duces the notion of "compulsory pregnancy.-

Leon Kass deals with a problem increasingly coining to
the fore because of advances in medical technology,
namely, the question ot' what justifies an abortion for
genetic reasons. Amniocentesis, a medical procedure that
makes possible the detection of some genetic diseases in
the fetus a pregnant evornan carries. gives to the prospec .
tive parents the option ot deeiding whether the fetus
should be carried to term. At heart. this decision is a
judgment on whether a tetus with genetic allorrnalities
js fit or unfit to live. Kass is concerned with the norms
for making this judgment. and he discusses three standards
to which one might resort: the societal. the parental. and
the natural. He finds none ot them satistactory, tor hu.

Key Concepts

mane and adequate justification for gertetic abortion mast
not simultaneously justify infanticide, homicide, and en-
slavement of the geneticalb. abnormal.

Henry Aiken, however, 'argues that there is a standard
that ,:erves as an adequate justification for genetic abortion.
I hat norm is whether the fetus has or has not the possibi-
lities of living a truly human life. This is the raison hire,
or reason-for-being. of coming into being.

Garrett Hardin is of the opinion that the' main problem
in the whole aboition question is that the wrong question
is being asked, Instead of asking whether we can justify
abortion, we should be asking whether we can justify
"compulsory pregnancy." His answer is no. The moral
decision involved must begin with the fact of pregnancy.
And if a woman is pregnant against her will, for any
reason, then she is under compulsion. The alternatives are
clear: Either she submits to the compulsion or she opts
for abortion. With regard to the antiabortion argument
that the fetus is a potential Rttnian being, Hardin argues
that this potentiality as such has no value; value is in
actuality, for example, a house as distinct from the blue-
prints for it.

The concluding article by Sissele. Bok takes our general
principles and attitudeS with regaTd to killing and uses
them to weight the factors that should count in the abor-
tion issue. She concludes that, while the reasons-for the
protection of the life of the fetus at the very early stages
of pregnancy are minimal, at lator stages special reasons
kr abortion should be required. At the stage of viability,
all abortions except those required to save the life of the
mother should be prohibited.

Humanhood: That stage ot development at which human
life begins and at which rights are attributable. Just what
the indicators of humanhood are, those positive and nega-
tive criteita that are to ipply ri deterrnming it, is a matte/

of continued discuysion among philrisophers, theologians,
and scientists. tentative Lietinitions rely on hiologicdI,
moral, and psychokrgRal traits-- tor example, hriin tune
tion, the Lapability or relating to others. and selt-Lon
sciousness. I hey may stress lust (111t. aspert or mat'
include several in the list ot Criteria.

Abortion: The premature' expulsion ot the human fetus
at any time More it is viable. It involvts, ordinarily, the

intended death of the fetus. A therapeulu abortion is one
that is carried out for reasons ot the p4sical or mental
heahh of the pregnant woman.

,

Viability: That stage of develOpment at which the fetus
is capable of surviving outside of the maternal womb. It

varies from one fetus to another. The definition of this
term also depends on what needed life-sustaining supports
are available and on the nature of those supports. There-
fore, the definition of this concept is subject to modifica-
tion and expansion.

. Quickening: That stage at which the mother first feels
life in the womb.
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Factual Review Questions

I. What, according to Callahan, is the key problem in
the abortion issue?

2. What is the basis ot the claun that a wornarNs the

right to choose regarding abOrtion7

3. What, according to Callahan, is neLessary to make a

tree choice a moral choice?

4. What is the major reason tor Williams detense ot the

Roman Catholk church's antiabortion campaign?

5. Scientifically and legally the tetus is not Lonsidered a

human being. Why?

o. What is Hall's main objection against the Catholii

position?

7. According to the Rt`e v. I Vskie decision, what are the

limitatkins ot the state's regulatLiry power in the matte/

ot abortion?
f

Essay and Discussion Questions

8. Nathanson argues that the criteria for determining

death should be used for determining life. What are

the criteria'?

q. What does he mean by the statement "lite is alspec._

trum-?

10. Noonan discusses some ot the deeper currents at
work in society that have produced an atmosphere
favorable to abortion. What are they?

I. What are Thomson's objections to the lite is a spec.

trum" argument against abortion?

12. Why does Kass reject any ot the proposed standards

for genetic abortion?

13. What is Aiken's standard regardin'g abortion?

14. Why does Hardin maintain that the wrong question
is being asked regarding abortion?

15. Why are the concepts "quickening" and "viability"
central to Bok's discussion of abortion?

I. Callahan suggests that there are several ways of
looking'at abortion: as a religious problem, a legal
problem, a medical problem, and so,on. What kind of

question is abortion for you? Why?

Suggested Guidelines
Review Callahan's two artk attending to the various

approaches to the question.
State your own stand on the abortion 15511C, giving
reasons why you take this stand.
--Take into account the arguments. pro and on tor non-
genetic akirtion that ale Lus en in most ot the Reader

sole( bons

2. At the end of his discussion on genetic abortion,
Kass reveals that he is frustrated because he has failed
to provide himself with a satisfactory justification for
the practicev Can you provide oni!? If not, why?

Suggested Guidelines
Review the proabortion arguments given by 'Thomson,

Aiken, and kirdin. Pick those you consider applicable
in all cases.
Consider the three stafidards given by Kass. Do any
ot them strike you as valid?
Reflect on*what would sway your judafient most if you
were in the position ot a prospective parent of a detec-

tive child. '

3. Noonan claims that educated American opinion
today accords a new acceptance to abortion. Discuss
the reasons within the context of the deeper moral
changes in American society.

Suggested Guidelines
Review the changes you have studied in the first three
units. Reter to the essay questions for appropriate Reader

selections.

Select those changes you consider directly responsible
for this new acceptance ot abortion and explain why they
are responsible.



Suggested Reading

by Daniel Callahan

Articles
Blake, ludith Davis. -Abortion and Public Opinion: The loo0-

1970 Devade." irna 171 (February 12. 1071/. pp 540-510.
An interesting survey ot the surveys with women. it turrwd
out, consistently more opposed to permissive abortion laws
than men.

Bleich, J. David. "Abortion in Ha lakhw Literature 1..hitthth 10
(Winter IQ08), pp. 72-120 An analysis ot rabinnical dee isums
in abortion cases,

Brody, Baruch A. -Abortion and the Law.-
June 17, lo 7I. pp 357 300 A.n article by a philosoplwr
critical of hberahzedlbortion latvs.

DuprC, Louis. -A New Approach to the Abortion Problem
Theologital 34 1September 1073). pp 461-486, An at
tempt by a Roman Catholic theologian to find a more liberal
interpretation ot his church's position.

Potter, Ralph. 'The Abortion Debate n frddtiv tie and Rath
erf.thh, Atedvir edited by Donald R. Cutler. pp.

85-134. Boston: Beacon Press. 10o0 A tine summary ot the
arguments and the positions' ot opposing schook ot thought.

Tietze, Christopher. and Deborah A Riwson. Induced Abor.
bon. A Factbook Rerort. 1),,rulatieh 1..w4 rahrip:A. 14 iDe
cember lo731. A very careful ompilatiM f medil al. socd.
and demographic data on abortion

Williams, G. H. Religious Residues and Presuppositi OTIS in the
American Debate on Abortion.- 11:colo,0,1,' 31 11070).

PP. 10-75. An examination trom a Protestant per.pective
ot the role of religious thought in the shaping ot the abortion
discussion.

3 Books
Callahan. Damel. 14:, A New ork

Macmillan. 1070 See espe,:ally Chapter IV 'The Sanctity ot
bfe," pp. 307-346. tvtli analy/es various contemporary
meanings orthe corkept

Cohen. Marshall. et .1: eds. \ A I'M hi '1:

Princeton, N.I.: Princeton University Press N74. A collection
of major philosophical articles on abortion. both pro and con.

Committee on Psychiatry and Law ot the Group tor the Ad .
vancement ot Psyc hiatry I he RiOit Ahorti,,h
Vire. New `1. ork Sc ohner s. 1070 A briet sue cm( t state-
ment by a gr( up ot py& hiatnsts favorable, to liberallicd
abortion laws
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Grisez, Germain. Abot how Hie A tyth... the Reahhe.., and .the
merit, New York: Corpu3 Books, 1070. See. especially Chap
ter IV, -Religious Views ot Abortion.- pp. 11721;34, an excel.
lent survey of various religious twditions.

Moore.Cavar. Emily C. lute, nationdl Ii:iv:tory 0) Into, ou hi
ed Abortion New York: Columbia University, Interna

tional Institute tor the Study ot Human Reproduction. 1074.
A very detailed collection ot empirical data on abortkm atti
tudes and practices throughout the world.

National Conterence of Catholic Bkhops, Nie

Ri;;It h, Lite ina Abor hon. Washington, D.C.: United States
Catholic Conterence, 1074. An excelkmt source ot inform&
tion on Roman Catholic teaching:

Noonan, lohn T.. ed. .1.he A foraiity ot Abortion. I ea J1141,M111

Pe,pe, Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1070. A fine collection ot essays, on the whole supportive
ot traditional bans against legahzed abortion.

Additional Suggestions

Recommended by Philip Riett

11-

Articles
Hare, R.M. -Abortion and the CaMen Rule.- phi Pubb,

Atha?, Spnng 1075 (pp. 201-202, 20o-20o. 221).
Margolis. Joseph, Abortion.' I Ihh, October I073 (pp.. 57-58).
Ramsey. Paul. The Morality ot Abortion.- In lite ei Ndh EA,

uti ()0,0,... Seattle: Univiyrsity ot Washington Press, loot; (pp.
SO-01).

Rudinow, Joel. -On The Slippery Slope April 1074
(pp. I 73-17o).

Wertheimer. Roger. -Understanding thc Abortion Argument."
Atha, Fall ILri (pp. o7-ot3 7(1-71. 76-70,

85 04).

Books
Van der Tak. lean Ab.,tteri I ertt;th, athi IiIksi I 1.,'Nlatiow

hitrihath,h,11 Lexington. Mass.: Heath. 1074 (pp, 7. 13_
201. An analysis of international trends on abortion. -the
pages indicated present statisties ot abortion in communist
Eastern Europe.



5. Aging and the Aged

Learning Objectives

To understand,

the' myths and \ter cot ypes surrciunding old age

why the elderly in America have eineiged as a so( ial and moral problem

the 5onstrue ht.(' ways cit «Ting with the personal and so( !al dimension, oj aging

Overview

In a recent television show. comedienne Nancy Walker
turned to the actress who plays the role ot her daughter

and pronounced a moe k 'May I Ise burden to you

in my old age.'" Hie audience reaction l\P.P. laughter.

What wacTrjeL.a. nt to be a humeirous UnderslalreS a

basic social and personal problem in American society
that of aging arid the aged. This unit explores some ot the

major reasons behind the common view ot old age as an

inescapable and dreaded burden and discusses constructive
alternatives to dealing s.'eth it and (hanging it. Common
tO many ot the articles is the theme that our society
denies the eleterly a meaningful role.

Daniel Callahan.. newspaper arti( le contains a personal
Staten-lent (it hN OWn tern irs over the prospect ot growing

old. Basically his tears center cii the quality ot lite the
aged lead that trequently results in one be(oming a burden

to oneself and to others Yhe healthy desire ten- indepen-

dence turn, into the aduality ot isolation trom others.
The wish tor sett-smile:one y trom faintly and km can be

realized only by a dependence up,,n the all-sutticient state.
Callahan envisions an es en worse tuture ahead. Ry the

year 2.000, it is estimated that percent eit our popula

hon will be in the senior ( ihzen category. In 'a youth-
oriented. consumer-producer .soelety such .1,, ours, the

question ot priorities must arise. Iv whom will necessarily

hinted resouree. go7 Is our answer already implicit in the
actual orientation cit our c ethnic:7

The article in the Reader by tiidney e'allahan and Drew

.Chnstiansen raises important questions about this prciblem

and calls tor a cultural reorientation According to these
authors. not only doe, our so( iety need new SOt iai poli-

cies. but it must also put the meaning ot aging in proper

human perspective. However. there ,ae ingrained attr

18

tudes that stand in the way of such a reorientation, most
notably our preoccupation with the future. Our social
ideals are geared to progress and change, to accomplish-

ment and success. But there is ,no tuture in aging. The
old, according to Callahan and Christiansen, live in a
peculiar time trame, with a past but no future, a present
without prospect ot change. .And if the elderlY do not
change, what can they possibly, contribute to a progres-
sive society? We have no noble ideals of old age, the

authors argue.
Such presuppositions are an example oh the myths and;

stereotypes that surround old .age. This is the topic of
Robert Butler's analysis. He begins by sketching a picture'

ot old aw that is held by many Americans, then proceeds

to show what a distorted picture it is. That youth is an
attitude of mind is a doiable-edged saying. 'One meaning
reveals the assumption that only the young are productive,
adaptable to change', alert and aWare, stimulating and in-

teresting. This is why staying young is an American
tetish. Butler shows that this attitude is the result ot a
lack of knowledge of and insufficient contact with the
elderly. But more importantly it is founded in a deep
prejudice against the elderly, present to sonic degree in all

ot us. This prejudice' obscures the tact that youth is an
attitude ot mind that we can find in the elderly, too,
This is the second and more common meaning of the say-
ing to which we must pay more than lip service.

Who can speak tor the old? Bert Kruger Smith does
and eloquently so. What is uttered is a plea tor someone,
tor anyone, to recognize -that within my soul I exist."

And that 1' is not simply the memory ot a person who
was: it is someone who here and now feels acutely the
isolation and pain that being old can mean.
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From Elmer Davis we get another view. Being old can
mean having the freedom ot unt oncern tor what is an
overriding concern ot many the lust tor suct tusk,. This

6eedom carries with it another beneht. One can speak
one's mind without tear ot the consequences that torth-
rightness can have on one's tuture Atter all. the tuture
is already behnid you when you are elderly.

William Graham Sumner illustrates the two bask attc
tudes toward the aged tound in various cultures. namely.
an attitude ot respect and one ot ont em pt. In those ul-

tures that value the aged, there is a marked respect tor
the wisdom and experience they l'an contribute to the sur-
vival of the group. Among those who exhibit contempt,
the elderly are looked upon as burdens to society bet ause
they are nonproductive onsunwrs ot resourt c.

Alexander heat gives a description ot three cultures in
whic-ELthald are held in respect and that are renowrwd_
for their centenarh1ns7 the Abkhasians who live in the
Caucasus Mountains of Russia. the Hunzas ami Hunzucuts
of northern Pakistan and Sinkiang. China and the Vilca-
bambans ot southern Ecuador. The elderly among these
people are an integral part ot the community and are
included m its active lift. heat points out that both their
work and thcir wisdom are taken seriously by the. young.
While the psychological tithe( ts ot such positive attitudes
cannot be measured. it is quite reasonable to suppose that
they have an ettect on the energy and vitality the elderly
exhibit in these cultures. :Further heat asserts that the
sense ot usetulness. ot being rectigniied as an 1, is a po
tent tactor in produi ing an optimism and a desire to live
which in turn are significant tat tors for a long and healthy
life. Leat argues tor the treatiiiirt conditions that will
restore this respect in postindustrial st)1. iety A start. in
his view. would be to provide more opportunities hir seIt
ennchment and integration' into the mainstream 01 s,;t
for those ot retireinent age.

Arlie Hocki fuld presents t ont lusions whit the el.
derly want and how they at opc From a study ot

Key Concepts

low-income. senior-citizen housing projects. she points out
that the elderly preter to live with their own age group.
In tlw company ot their peers they teel tree to act in the
manner in which they choose and not on the basis ot an
imposed stereotype. Further, they manage to replave old,
lost roles (.tor example, parent. spouse, provider) with new
ones created by the various social and service activities
that are attordtd by these communities. Above all, they
tel needed in the exercise of a mutual concern.

There is one torm ot segregation ot the old that has
recently co w under journalistit',iffack as well as govern-
.,

fnent invc igationthe nursing home. Who are the vil-
lainsthe r ldren who-put their parents in these homes
or, the proprie oN-who protitably assuriw their care? The
letter writtn o Ralp Nader singles out the medical
protession an tht oprietors, otten members ot that
profession,- who run t wse homes as human storage bins.

In the next selection, Simone de Beauvoir calls tor
something more than the change in social Policies tor the
elderly advocated by Sidney Callahan and Drew dristian
sen. What she sees aS.crucial is a renewed sense ot human.'
ity that will enable everyone, of whatever age, to lead a
truly human lift. Certainly. drastic reforms are needed
in social policies and attitudes toward the elderly. But
what is tundamentally needed is nothing less than an at-
tack upon the entire system that causes the gradual destruc-
tion ot individuality and dignity throughout a person's
lite by treating that person as a consumer-producer and
not as a whole human being. .Without basic retorms in
the economic system, according to de Beauvoir . old age
will contmuc to he a parody ot lite no matter what re.
torms are undertaken in social policies for the elderly.

The concluding article by H. Tristram Engelhardt is a
reflection on death as a part of lite. A salutary reminder
ot human mortality is ako a reminder that health is a
value, one among the many that go to make up a society's
viewitof the meaning and purposes ot lift. And since life
isi an interdependent phenonwnon, longevity has meaning
only within the general purposes ot life.

Aging: A process iharaiterized by a decrease in an organ-
ism's ability to pertorm and to stand stressigenerally with
the advance ot hronologwal ilgV. The rates at which
individuals age vary. and chronolt;gical age I mit net cs-
sarily indicative of the physiological, psychological, and
social aging ot a person. The process itselt is influenced
by race, customs dict, and general attitutles ot lite
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Senility: A state of greatly decreased physical and mental
capacities tound in some old indivithiak.

Longevity: The mean age that nwmbers of a species attain.
The term is also used tor the maximum age some indivi-
duals attain. In the case tit centenarians discussed here,
both genetic arid environmental factors arc thought to be
involved.



Factual Review Questions

1. What two conflicting images ot old age ,i.e discusse

by Daniel Callahan;

2. According to Callahan. independence and self-suffi-
ciency are healthful desires, but they work to the
detriment of the elderly. How?

3. According to Sidney Callahan and Drew Christiansen

what is the only acceptable ideal of old age we
admit?

4. What _do they prescribe as necessary tor coping witl
the inevitable changes of old age?

5. What, according to Butler. is the myth of aging?

O. What is "ageism-7

7. What does Smith plead for, above all?

8. What does Davis see as the blessing ot old age;

Essay and Discussion Questions

Q. According to Sumner, what are the two attitudes

toward the aged found in various cultures?

10. What central lesson do the three cultures described

by Leaf have for us?

i I. What does Leaf suggest to counter the devastating

effects ot enforced leisure?

12. What are Hochschild's conclusi.ons regarding integra-

tion and segregation of the elderly?

13. Why does de Beauvoir maintain that it is old age,

rather than death, that is to be contrasted with life?

.1 4 . Where does de Beauvoir see the central problem

to be?

15. Why does Engelhardt maintain that death is not med-

icine's enemy?

1. Discuss the two conflicting images of old age in
American society that emerge from the readings in this

unit.

Suggested Guidelines
Review the newspaper article by Callahan and the

Reader selections by Butler, Smith, Davis, Hochschild,

a nd Sum ner.
Reflect on what, in your opinion, can help reconcile the

conflict. Consult the article by Callahan and Christiansen.

2. Callahan and Christiansen call for a cultural reorienta-

tion to remedy attitudes toward the elderly; de Beauvoir

sees the problem in a broader perspective. Write an

essay on how you view the problem and what you see

as possible approaches to a solution.

Suggested Reading

Suggested Guidelines
Review the selections by the above authors, noting the
reasons they give for their positions.
Review Leaf's analysis.

Consider the recommendations they make.

Evaluate these positions and solutions.

3. Discuss "ageism" in the light of your own attitudes
toward, preconceptions about, and prejudices against

the elderly.

Suggested Guidelines
Consider the myths and stereotypes analyzed by

Butler.
Review the newspaper article and the reader selections

by Smith and Davis.
Reflect on what you look forward to in old age.

by, Daniel- Callahan

Ar,ticles
"Aging in the Year 2000: A Look at the Future." Geronh,1e6q 15

(February 1975, ) Part II. Some sensible speculation on the future

of aging and aging in the tuture.
Christiansen, Drew. "Dignity in Aging." Ha.tings Court Report 4

(February 1974), pp. 6-8. A discussion of the possibility of dig-

nity and self-rescx-rt in old age.
Hayflick, Leonard. 'The Biology of Human Aging!" Amentan

fournal iht Mtdhal Soma, 265 (June 1973), pp. 433-445. A
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gcod survey of the present state of biological understanding of

the process of aging. .

Hess, Beth B. "Stereotypes of the Aged." Journal of Commumultion
24 (Autumn 1974), pp. 76-85. An interesting survey of the
varied, and often contradictory, public' images and ideas of what
it means to be aged.

Kaplan, Jerome. In Search of Policies for Care of the Aged." In
Ego" of Health Cur, edited by Laurence R. Tancredi, pp. 281-
303. Washington, D.C.: National Academy of Sciences, 1974.



An exarnination of the problems of developing a national ethical
and social policy for the care of the aged.

Neugarten, Bernice L. "Age Groups in American Society and the
Rise of The Young Old." The Annals ot the American Awdemy of
Political and Social Science, 415 (September 1974), pp. 187-198. A
study of the, growing social importance of the age group fif ty.
five to seventy-five, thcse "young old" who are in good health,
educated, and politically active.

Swenson, Wendell H. "Psychological Aspects of Aging in the
American Culture." Psychiatric Annul, 2 (November 1972). pp.
28-31, 34-35. A look at the way the elderly evaluate their
worth and role in America.

Books
Butler, Robert N. Why Survive:' Being Old in Ammia. New York:

Harper te Row, 1975. A comprehensive, if pessimistic. exami .
nation of the problems of growing old in America.

De Beauvoir, Simone. The 'Cornins of Age. New 'York: Warner
°Books, 1973. A moving,historical and philosophical study of

the meaning of aging.
Field, Minna. The Aged, the Family, and the Communiiy. New York:

Columbia University Press, 1972. See especially Chapter 4,
"Economics of Aging and Family Relationships," pp. 34-57.
An examination of the economic status of the aging in the
United States and, in particular, a look at the impact of finan.
cial dependency.

Woodruff, Diane S., and James E. Birren, eds. Agmg: Scienntic
Perspectives and Social 1ues. New York: Van Nostrand, 1975.
A good survey of biological, sociological, and cultural aspects
of aging.
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Additional Suggestions

Recommended by Philip Rieff

Articles
Gutinann, David. "The Premature Gerontocracy: Theories of

Aging and Death in the Youth Culture." Social Research Fall
1972 (pp. 417-419, 424-426, 442-445, 446).

Neugarten, Bernice L. "Patterns of Aging: Past, Present and
Future." Social Service Review, December 1973 (pp. 574-576).

Parsons, Talcott. 'The Aging in American Society." Las, and
Contemporary Problern, 1962 (pp. 29-32).

Riesman, David. "Some Clinical and Cultural Aspects of the
Aging Process." American Journal of Sociology 59. Reprinted in
individualism Reconsidered. Glencoe, Illinois: Free Press, 1954
(pp. 484-486, 489-490).

Books
Field, Minna. Aging with Honor and Dignity. Springfield, Ill.:

Charles C. Thomas, 1968 (pp. 86-91). A consideration of
problems of aging, with particular attention to the problems
of adult children in adjusting to the 'aging of their parents.

Simmons, Leo W. Role of the Aged in Primitive Society. New Haven,
Conn.: Yale University Press, 1945 (pp. 50-51, 61-62, 105). A
review of the anthropological literature, citing various primitive
societies in which the aged have enjoyed considerable power
and prestige.

Townsend. Peter. The Family Life of Old,People. London: Rout-
ledge and Kegan Paul, 1957 (pp. 252-256). The routine of
daily life of old people in the English lower-middle class is
illustrated through diary entries.
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6. Politics: The Domestic Struggle for Power

Learning Objectives

To understand

the relation between' morality and politics as wnceived and practiced in America

the meaning and signiticance ot a politics ot restraint in a tree society

why the problem ot equality is a central concern in a democratic society

Overview

To the rest of the world, America has been, at various

times, a source of adrniration or envy, emulation or frus-

tration. But at all times, we have been a puzzle, mainly

because of the distinctive features of our politics. They

exhibit a peculiar combination of idealism and pragmatism,
naivete and shrewdness, and an overriding concern for

morality. Because we are as we are,we experience dis-

tinctive problems and dilemmas in our democracy. This

unit seeks to analyze some characteristic aspects of our

domestic politics and some of the moral issues that arise

from political action.
The newspaper article by Robert Tucker deals with the

distinguishing feature of politics, the exercise of power
over others. The first purpose of civil society is to rmraln
the governed and those who govern. Power is the means

.for achieving this. It is from the pursuit and exercise of
power that the moral issues of politics arise. Tucker

points out the relative novelty of this "politics of restraint,"

which is the beginning of constitutionalism as we know it.

In American society, political immorality is viewed as an

immoral use of power either as a means to personal finan-

cial gain or for the unlawful aggrandizement of still greater

power. The first of these, venality, is the more readily

recognizable, but the second is by far the more erosive of

the foundations of a free society.
The politics of restraint in a constitutional democracy is

intimately connected with the goals ot the political system.

The sodal conflicts of the t?oOs raised fundamental ques-

tions about the exercise ot power and its relationship to

those goals. These are discussed in the first three Reader

selections.
John Rawls raises the question ot what makes a social

order just and legitimate. In analyzing this, he asks what

standards rational and self-interested individuals, in an
original position of equal liberty, would choose for judging

an institution to be just. He concludes that two pnnciples

would be selected. One would provide each member the

greatest liberty compatible with a like liberty for all. The
second would concern the inequalities that arise out ot the
institution's structure, that is, out of its offices and posi-
tions, with the differences in benefits and burdens attached

.to them. These inequalities must work to everyone's ad-

vantage and the offices themselves must be open to all.

Irving Kristol examines Rawls' thesis that a social order is

just only if directed to the redress of inequalities. He re-

jects it on the basis that, while all men are created equal,

they nevertheless all remain subjected to the "natural

tyranny of the bell-shaped curve." That is to say, most

people are middling to mediocre in intelligence, talent,

and abilities, with a much smaller percentage in the higher

and lower brackets. This.is a fact of nature, Kristol argues,

and it results in a natural inequality of economic and

social position. But Kristol sees something more pro-
found than social and economic factors at work; he re-

gards the search for equality in society as a substitute for

man's basic desire for spiritual answers to the meaning of

life. It is a futile attempt to transcend his middling

nature and the bourgeois society through secular means.

Michael Walzer takes issue with Kristol's position that

the present division of wealth and power is founded in

the nature of human nature. His main objection is that

there is not a slush, bell-shaped curve for deciding which
particular talents or set of 'abilities entitle one to every
available social good. The question at issue is equality,

and equality, according to Walzer, requires a diversity of

principles that reflect both the evident variety of abilities

found among individuals and the different desirable social

goals. For Walzer, equality is not merely spiritual but is

very much of this world and is attainable in a just sodety.
From a philosophical analysis of the ends of a political
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system, we turn to a discussion of particular means to
'particular goals. Why are some ot these means considered
immoral? The newspaper article by 'Ica ker makes the
point that in the popular mind, political immorality is
most otten equated with venality. Boss Tweed is one ot
those figures in American political history whose name is
synonomous with that torm of corruption among others.
Jack Douglas undertakes to show that this picture is a one
sided caricature of a man who was one ot the great social
analysts in American history. -fweed knew how to bal.
ance the conthcting torces ot a variety ot spc.cial interest
groups. The means ot achieving this involved gratt, pay
offs, political tavors, and the aggrandizement ot power.
But the objective.ot these mean, was to make them ulti
matdy unnecessary. Once power was sufficiently central-
ized, the initially ungovernaNe conflicting forces would be
governable without resorting to such means because the
real power would be in the hands ot the government and
independent ot these groups.

Lincoln Stettens illustrates the thesis that the people get
the kind of government they deserve. According to Stet .
fens, corruption in all its forms. petty and major, is a way
of lift among private ti/ens in their dealing with cacti
other and with their government. It is only natural that
it should be part and parcel ot political life. Worse yet,
Steffens argues, because private moral lift b in such a sorry-
state, the moral fiber to produce needed reforms is lacking.

In our own time, Watergate has become the symbol ot
political corruption. Archibald Cox reflects upon the
deeper, long-range forces in our moral climate that are

'revealed in those political acts, perpetrated by individuals
and groups in our society. that make a Watergate possible.
He examines tour cases in which people engaged in illegal
acts on the basis ot their belief thafitheir motives and goals
were moral. He contends that in each case these acts
were immoral because they violated standards that must be
accepted and observed if a tree society is to survive. How
ever noble their ends. these individuals were not justihed

Key Concepts

in using immoral means to achieve them. While we are
not always in a position to know whether particular ends
and goals are right or wrong, Cox maintains there are
some "virtual absolutes," standards that we can apply to
judging the morality of the means.

the CormniouI .klamit-qo is an example of the position
that the ends do fustity the means when attacking the
core problem of social justice. It maintains that one fact
is common to all past ages, namely, the exploitation of
one part of society by the other. Only in a society purged
of such class exploitation can genuine justice emerge. To
achieve this end, violence and revolution that "sweep
away by force the old conditions" are justified.

Tucker has already pointed to some moral issues raised
by a politics of restraint. But there are different philoso-
phies ot constitutional government that raise their own
moral questions. Liberahsm is one such philosophy. It is
a viewpoint that insists on the independence of the Mdi-
vidual and .strongly supports maximum civil liberties.
Thus it stands for limiting restraints upon individual
liberties and for using the 'powers and resources of the
federal government tor achieving those social reforms that
will facilitate the exercise ot those liberties. James Burn-

ham mounts an attack on modern liberalism because, in
his judgment, it has encouraged moral relativism and
permissiveness, divisive pluralism and goup struggle. The
result, Burnham argues, has been an erosion of authority,
the only enduring and stable basis for a truly free society.
But he sees liberalism as moribund because not only are
the social programs that it supports not working to cure
the social ills of today, they are making them worse,

The final selection by Walter Lippmann is a defense of
the liberal philosophy. He portrays effective liberalism
as a doctrine concerned with the dev.dopment of law, the
detinition of mutual rights and cl(ities, and with those
restraints upon the governed and the government that
are necessary to insure a peaceful and free egalitarian
society.

Justice: A standard that, in political philosophy. b con-
sidered to be one ot the most important tor all social and
political institutions to meet. It was .Aristotle who titNt
pointed out the two tundamental approaches to this stand-

ard. One makes justice the surmnati.on ot all virtues ot
social and political institutions. Thus the truly just society
is the more or less perfect one in all respects. The second.
which is the commonly-accepted approach. sees justice as
but one virtue or desirable standard among many. An in-

stitution can be just without, at the same time, being
efficient, compassionate, benevolent, and so on. Among
philosophers, there is considerable disagreement as to the
nature or true definition of .justice.

Egalitarianism: The belief in th'e equality of the worth
of all persons, regardless of social rank. An egalitarian
society is one that judges individuals by achievement and
not by birthright. The term is also used by those whose
political philosophy demands the abolition of any rank.



American liberalism: In its modern form, this political
philosophy began with the New Deal of the 1930s. It

emphasizes civil liberties and equal participation in the
political process. It also stresses the responsibility ot the
government tor controlling business and tor maintaining
minimum standards of social and economic welfare and

equality of opportunity.

Bourgeoisie: In the Marxian model, the social Class ,Oin-
prising the owners ot capital and property. This class is

Factual Review Questions

distinguished from the proletariat, made up of the large

mass of individuals who own nothing but their labor
power. The concept ot alienation is important here. In the

Marxian view, capitalist institutions have brought about
the estrangement of the worker from his work, turning

him intO an automaton. Man is Subordinated to the
machine and made to feel powerless. The result is aliena-

tion, a loss of meaning to life.

INhat. in Tucker's view, is the central preoccupation
of politics?

2. What raises the moral issue ot politics at its most

fundamental level;

3. How does Tucker detine the primary function ot

morality in politics?

4. Which two principles are involved in Rawls concept

of justice?

5. What does Kristol mean by the -natural tyranny of

the bell.shaped curve"?

6. What does Kristol consider fo he the real problem in

the search for'equality7

7. According to Walzer, which two propositions are
involved in the det ense of- inequality?

Essay and Discussion Questions

8. As Walzer analyzes it, what does equality really

require?

9. What is Douglas' thesis regarding Boss Tweed?

10. What fact is common to all past ages, according

to "Flit Coniniumq Mayairsh);'

11. What is the common thread Cox detects running
through the four cases he discusses?

12. What does Cox mean by "virtual absolutes"?

13. According to Burnham, why is liberalism moribund?

14. What does Burnham consider to be the sources of

the current crises in society;

15. What are the elements of etfective liberalism, accord-

ing to Lippmann?

1. Write an essay on whether or not you consider

Americans to be a nation of moralists in politics. Give

your reasons for your positiOn.

Suggested Guidelines
Review Tucker's discussion ot the relation between

morality and politics
Artkulate your own view ot the role ot morality in
politics.
Reflect on what you consider to be immorality in

politics.

2. Compare the respective positions taken by Rawls,

Kristol, and Walzer on equality and inequality. With
which analysis or analyses do you agree, and why?

Suggested Guidelines
Review the selections by Rawls. Kristol, and Walzer.

State the central thesis in each viewpoint. 3 1
24

Consider what'you understand by equality and
inequality.

3. Give an ..valuation of Cox's central thesis drat there

are "virtual absolutes" that must be accepted if free

men are to live together.

Suggested Guidelines
Reflect on the issues raised by Douglas in his 'discussion

of the problems of governing New York.
Consider whether Cox's viewpoint allows for effective

dissent in a politics of restraint.
Review the standards Cox lists as virtual absolutes,

and evaluate whether they are precise enough to be

applied in alMost all cases. What exceptions can you
think of?
What is your position on the right to dissent in a free

society?



Suggested Reading

by Robert W. Tucker

Articles
Thoreau, Henry David. "Civil Disobedience."' In The Vaiorim:

Disithedieme. New`York: Twayne, Po2. pp. 32,5-304.

Books .

Adan5, Henry. -Dernaaa,v A ,\fouel. New York. New American
Library, 1%1. A sahric novel about the democratic process
.in America, first published in 1880. Henry Brooks Adams
was the grandson of President John Quincy Adams.

Arendt. Hannah. Crises, oi the &Tubb,. New York: Viking. 1974.
A collection ot tour essays. See especially "Lying in Polihcs,"
which analyzes the Pentagon Papers case and deals with prob.
lems of public relations and image making in politics.

Boorstin, Daniel. The Genius, ot Ainerlian Nino, Chicago: Uni-
versity of Chicago Press, 1953 (especially pp. 133-100). A re
vision of a series of public ledures delivered at the University
of Chicago, this book presents a conservative interpretation
of American polihcal thought from the Puritans to the twen .
tieth century.

Goldwin, Robert A., ed. On Civil Dis,obedienie. Chicago: Rand
McNally. 1909. A collection of essays on civil disobedience
and the American tradition from Thoreau and Lincoln to the
present See parhcularly Martin Luther King's -Letter from a
Birmingham Jail."

Heidenheimer, Arnold J., ed. Po htu-al Cornirhon. New York: Holt.
Rinehart and Winston. 1970. A collection of readings on poli-
tical corruption by scholars trom a variety ot disciplines. in.
duding Polihcal science. anthropology. economics. history,
sociology, and law. Both Western and non.Western cuRures
are analyzed.

Hofstadter, Richard. "flu Age ot Retorm. New York: Knopf. 1955.
A Pulitzer Prize-winning account ot the Populist.Progressive
tradition in American pohtical thought from 1890-1940.

Lindsay, A.D. The .V1,,dern Deinoiratii Shite. Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press. 1947. A study of the modern democratic states
that arose in Western Europe. Great Britain, and the United
States in the nineteenth century. R includes an analysis of
the relationship between morality and the political system.

Machiavelli. Niccolo. The Pnme. New York: Penguin, .1961.
Written in 1513 and published in 1532. this classic work ar-
gues that a ruler may use any means necessary to defeat h15
enemies and secure obedience from his subjects.

Niebuhr, Reinhold. Moral Man and Immoral Soilety New York:
Scribner's, 1932. This study by a famous twentieth.century
Christian theologian includes an analysis ot power, justice. and
love and of the relationship of the individual to the state.

Riordan, William S. Phinkett ot 'Tammany Hall. New York: Dut-
ton, 1963. An account ct the former New York City mayor
and boss of Tammany Hall.

Rossiter, Clinton. =,eriittinc thr RCP:fhb,. New York: Harcourt,
Brace and World. 1953 (especially pp. 320-449). This book
traces the origin and development ot the American tradition
of political liberty.

Sussman, Barry. "The Great Coveralp. New"York: New American
Library, 1974. An account of the Watergate aftair, from the
time of the break.in to Nixon's resignation, by the city editor
of the 1- VI I, hi Hoe Post. Sussman was the immediate supervisor
of the Woodward-Bernstein investigative team.

Tawney, R. H. L;quallty. New York: Barnes & Noble, 1964.
Writterr in 1931. this book by the British historian and social
philosopher argues for a more equitable society based on the
Fabian Society's democratic socialism.

Warren, Robert Penn. All the Kitig*.s Men. New York: Harcourt,
Brace and World, 194o. A powerful novel about a Southern
demagogue whose career parallels in some respects that of
Huey Long.

Additional Suggestions

Recommended by Philip Rieft

Articles
Friedman, Milton. "Economic Myths and Public Opinion."

The Alternative, January 1976 (pp.
Genovese, Eugene D. 'The Fortunes of the Left." National Re.

view, December 1970 (pp. 1266-1270).
Kirk, Russell. 'The Persistence of Political Corruption.- Center

Magaztue, January/February 1974 (pp. 2-3).
"Notes on Watergate One Year Later." Monthly Review, May

1974 (pp. 1-0).
Russell, W.M.S. "The Wild Ones.- The Listener, NovernSer 5,

1964 (pp. 710-711).
Wolfinger, Raymontl E. "Why Political Machines Have Not

Withered Away and Other Revisionist Thoughts." Jr;:/ of
PAN, May 1972 (pp. 374-376,383-385,389-390, ?95-398).

Books
Hayek, Friedrich. The Road to Sertdorn, Chicago: University of

Chicago Press, 1944.
Morison, Samuel Eliot The Oxford History ot the Amer-hat: People.

New York: Oxford University Press, 1965 (pp. 426-427,
490-491, 736-737). These pages trace the development of
the spoils system in American history.
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7. Politics: The International Sh-uggle for Power

Learning Objectives

. Taundastand
the moral issues that arise because ot the role Ot force in international relations

the alternatives to force and their prospects for creating a new international order

the prospects for the future of America's role in international politics

the significance of toreign policy tor domestic, politics

Overview

The late Dean Acheson, President Truman's-secretary of

state, once remarked that it is a tricky business to intro-

duce morality into foreign affairs. If this was the case
some thirty years ago, it is even more so now. The last

three decades have produced changes in the international

scene that have had far-reaching politicoeconomic implica-

tions throughout the world and for the American domes-

tic scene.
The end of World War II saW the emergence of the

Soviet Union and the United States as the two super-

powers of the world, and much of American foreign
policy for the twenty-five years after the war was based

on a policy of containment of the communist world.
Containnient was grounded on both a realistic conception"

that our interests could not be protected in a communist-

dominated world and an idealistic conception of the
moral superiority of We'stern democracy.

These same decades witnessed the emergence of new

nations from colonial states. injecting a new dimension

into world politics. These generally underdeveloped na .

tions, the so-called Third World, turned to both the West

and the Soviets in pursuit of their goal ot economic devel.

opment. Their underdeveloped status vis-a-vis the indus-

trialized nations has resulted in the principle that "need

creates right," a moral demand to rectify sociopolitical
inequalities. The influence of the Third World countries

in world politics is now, greeter than ever, in part beCause

of their sheer numbers and in part because of their valu-

able resources, which are vital to today's interdependent

world. The recent oil embargo by the Oil Producing

and Exporting Countries (OPEC) was a painful reminder

of our economic interdependence and of its impact on

foreign policy formulation.
American involvement in Vietnam was a great blow to

our moral leadership. The military and economic commit-

ments it demanded, the policies and politics upon which

it was based, the religious fervor with which it was de-
fended, all exemplified the double aspect of America's

foreign policy. On the one hand, there was our single-
minded idealism in defense of democracy as we conceived

it; on the:other, there was the fad that we were pursuing

our own self-interests, both political and economic.. The

cost of this was not to be reckoned only in terms of
money and lives lost, but also in terms of what it did to

American morale. Very importantly it raised funda-

mental moral issues regarding the ends and means of our

foreign policy as well as questions regarding the exercise
of force, both at home and abroad.

The Nixon Doctrine of 1970, which took the position

that "the postwar period i international relations has
ended," changed our diploilatic policies with regard to

Russia and China. Detente, the lessening of tensions
between opposing powers, exemplified our new policy.

But this did not mean a weakening of our defense posture.

Our foieign policy today is a source of great contention

and was one of the most hotly debated issues of the

1976 presidential campaign.
This unit explores and explains some of the very real

problems that stand in the way of developing that moral

vision that will enable us, as a nation, to cope.with the

moral dimensions of these new international realities.

Many of the authors suggest that this new vision must be

such that it will give us a renewed credibility with the

rest of the world and enable us to regain our self-confi-

dence and self-respect.
Robert Tucker's newspaper article and the first Reader

selection by Tucker analyze the new international egali-

tarianism and the principle of self-help it expresses. He

points out that these concepts, enunciating the sovereign

right of the state to determine its own legitimate interests

and to pursue them as it sees fit, raise the moral issue at

its most basic levelthe employment of force as a means

to foster and defend these interests. And because in a
threatening and threatened world the citizenry is more
and more dependent on the state for security, the state

can often command an almost blind allegiance and loyalty,
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In a nuclear age when even so-called small wars can pre-
sent a danger -to the world, the pursuit of security raises
the issue of the moral limits to the means that a statesman
may employ on behalf Of a nation's vital interests.

Richard Barnet discusses the problem of the terms on
which America is to be involved in the international
system. He claims that isolationism as a policy is not vi-
able on either moral or self-interest grounds. Otir.present
foreign policy still reflects resistance to anything that
might undermine the maintenance of our old economic
and military position. But this is a self-defeating policy
in an increasingly . interdependent world, according to
Barnet, because in many instances it has protected special
interests and not the common good.

Hans Morgenthau discusses the effects of these new
political realities in terms of their historical development.
His claim is that America has dechned both in power and
credibility. Our world leadership was largely the result
of the decline of the other Western powers and our devel-
opment of military might. Curiously, though, the main
reason for developing this might, the threat of com-
munism, became an obsession that led us to support poi-
ides that undermined our moral position vis-a-vis the
Third World. Tucker has pointed out that these coun-
tries are victims of a logical inconsistency in their insis-
tence upon the principle of self-help while at the same
time they demand economic aid from us as their right. Be

that as it may, this does not excuse us, in Morgenthau's
view, from developing a new moral vision that takes
into account the new realities and also fosters a greater
international cooperation and concern.

Joseph Kraft calls for something more modest. What he
claims we need is not primarily a new vision.but a greater
sense of realism 'regarding our capacities "both of will and
resources to live up to the hopes we are already holding
out to the rest of the world. To raise false hopes, Kraft
argues, is as criminal aS not raising any.

Several of the above discussions have dealt with the use
,of force as a means ot statecraft. Certainly, the reality of
war is something with which the twentieth century is
all too familiar. Is war necessary7 Is it inevitable7 Re-

flection upon such fundamental questions are indispensible
if we are to understand the moral problems connected
with the use of force and what can realistically be done
about them.

In 1966 Konrad Lorenz, a prominent scholar in the field
of animal behavior, published a book titled On, Axgres:.wn,
in which he defended the thesis that human aggression is
due to an innate instinct, something part and parcel of
human nature. The controversy surrounding -this thesis
is still going on.

This theory of a biological basis for human aggression
had been defended in the 1020s by Sigmund Freud.

34. 27

While Freud had originally considered sexuality and self-
preservation to be the two dominant instincts in man, he
later recognized a new dichotomy or paired opposition.
This he stated in terms of life instincts and death instincts.
It is because of this death instinct, rooted in the human
organism, that man is under the sway of an impulse to
destroy either himself or others. This destructive tendency
does not have to be triggered by'an external stimulus or'
cause. Rather, it springs from an internal, ever-flowing
fount ot energy. Freud does suggest that the force of this
death instinct can :)e reduced by the strengthening of
human ties through love and by the growth of culture.

Evidence from the science of anthropology has played
a prominent role in the arguments against Freud's thesis.
In the next article. Bronislaw Malinowski claims that this
evidence supports the thesis that all types of fighting are
culturally determined response;. They depend, in the first
place, on the gradual development of both economic and
social reasons that will lead one group to exploit another
and, in the second place, on the development of an effec-
tive organization to carry out and profit from the exploita-
tion. If making war were a necessary aspect of human
nature, that is, one necessary for man's evolution and sur-
vival, then there would be evidence of it from man's ear-
liest beginnings. But such evidence is lacking, Malinowski
claims.

However, this does not mean that man will not con-
tinue to make war and to employ force in the pursuit of
ends. The next selection by Robert Osgood and Robert
Tucker articulates the reasons for this. Given the ends
that men and nations actually seek, force must remain an
essential means of pursuing them. After all other
methods fail, it alone is ultimate. And without force as a
deterrent, vital interests would never be secure. Security
itself is a complex thing, requiring diplomatic, economic,
and moral force as well as military power. Is there a
noble alternative to force7 There is under one condition:
namely, that men turn away from the goals they actually
seek and desire instead goals that do not demand force.
But this calls for nothing less than the moral transforma-
tion of man, according to Osgood and Tucker.

This unit concludes with a reflection by Reinhold
Niebuhr on the selfishness of nations. He Claims this self-
centeredness results from a lack of the physical and spirit-
ual contact with other peoples that is necessary for the
development of our moral sensibilities. And given the
nature of the state that molds its citizens into a corporate
unity more through force and human emotions than
through reason, an effective self-control attitude,so neces-
sary for moral vision is hindered from developing. In

Niebuhr's view, the prospects for the growth of a global
consciousness and global conscience are dim.



Key Concepts

Self-help: A principle that states it is the right of the state

to determine what its legitimate interests are, what threat

ens them, ancL what measures it may employ to protect

them.

Egalitarianism: In this context, the belief in, the sovereign
equality of states that gives each state the unrestricted

right of political, economic, and social selt-determination.

Third World: The term for the generally underdeveloped
countries in Asia, Africa, and Latin America.

Factual Review Questions

Isolationism: The pohcy of maintaining a state's sover-
eignty and vital political, economic, and social interests

without entering into alliances, involving rights and obli-

gations, with other states.

Force: Any coercive pressure, usually of a violent kind,

brought to bear on another with the intention of securing
desired goals. If the coercion is nonviolent, the term moral

forte is used.

1
According to Tucker, what three conditions create a
moral problem for international society?

2. What are the chief characteristics of the new interna-

tional egalitarianism, as Tucker descnbes it? .

3. What does Barnet think is the central issue regarding

America's role in world affairs?

4. As Morgenthau sees it, why did the American com-
mitment to anticommunism fail on both moral and

political grounds?

5. What points to the moral exhaustion of the West,

according to Morgenthau?

6. What dces Kraft mean by "Wilsonian diplomacy,- and

why is he opposed to it7

7. What is the ultimate reason Mr war, in Freud's theory?

Essay and Discussion Questions

8. What does Freud think can help decrease the likeli-

hood of war7
9. Why does MalinOwski reject biological theories of

aggression7

10. What is Malinowski's definition of war7

11. According to Osgood and Tucker, why is force

essential to international politics?

12. Why is force justified, according to Osgood and

Tucker7

13. Why do major powers feel compelled to protect their

territory -at places beyond their boundaries7

4. What does Niebuhr judge to be the basis and reason

for the selfishness of nations?

15. Why does nationalism make the development of

ethical attitudes difficult, if not impossible?

1. Discuss Tucker's analysis of modern egalitarianism
and your understanding of the problems it involves for

arriving at a stable international order.

Suggested Guidelines
Review Tucker's newspaper article and his analysis of the

principle oi self-help.
Analyze the claims found in the first Reader selection by

Tucker.
Consider Barnet's position on international involvement.

What objection does it make to the isolationism that reli-

ance on force seems to imply7
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Reflect on what you consider necessary in the present
circumstances for a stable world order.

2. Discuss the notion that "need creates right" in re-
gard to America's relations to Third World countries.
What stance do you think we should take toward
these countries, especially with regard to economic aid?

Suggested Guidelines
Review Tucker's discussion of egalitarianism.
Consider me points raised by Morgenthau with regard

to our position visa-vis the Third World.



Reflect on Kraft's posihon about raising false hopes
among these countries.
Formulate guidelines you think are moral in dealing
with underdeveloped countries.

3. Detente is our current approach toward our rela-
tions with the Soviet Union. Discuss your understand
ing of this policy and give your evaluation of it in
light of the readings in this unit.

. Suggested Reading

Suggested Guidelines
Consider what Morgenthau has to say about the politi-

cal and moral failure of our anticommunist policy.
Review Tucker's discussion of force and the balance of

power.
Outline what you consider to be the objections of

detente and evaluate how viable you consider them to
be in the light of the present realities.

by Robert W. Tucker

Artkles
Kennan, George F. "Foreign Policy and Christian Conscience."

Atlantic Monthly, May 1959.
Morgenthau, Hans J. "Love and Power." Commentary, March

1%2.
Oppenheimer, J. Robert. "In the Keeping of Unreason." Bullrhn

of thr Atomic Sirtdists, January 1960.
Wight, Martin. "Why Is There No International Theory?" In

Chplotnahr lnurshsahons.edited by Herbert Butterfield and Mar
tin Wight. pp. 24-34. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1966.

Books
Butterfield, Herbert. H:,tory and Human Rrhthon.., London:

Collins, 1951. A series of essays on history and hisionotqaphy
by the well.known professor of modern history at Cambridge
University. See particularly the essay. 'The Tragic Element
in Modern Internatiwl Conflict."

Carr, E. H. Thr Twen.O.Yrar. 1019-1q30. London: Mac-
millan, 1949. An overview of the diplomatic crises of the
interwar years and of the conhontation between the major
ideological blocs of capitalism, fascism, and socialism.

Goldwin,.Robert A., ed. Rtudings m American Forngtt Polity. 2nd
ed. New York: Oxford University Press, 1971. A collection
of historical and contemporary sources on a wide range of
problems involved in the conduct of American foreign policy.
The essays deal with both the philosophic foundations and the
practiCal apphcations of our international stance and diplo-
macy..

Kennan, George F. Rraithr ot Ameruan Fortnien Polity. Princeton,
N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1954. A series of four inter-
pretative lectures by a noted American diplomat on how the
conduct of foreign relations ought to be conceived and how
we can best achieve our objectives of containment and liber-
ation.

Osgood, Robert E:, and Rikert W. Tucker. Forte, Ordrr and 116.

tue, Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1967. The
role and rationale of force in today's intemational order.

Thucydides. History of the Prloponnrstan War. Translated by Rex
Warner. London: Penguin Books, 1954, An account of the
wars between the ancient Greek city.states of Spirta and
Athens during the f1fth century B.C. See Book 5, Ch. 8. 'The
Melian Debate," pp. 358-366.

Weldon, T.D. States and Month:: A Study in Political Conflicts. New
York, 1947 (pp. 216-280), A study of the ideological differ.
ences between states and the necessity of statesmanship in
international affairs in order to avoid conflict.

Additional Suggestions

Recommended by Philip Rieff

Articles
Arori, Raymdnd. 'The Anarchical Order of Power." Dardalus

Spring 1966 (pp. 479-480.483-485).
1p(t) ).Reply to Solzhenitzyn." Encolinkr, September 1975

p.
Avinieri, Shlomo. "An Exchange on Mideast Guarantees." Forripi

Polity, Winter 1975/1976 (pp. 214-217).
Jaquer, Walter, "FascismThe Second Coming." Commentary,

February 1976 (pp. 59-62).
Walzer, Michael. "Political Action: The Problem of Dirty

Hands." Phdo,ophy and Ulu Affairs, Winter 1973 (pp. 161-162,
174-180).

Zorza, Victor. "Ping-Pong Philosophy Is Revised," Thr Guardian,
June 30,1966 (p. II).

.
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8. Law and Morality

Learning Objectives

To understand

the bases for the relationship i,etweenilaw and morality

the limits of that relationshin

the arguMents for and against civil disobedience

the issue and problems of k-gislating morality

Overview

The late chief justice of the Supreme Court. Earl Warren.

stated that "in civilized life, law floats in a sea of ethics.

Each is indispensible to civilization. Without law we
should be at the mercy of the least scrupulous: without

ethics law could not exist. Without ethical consciousness

in most people, lawlessness would be rampant."

This unit deals with the questions and problems that

arise because of the bond that exists between law and
morals. On what is that bond based? What justifies it7

We presuppose that each is indispensible to democracy

as we understand it and practice it. But what does this
imply for the individual's freedoms and obligations in our
democracy? Law protects society and the individual, but

what is included in its scope in the exercise of this func-

tion? Are private morals, for example, subject to law? In

the name of ethical consciousness, may one disobey the

law7
Warren stated that without ethics, law could not exist.

Particular laws are rules. Some of them are legal prohibi.

tions for moral injunctions, for example. the law prohibit-
ing murder; others, likc traffic rules, are not. But must

the system as a whole fulfill certain standards if it is to be
considered a morally binding one. imposing a moral obli-

gahon of obedience?
These questions are important in themselves as theo-

retical issues. But they are more than that. for there is a

clear recognition of a crisis of law and morality in Amer-

ica today. This crisis has come about because of civil
disobedience, societal and individual violence, and indivi-

dual and institutional lawlessness. Several years ago. in

1971, the Association of, the Bar of the City of New York

chose as the theme of itg centennial proceedings the topic

"Is Law Dead?" The issues raised-in this unit help clarify

some of the problems that make such a question possible

and some of the reasons for resolving it in favor of the
preservation of law.

The newspaper article by Lon Fuller makes the point
that, though law and morality regulate human interaction,
not everything can be decided by legal or moral principles.

Nevertheless, the examples Fuller gives seem to indicate
that in any pirticular situation calling for decision or the

application of a standard, a sense of responsibility should

be operative. With regard to the formation of a legal'
system as a whole, Fuller'argues in his selection in the
Reader that there are standards it must fulfill if it is to be
a moral one, that is, one that imposes a moral obligation

of obedience. These standards not only constitute the
moral.grounds of a legal system, they also make it pos-
sible for both citizen and government to be law abiding.

This is because they establish mutual expectations for

rights and duties. If this bond of reciprozity is broken,
if there is a total failure in any one d the essential

norms Fuller describes, the citizen has no moral obligation

to obey the law.
One of the standards Fuller requires is that the law

should not demand the impossible. Elsewhere in the
chapter in Fuller's book frbm which this selection is ex-
cerpted, he observes that "our notions of what is in fact
impossible may be determined by presuppositions about
the nature of .man and the universe." This observation,

I believe, raises serious questions about the extent of the

citizen's obligation to obey the law. Sup`pose one were

to say that to obey a particular law is not possible because,

for example, "it is impossible for me to violate my con-
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science; it is impossible for me to choose the law of man
over the law of God; it is impossible for me to condone
immoral actior ;."

In Unit 6, Archibald Cox discusses four cases in which
such appeals to individual conscience were made, and in
which individuals claimed a moral right to disobey the law.
These were appeals precisely to that ethical consciousness
without which, in Justice Warren's words, lawlessness
would be rampant.. The next three selections of this
unit deal with this vexing question of civil disobedience.

Eugene Rostow analyzes both the basis for the claim
that civil disobedience is justifiable and the reciprocal
issue of the rightful obligation of the citizen to the liberal
society in which he chooses to live. The operative word
here is liberal. In this context, a liberal society is a democ-
racy based on totNent the individual agrees to obey the
laws of the state, under the principle of majority rule,
where, as an adult, he has freely decided to live. In such
"a society, the individual is granted the widest personal
freedom and moral autonomy compatible with the preser
vation of that society. And it is the consent of the goy.
erned that is the.source of the state's authority. Arguing
that the United States is a constitutional democracy based
On consent, Rostow takes the position that no right to
civil disobedience can or should be acknowledged for a
free society is possible only where agreed restraints on
freedom are duly accepted and observed.

The case for the right of civil disobedience is argued
by Robert Wolff. His defense is based on a rejection of
the concept of gle jure authority, or the right to command
and to be disobeyed. Of course, in our society & tail° au-
thority is operative; that is, the state's claiin is accepted.
But this is because individuals have not yet overcome the
almost superstitious hold that authority has over them.
Wolff states that the theory of democracy can be ex
pressed in the proposition that "only a state founded upor
the consent of the governed has de lure, legitimate author-
ity." He concludes this theory is wrong because .it is

necessarily based on majority rule, which denies the auto-
nomy of the individual. He takes the position of philo-
sophical anarchism: Each individual must make himself
the author of his actions and take responsibility for them.
The only way to preserve this automony would be by
unanimous decisions, and that is a practical impossibility.

A,dramatic illustration of the pros and cons of the legi-
timacy of civil disobedience follows in the scene from the
p14 The Trial of the Catot6vilk Nine. The names of the Ber
rigan brothers. Philip and Daniel, are well known from
their imprisonment. In the interchange given here, it is

not the motives of the defendants that are in question,
but their actions: the destruction of Selective Service rec-
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ords. They defend their actions with the appeal to con-
science and to a higher law to which they are boundthe
law of love and justice. For them the act itself is not
important; its meaning is. and that meaning is a protest
against what is immoral and illegal, and it is an expression
of the law of love and justice.

Next we turn to another aspect of the relation between
morality and the law, namely, whether morality should
be .or even can be legislated. The selections by Lord
Patrick Dev!in and H.L.N. Hart concern the question of
sexual morality.

Even if one were to argue that majority opinion regards
homosexuality, prOstitution, adultery, and the publication
ot pornography as immoral, the question remains as to
whether these matters should also be regarded as criminal
acts, subject to the restraints of law and toils punishments.

Lord Devlin defends the position that -sOciety has the
right to pass judgment on moral matters by making laws
and attaching punishments for their violation. He argues
that there are some moral standards that are a part of a
society's structure, and their violation cannot be tolerated.
Devlin asserts that for a society to maintain its existence,,
some moral conformity, some shared moral values are
essential. A sodety has the right to protect its survival
and therefore to insist on conformity to these shared
moral values. If one grants this premise, one must grant
society the right to enforce laws protecting these shared
moral values in the same way it does in other matters
vital to its existence.

Hart responds that Lord Devlin's position is not sound
because it rests upon a confused conception of whit a
society is. In the light of the conventional meaning-of a
society, it surely is absurd, according to Hart, to suggest
that every practice the society considers profoundly im-
moral threatens its survival. Moreover, there is no histor-
ical evidence for this proposition. And even if one Were
to accept Lord Devlin's artificial definition of a 'Society,
why must the moral status quo be necessarily preserved7
Why can-it not change, perhaps for the better?

Shirley Letwin discusses what_she considers the Cause
of the confusion about the relation of law and morality.
To her, the question in the debate that is going on is im-
properly framed in terms of a conflict between individual
morality and communal morality, individual liberty and
the law. What this shows is a basic confusion about the
nature of law. One must realize, she maintains, that
there are two commitments involved in the notion of
community: The first is a commitment to the preservation
of the civil association that is the essence of community;
and the second is a commitment to the preservation of the
particular character peculiar to that association. And both



ot these commitments are moral. They involve the notion

that the shared lite 0Millunity requires a common
authority aMi. a Lonsensus L (int erning what is just and

right, proper and titting. rile body ot laws adopted by a-

society is, among other things an expression ot what a

society considers itself to bo or its twotold commitment.

It partakes intrinsoally ot the moral harader ot that

committed vision.
In the last sele: tion by lohn Silber we ate reminded

Key Concepts

once again ot Warren's statement that "without law we
should be at the mercy of the least scrupulous." Silber

analyzes an excerpt from Robert Bolt's play, A Nlan [or
This is the story' of Sir Thomas More, the

Lord High Chancellor ot England, and his confrontation
with Henry VIII. In the scene depicted, Sir Thomas
&fends the sovereign position of the law in society.
Despite its shortcomings. it is a most valued sateguard
against the vagaries ot individual moral judgment and the
tyranny 01 power.

Liberal sodety: As used here, reters to a democracy.based
on consent, in which the individual agrees to obey the laws

ot the state, under the principle ot majority rule, where, as

an adult, he has freely decided to live. This notion ot
democracy allows tor the widest possible personal freedom
and moral autonomy compatible witl-Ohe maintaining ot
the society. Tt CollreC ot the state's authority is the

consent ot the governed.

Authority: De jure--the right to command and to be
obeyed. De factothe ability to get this claim to such

a right accepted by those against whom it is asserted.

Philosophical anarchism: The position that rejects the

claim ot a state that it has the right to command and that

its suhieL ts have a binding moral obligation to obey. rosi-

Factual Review Questions

tively, this position espouses individual auhmomy, the right
of each individual to act solely on the basis of reasons he
can see and acCept for himself to be good.

Civil disobedience: The challenging of the state's author-
ity by deliberate acts of omission or commission that vio-
late a statute or law. Traditionally, civil disobedience was

seen in the context of the individual's conscience as pitted

against the power and authority of the state. Personal

convictions are given as reason for the disobedience.
More recently, however, civil disobedience has also been
seen as a societal and social phenomenon. Organized

groups and sometimes whole segments of society engage

in protests and actions directed against the legitimacy
of the state's authority and in expressing a rejection of it.

1
What does Fuller mean by the 'bond ot reciprocity'.
between citizen and government?

2 What is the major premise ot Rostow's argument tor

the obligation tt; obey valid law?

.4. Why aciording to Rostow. is there no freedom with

out responsibility?

4 What does Wolff mean by philosophical anarchism-7

5 What is the basis ot Wolit's argument in favor ot it?

cf What is the central point ot the detense in f7ie [-ndi

the.C,Itort.;11.:e

^ What is the central argument 01 the prosecution?

8 WhE position does Lord.Devlin defend.?

0. What is Devlin's main argument in defense of this

position?

10. Why does Hart claim that Devlin's argument is not

sound?

11. What position does Hart defend?

12. What is the source of the confusion that Letwin sees

in the debate on the relation between law and morals?

13. Why does Letwin claim that our understanding of

what it means to be "civil" includes a morality?

14. What does Thomas More mean by "1 know what's

legal, not what's right"?

15. Why does More choose what's legal?
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Essay and Discussion Questions

1. In your opinion, is civil disobedience ever justified?
Argue for the position you take.

Suggested Guidelines
Review the positions taken by Rostow and Woltt.
.Evaluate the argument in favor of civil disobedience in
Berrigan's play. Compare this with the position ot Cox
in Unit O.
Reflect on whether there is any issue or cause that could
lead you to engage in civil disobedience.

2. Compare Lord Devlin's defense of the enforcement
of morals with Hart's rejection of it. Which position
do you suppori and why?

Suggested Guidelines
Review the arguments pro and con in the two relevant
articles.

Suggested Reading

Analyze Letwin's position. Which of the two sides do
you think it seems to support?
Reflect on Cox's argument in Unit 0 in favor ot "virtual
absolutes.- Does it ,apply in this question?

3. Should all able adult citizens be required by law to
vote in major state and federal elections? Discuss the
pros and cons of this issue. Give your own answer
and your reasons for it.

Suggested Guidelines
Consider Rostow's description of a liberal society and
what, if anything, it implies regarding citizen participation.

Consider Wolff's objections to the theory of democracy.
Review Letwin's notion of civic commitment.

by Lon L. Fuller

Durkheim. Emile. Prote.,ional Eihn. ion! A.lorak. Translated by
Cornelia Brookefield. Glencoe. III.: Free Press. 1958. A discus .
sion of the topic ot civic morality by the French Rxiologist.

Fuller, Lon L. The Morality ot Law 2nd ed. New Haven. Conn.:
Yale University Press. lo60. An analysis of the relation be.
tween law and morality 'with attention to both the nature of
morahty and the aims of the law. The discussion is enlivened
by the use of anecdotes.

Golding, Martin P., ed. "The N'aturr tit Law. New York: Random
-House. 1966. A collection of readings in legal philosophy.
See particularly the chapters; "Natural Law" and "Legal
Positivism."

Gorecki. Jan, ed. So,ixy Imd Jiirripruilente ot Leon Patrazyiki. Ur-
bana. Ill.: University ot Illinois Press. 1975. A colledion of
essays on Patrazycki. The two most relevant are by Denzin,
"lnteradion, law and Morality," and Ossowska, "Moral and
Legal Norms."

Leiser. Burton M. Cu 4oni, Law and Morality. Garden City. N.Y.:
Anchor *Books. 1969. An introduction to problems in the
philosophy of law.

Piaget. Jean. The. Moral hid.oient ot the Child. Translated by Mar.
jorie Gabain. New York: Free Press, 1965. An analysis of
the moral development of children. See particularly Chapter I.
'The Rules of the Game." and Chapter IV7 "The Two Morali.
ties"of the Child and Types of Social Relations.'"

Rawls, John. A Theory ot bique. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
University Press. 1971. Rawls presents a substantive theory
of justice that is an alternative to traditional utilitarianism
He sets forth his principles of justice ,and proceeds to a discus
sion of such matters as the limits to majority rule, the justifi
cation of civil disobedience, the toleration of intolerance, ano
so on.
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Rostow, Eugene V., ed. I. Law Dead!' New York: Simon and
Schuster, 1971. A wide.ranging colledion Of essays dis-
cussing the aims of our legal system and its adequacy for
meeting the demands ot our changing society.

Seagle, William. The Quest for Law. New York: Knopf, i 941.

A cultural history of the law in action. See especially the
entries in the index under "Morals and Law."'

Additional Suggestions .

Recornmended by Philip Rieff

Articles
Cahn, Edmund N. "Freedom, Order and Law." Neu, York LInwer-

sity Liu., Knew. January 1948 (pp. 58-01).
Dworkin, Ronald. "Lord Devlin and the Eorcement of Morals."

Yale Law Pim& May 1960 (pp. 987-997, 1000-1002).
Kadish, Sanford H. "The Crisis of Overcriminalizahon." The An.

ptid o1 the Amernan Academy oi Rthhtal and Sh 1111 S Ion e, Novem-

ber 1967 (pp. 159-163, 169-170).

Books
Geri Bernard. The Moral RIe. New York: Harper & Row,

1966; Harper Torchbooks, lQ73 (pp. 114-115, 117-120). A
contemporary moral argument for obedience to the law.

Plato. Cnto. Translated by Benjamin loweu (pp. 48-54). Plato's
dramatic account of Socrates' reasons for obeying the law even
though it meant an unjustified death sentence.



9. Crime and Punishment

Learning Objectives

To understand

the moral issues involved in the question of punishment for crime

the arguments for and against the need, utility, and justification of punishment

the issues involved in the debate on capital punishment

punishment and the penal system, its effects and defects

Overview

<--

Many observers note that Americans are fascinated by
crime. The popularity of television shows about detec-
tives, privata.investigators, special crime prevenhon forces,

and reformed criminals is adduced as evidence. And, it
is said, those willing to admit it will often confess to root-
ing for the criminal to succeed in getting away with a
crime, especially if it is the Robin Hood variety and/or
carried out with cleverness and style.

The recent case of a convicted murderer who was de-
manding the right to have the court-imposed verdict of
execution carried out as stipulated commanded national
media coverage for weeks. There were those who volun-
teerea to De on the tiring squad and there were those who
against the convicted murderer's wishes, were trying to
prevent his execution.

Whatever those atfitudes reveal about the American
psyche in general, there is no gainsaying the fact that in
our society today the issue of crime and punishment is a

heated topic of debate. Many people find our big cities
almost unlivable because of the rising crime rate and the
violence. Before 1965 this country averaged between
7,000 and 9,000 murders a year. Since then the number
has risen to over 20,000. The cost of maintaining our
present prisoripopulation and of providing-expanded faci-
lities for almost 400.000-in1nalis- equals the annual budget
of most small countries. California, a state considered to
be one of the most enlightened in regard to the penal
system, spent an average of $6,000 a year per inmate.
The cost of police protection and other forms of crime
prevention is also staggering. Clearly something must be
done about crime. But what should we do, and how do
we go about doing it7

This unit examines some of the approaches to the vex
ing quesfions of the causes and proposed remedies of

crime. It asks whether these causes are to be found in
poverty, alienation, or other breakdowns of social insti-
tutions, or whether they are to be found in human nature,
which is innately defiant and deviant. Is our system of
justice tot lax in imposing punishments with swiftness
and sureness7 Are offenders, literally getting away with
murder because society refuses to use the only effective
deterrent it hascapital punishment?

One way or another, all these issues involve the moral
dimensions of punishment of the criminal. Punishment is
moral if it serves moral purposes, Are the purposes it
actually serves in our societv moral ones7

The newspaper article by Ernest van den Haag defends
the position that,punishment is a justifiable necessity in a
society governed by law. Because man is by nature a de-
fiant creature, punishment is needed as a deterrent to his
defiance and violation of the law. This is especially true
when such behavior is profitable. While the magnitude
of the threatened punishment and the probability of suf-
fering it are only two among the many factors that deter
people from crime, van den Haag argues, they are factors
that we can control. Studies show that punishment that is
certain, meted out with regularity, and appropriate to the
seriousness of the crime can significantly reduce the crime

rate.
Does this mean that the most extreme punishmentthe

death penall-vis justified? On lune 2, 1967 the last r-tre-
cution in this country ot a convicted murderer took place
in Colorado. At this writing, there are 418 men and 5
women on death row in prisons throughout this country.
Of the 3,859 prisoners executed since 1930, the majority
have been black and/or poor. A recent Gallup poll shows
that 57 percent of the populace approves of capital punish-
ment. On December 13, 1976 the Supreme Court cleared
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the way for the execution of convided murderer Gary
Gilmore, the man who has demanded to die. These are
facts and,statistics: what are the issues involved in capital
punishment? This is the subjed of the next three selec-
tions.

Vanden Haag takes the view in his Reader article that
the death penalty is justified (moral) as a deterrent to
murder. He argues that by applying the death penalty
we might save further innocent vichms of murder.
Though it cannot be proven that the death penaRy is
more of a deterrent than other possible alternahves. it is a.
justified risk because by employing it we might avoid the
risk of the deaths of future innocent victims.

David Conway analyzes van den Haag s wager argu-
ment. He argues that the question is put in terms of
which risk one pretersrisking the lives of criminals or
the lives of vidims. But this is misleading, he maintains.
The lives of criminals are taken, not risked. The real
problem here is that this ttual taking of lives is not bal-
anced against the po5sibility that lives will be saved. There
is no infallible proof of the deterrent effect ot capital
punishment that might warrant gambling with human
lives.

Next follows a reflection .on capital punishment by Al-
bert Camus. He argues that the death penalty in our
civilization cannot be justihed because we have lost an
possible rational defense for it. We have abandoned re-
ligious values and that belief in eternal life in the next
world that views death not as a hnalitv, but as a trans-
formation to another life. According to Camus. God re-
mains the only judge ot the human heart: who among us
is so free of-guilt that he has thc moral rectitude to arro-
gate the role of ulhmate judge aver the lite of another?
What right has society to deny to any individual, as long
as he lives;his natural right to make amends?

In the next selection, Karl Menninger gives a psycho-
therapist's perspedive of society's need to condemn and
punish. He proposes a theory in ttems of the -scapegoat."
In the Old Testament, on the Day ot Atonement, the high
priest cleansed the people of sin by a ritual: The sins of
the people were imposed upon the head ot a goat, who

Key Concepts

+vas then driven into the wilderness with this symbolic
burden of. sin and guilt. According to Menninger, our
society, too, enacts a se,.ular version of this rite. l'he
criminal embodies for us our sins and guilts, actual and
fantasized. By pointing the accusing finger at him and
pronouncing a condemnation, we insure our own sense of
personal righteousness in our awn eyes and in those of
others.

Whatever the source of this need to punish and how-
ever the need is interpreted, there does exist a very real
penal system in America. geared to sequester the criminal
from society and to punish him. Garry Wills asks what
we think we are accomplishing with it. If i i meant to
deter crime or rehabilitate the criminal, we are faihng
miserably. If it is revenge we are seeking, we donot even
achieve that in any clear-cut way. For one thing, we re-
coil from the idea that we are vengeful. We rirefer to
choose vague language like "paying a debt to sOciety."
But who colleds this debt and in terms of what7 We
accept the definition of a prison as a place where inmates
are meant to suffer. But. Wills points out, the reality of
prison is something we do not like to face.

If prisons do not deter or rehabilitate, what do they do
that is socially useful? According to James Wilson, they
achieve one pradical objective: They.proted society from
the criminal for at least the time of incarceration. Wilson
argues for mandatory sentences to reinforce the notion
that crime does not pay; the criminal pays for it.

The concluding article by Judge David Bazelon chal-
lenges the assumption that tougher prison sentences will
reduce crime. For one thing, tough sentences make very
little impression on the ordinary street offender. If the
young delinquent has no job, no opportunity for a better
life, no close family ties, he has in reality nothing to lose.
Nhy not turn to crime and take the risk? Bazelon does
lot maintain that poverty equals crime. What he argues
is that it creates the conditions that make for street crime.
The queshon is not whM kinds of jail sentences will or
will not reduce crime. but what reforms will reintegrate
the youthful delinquent into human society in a humane
way.

Punishmen t: As German philosopher Fnednch Nietzsche
(1844 -1900) pointed out. this concept embodies a whole
synthesis of meanings. It is a means of prevenhon of fur-
ther harm, recompense tor harm done. It is a means of
isolating a disturbance from society or of inspiring fear, an
attempt at teaching a lesson for improvement or deter.

rence, a compromise with revenge. It is a war measure
against an enemy of peaLe, a ritual enacted against a
defeated enemy. And as Nietzsche pointed out, at var-
ious times various meanings come to the fore and
dominate.

In general, there are three main positions or justifica-
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tions offered in defense of punishment. The first is irtalia.

him, which argues that punishment is the just desert of the

criminal; society has t right to repay evil with evil.
The second position holds that the aim ot punishment

is rrImbihtatron or the process through which an individual

who has been septrated from society because of socially

unacceptable behavior is again integrated into the group

as a useful member ot society. It implies' a repentance or

a L'hange of attitude on the part of the individual.
The third position defends punishment as a deterrent.

According to this theory, potential criminals will he dis.

suaded from crime because of their fi;ar of the conse:

quences, that is, certain punishment.

Retaliation is a ,et,:;,:ainy theory ot punishment; the

others are based on :alit/whin arguments.

Factual Review Questions

Yet another theory holds that punishment should be

dropped and crime should be treated as a sickness.

Capital punishment: Punishment by death. In July 1972

the Supreme Court of the United States ruled that capital

punishment as then applied was "cruel and unusual punish-

ment" in violation of the Eighth Amendment to the Con-

stitution, whose guarantees were extended to the states

by the due-process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment.

Since then, many states have rewritten their criminal

statutes, and in 1970 the Supreme Court upheld the con-

stitutionality of some of these state laws calling for the

death penalty.

Recidivist: One who repeats a criminal act after having re-

pented for it, made amends for it, or been punished for it.

I. Why does van den Haag claim that punishment is

indispensable to make the threats of the law credible?

2. What is e main reason van den Haag otters for his

view that the death penalty is justified?

3. Why does van den Haag rejeL t statistical arguments

against the death penalty?

4. Why does Conway find van den Haag's statement ot

the question misleading? .

What condition does Conway demand he verified to

justity capital punishment?

o. Why does Camus argue that our (ivilliation has lost

al! possible rational detense tor the death penalty?

Why aoes Camus consider capital punishment to be

premeditated in urder?

Essay and Discussion Questions

S. What does Menninger mean by "scapegoat"?

9. What three conflicting views of penal institutions

, does Wills discuss?

la Why does Wills reject the notion that the punishment

of prison is a deterrent?

11. Why-does Wills rtject the notion that prisons rehabi-

litate prisdners7

12. What, according to Wilson, do prison sentences

actually achieve?

13 What does Wilson consider ths most urgent reform

needed to reduce the crime rate?

14 Why does Bazelon reject the notion that harsher

sentences deter crime?

15. What does Bazelon regard as the central problem for

achieving a reduction of the crime rate"?

1. Write an essay on your views about the meaning and

purposes of punishment,

Suggested Guidelines .

--Review the newsPaper article and Reader scletions

by van den Haag. Menninger. and Wills.

--Pay attention to the various meanings ot the word

-punishment
Keflect on which meaningisi, if any; you consider valid

for the purposes ot protecting society.
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2. Critically evaluate the arguments pro and con capi-

tal punishment. State your position and give reasons

for it.

Suggested Guidelines
Analyze the reasons, pro and con, found in tlk Reader

selections by van den Haag, Conway, and Camus

Consider whether there are crimes for which you think
the death penalty is justified. Give your reasons.
Consider alternatives to the death penalty and whether

they might better serve the mow/ goals of society.



3. Compare Wilson's position on ihe effectiveness of
jail sentences with that of Bazelon. With which one are
you in agreement, and why? If you reject both, what
is your view of the issuer'

Suggested Guidelines
-Contrast the two positions mentioned.
-Review the Reader selection by Wills on the actualities

Suggested Reading

of American prisons.
-Articulate your own view cst the purpose of penal insti-
tutions.
-Review the pertinent discussions on' the meaning and
purposes of punishment.
-Do you really have an understanding of what prison
life is like?

by Ernest van den Haag

Articles
Benenson, Mark K. -A Controlled Look at Gun Controls.-

New York Law I oruin. Winter 1908, pp 718-748. /
Ehrlich, Isaac. "Farticipation in Illegitimate Activitje's: A The-

oretical Investigation.- The lohnial et Pohtual Lionoiny, May'
June 1973, pp. 521-565.

Feinberg. Joel. "The Expressive Function ot Prishment.- Ihr
. Maned, July I9o5.

Hall, Jerome. -Justice in the 20th Century.- j Cahtornhi Law Re,
view, 1971.

Shinnar, Reuel, and Shlomo Shinnar, -The Effects of the Crimi
nal Justice System on the Control ot Crime: A Quantitative
Approach.- Lau. and Shirty Review, Summer 1973. pp. 581-oIl.

Singer, Barry F. -Psychological Studies of Punishment::. C.throi
ma Liu, Review, March 1970. pp. 405-443.

Tittle, Charles R., and Charles H. Logan. -Sard'tions and Devi
ance: Evidence and Remaining Questions.- Liu. and Sirts
Review. Spring 1973.

Tittle, Charles R.. and Alan R. Rowe. -Fear and the Student
Cheater.- aoiye. April 1974.

"Certainty ot Arrest. and Crime Rates, A Further Test
of the Deterrence Hypothesis.- M 1''rr, lune 1974. pp.
455-402.

Tullock, Gordon, "Does Punishment Deter Crime- -the Pubh,

Intere.t. Summer 1974,
Waelder, Robert. The Concept of Justice and the Quest for a

Perfectly Just Society.- Linivetity at Penn.advania Law Reznew
Vol. 115. No. I (190o).

Wilson, James Q. -Crime and the Liberal Audience.' Grime,:
tarty, January 1971. pp. 71-'8.

''If Every Criminal Knew He Would Be Punished if
Caught . New 'rm.. .1,1,40:me January 28.1073. p. 9.

-Crime and Criminologists.- Commewary July 19-4
pp. 47-53.

Wolfgang, Marvin. -Seriousness ot Crime and a Policy ot ju
venire Justice in Crum.. laque md ,;,,,iety. edited by lames F
Short Chicago University ot Chicago Press, 1075.

Books
Banfield, Edward, The Lb:heavenly City Boston' Little, Browi

1972. An explanation of the high crime rate ot some groups
in sociopsychological terms.

Dostoyevski. Fyodor. I. and Pion.hrnent New sr ork: Wash-
ington Square Press. 1972 In this classic, the author looks at
crime and punishment in terms ot sin and salvation.

Kafka, Franz, The Penal Colony, New York: Schad:en, 1948. A.
metaphoric presentation of deterrence.

Packer, Herbert L. The ot the Crimnin:if Snhon: Stanford,
Calit : Stanford University Press, 1968. , An account of the
purpose of Criminal law. The author maintains that the crimi-
nal sanction is "the best available device- tor -dealing with,
gross and immediate harms and threats of harm." but that it is
not efficacious-kir enforcing morality.

Van den Haag, Ernest. Puneduns Conieniing a Per.ii Old
and Paintid Que.aion. New 'York: Basic Books, 1975. The
author deals with the purpose of the criminal law and the ef
tectiveness or ineffectiveness sought and achieved by punish-
ing violators.

Additional Suggestions

Recommended hy Philip Rieff

Articles
Bedau, Hugo Adam. "The Death Penalty as a Deterrent: Argu-

ment and Evidence." Ethh., April 1970 (pp. 209-213).
Ehrlich, Isaac. "The Deterrent Effect of Capital Punishment:

A Question ot Lite and Death." Amenian Lioininni Review,
lune 1975 (pp. 397-398. 417-419).

Rothman. David. "Of Prisons, Asylums, and Other Decaying
Institutions." Align Inteend, Winter 1972 (pp. 10-17).

Sellin, Thorsten. -The Inevitable End of Capital Punishment.-
In Capihil Pliniidinient edited by Thorsten Sellin. New York:
Harper & Row, 19o7 (pp. 24o-2491.

Skoler, Daniel L. "There's More to Crime Than the 'Get-Tough'
Approach.- .(he ot thr ;Liam!) ot Naha! and

Simi.. September 1971 (PP 35-30).

Books
Allen, Francis A. The Borderland at (-minium! lionic. Chicago:

University ot Chicago Press. 1904 (pp. 32-35). The author
,argues that in practice. rehabilitation has often been quite
cruel.

Durkheim. Emile, The Ride. ot Stkiologhal Methoil 8th ed. Edited
by George E. C. Catlin: translated hy Sarah A. Solovay and
John H. Mueller. New York: Free Press, 1938 (pp. 05-72).
The author argues that crime is a "normal,- ineradicable, and
necessary part of every society.

Stephen, lames Fitziames. Liberty, Equality, Fraternity, London:
Smith. Elder & Co., 1873 (pp. 147-152). A classical analysis
and defense ot punishment.
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IQ. Pornography and Obscenity

Learning Objectives

To understand

the moral issues involved in the debate about pornography and obscenity

the arguments pro and con regarding the prohibition ot pornography

the arguments regarding the et tects ot pornography

the moral implications of likrary and artistic production,

Overview

!ri his address to the Swedish Academy upon receiving the
Nobel prize for literature. American novelist Saul Bellow
stated that writers today do not adequately represent man-
kind. In particular 'they do not represent American.society.
He said that "one can't tell writers what to do. \ The imagin
ation must tind its own path. But one can feiyently wish .
that theythat wewould come back frOm the peri-
phery" and recognize that people have an "immense desire

for a return to what is simple and true."
The new Nobel laureate's remarks were rride iii\regard

to much ot the current writing about sex, society,
and human nature, which he feels goes unchallenged be-
cause the people have let the intellectual establishment
take over the arts and become dictators of popular opinion.
What Bellow has to say is very pertinent to the issues of
pornography and obscenity with which this unit deals.

The modern sexual revolution has also had its effects
on literature and the arts. It has freed them from anti-
quated and puritanical restrictions as to what they were
allowed to deal with and how. The arts, in turn, have
become a po ' tome in the cause ot promoting the
growth and fin, ,iirnent of human sexual potential.

What are the gains that have been achieved by this new
freedom; what are the lessons? Has this new openness to
saying and portraying everything been an expression of

what Americans truly need and want7 Or have the ordi-
nary people been victimized by self-appointed spokesmen,

by an elite from the world of literature and art that lives
only on the periphery of American life and does not
really understand, nor perhaps cares about, 'what is at the
core? Must any desire for what is "simple and true," in
order to be genuine and authenticated, be confronted by
an aesthetic that, in Peter Michelson's words, aims at using

the ugly in human sexuality to expose "an implacable
universe unrelieved by moral or spiritual design"7 And is
such an aesthetic justified in the name of moral revelation?

This unit explores such questions in the context of the
meaning and significance of pornography in our society.
It deals with the current debate about it and what this de-
bate reveals in terms of the moral issues to be faced. To
understand its full implications, it would be helpful to re-
view Unit 2 on the issues of sex and society, as well as
the selections in Unit 8 on legislating morality,

The newspaper article by John Sisk is an analysis of
where we currently stand in the debate over pornography.
He discusses the two conflicting visions prevalent. The

one sees pornography and obscenity as a tool for alleviat.
ing the forces that frustrate our potential for growth and
fulfillment, especially certain conventional notions about
sex and family life, and for expanding our sexual horizons.
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The other vision kxiks upon pornography as a destructive
attack upon essential cultural values, which, if not checked,
will subvert them.

In the first Reader selection, Sisk endorses the second
view with his analysis of the use and significance of dirty

language and pornography. While admitting there are
positive aspects to itit can shock us awake trom our
own dogmatic slumbersultimately. dirty language de-
grades a culture because it degrades both male and te-
male. And this in the name of liberation.

What should society's attitude and response to obm.enity
-and pornography be? The next two selections deal with
this question. Walter Berns makes !he am: tor erhor
ship. He argues that what is seen and read in films, the-
ater, art, and liferature does attect peoples.lives. Knowl-
edge is not neutral: it is instrumental in torming our
ethical system. The way literature and the arts portray
ideas and ideals of sex. family, and personal relations
affects the way we look at these things. And a this view
iS damaging to the connection between shame and selt-
restraint, it is damaging to democracy. In line with what
Eugene Rostow pointed out in (mnit $.-self-restr,nnt is es
sential to a liberal democratic society. Berns does not
claim that the purpose ot censorship laws is to encourage
virtue by ending vice. Rather, they are intended to make
vice difficult.

Marshall Cohen attacks Berns position. In an approach
similar to that used by H.L.A. Hart against Lord Patrick
Devlin m Unit 8, Cohen maintains that pornography does
not pose a dangerous threat to democracy as we know it.
He is much more optimistic- about the fundamental
strengths of our society and has a respect tor the instincts
of public taste. It is the unwarranted intrusion upon and
offense to this taste trom pornography that Cohen would
see regulated.

What do empirical studies have to say with regard to
the effects of pornography on the populace? The report
by W. Cody 'Wilson summarizes the tindings of the U.S.
Commission on Obscenity and Pornography of which he
was chairman. None ot their conclusions support the
contention that exposure to pornography has harmtul
consequences tor the public. In tact, a representative,.
sample. of Americ an adults report that the!, have been
helped rather than harmed by exposure to sexual materials.
The commission recommended that legal restrictions that
inhibit freedom ot the press and ot speech should be
repealed.

The two selections that follow deal with .1 philosophic
issue, the aesthetics ot pornography. Aesthetics is that
branch of philosophy concerned with the standards and
Criteria tor judging literary and artistic productions. It is

also concerned with the analysis ot the «ini.ept ot the

3c)
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beautiful and the relation cif art to the human mind.
Aesthetics is thus also concerned with moral categories.

George Steiner emphasizes these moral dimensions. He
finds pornography, as literary production, banal and bor-
ing. But as an attack on the meaning of human-sexuality,
he takes it very seriously. It represents an invasion, the
ultimate invasion in.this technological world. cif one of the
last bastions ot personal privacy and sexual intimacy.
Pornography makes a parody of sex and debases litera.
hire in the process. Literature. Steiner maintains, is meant
to he a dialogue di revelation between writer and reader.
In it the writer shows his respect for the sensibilities of
his audience by the sensitivity of the way he expresses
his ideas, however novel they might be. Truth has its
style as well as its content. ,To neglect this reciprocity
between artist and audience can result in the sort of con-
tempt that pornography actually reveals. It leaves the
reader less a person.

Peter Michelson, on the other hand, discusses the
positive values of pornography. He recognizes it as a
valid literary genre, which, when artistically written,
serves as the literature of human sexuality. Thus, it is a
way ot knowing. The problem arises because of its
subject mattersex. People are unwilling to contront the
ugly side cif this subject. Reality torces it on us, as much
as we would resist it. According to Michelson, it is only
in facing the ugly, the fearful, the unromantic .meaning
ot sex that we can be true to all the dimensions ot our
human sexualitY. Life is. atter all, a four-letter word.

Edward Mishan takes a position similar to that of
Berns and Steiner. Asserting that pornography cannot be
a part of the Good Life, he discusses what life would.be
like in The Pornographic Society, the sOciety without
sexual restraints. Mishan concludes that it would mean
the death .of those values we especially cherishlove,
respect, personal fulfillment through responsible intimacy,
cultural creativity, and progress.

Is c-ensorship, then, the Solution? Not according 'to
Rabbi Arthur Lelyveld, who concludes this unit with his
argument against legal censorship, the regulation of public
morals and judgment of public taste. The limitation ot
treedom it involves is a greater evil than the evils it would
try to prevent. For him, the question of pornography is
a moral one. It should be dealt with by moral force,
moral condemnation, not legal coercion. He notes that-
most legal authorities say it is impossible to come up with
.1 workable definition of obscenity for purposes of legal
censorship. But in a free society, the public can exercise
a moral censorship: it can condemn, decry, and attack that
which it finds an unwarrented invasion of its privacy by
materials that ate tawdry and nauseatingly vulgar.



Key Concepts

Obscenity: A term referring to the quality ot acts. lam

guage, and expressions that are judged to be offensive and

disgusting and morally reprehensible. The word is corm
moilly used in reference to sexual matters, though it has

alsc, a wider application to those acts that are particularly
degrading and offensive to human dignity and rights or
are against fundamental humane considerations. Thus the

Mai Lai massacre would be considered by many an ob-

scene act.

Pornography: Obscene literary, tilm, or artistic works.
The legal test of whether a work is obscene, and as such
not protected by the First Amendment, was laid down by
the Supreme Court in Roth v. LINdea .tate, 354 U.S. 476

(1957). The following standards of obscenity were set
forth: (a) the dominant theme ot the material taken as a
whole appeals to a prurient interest in sex: (b) the material

Factual Review Questions

is patently offensive because it affronts contempOrary
community standards relating to the description or repre-
sentation of sexual matters: (c) the material is utterly
Without redeeming social value. The difficulty of apply-
ing these standards to any particular work, especially

in view ot the third point, is evident.

Censorship: The legal action of examining literary, film,

or artistic products and productions and judging whether
they conform to standards of what is acceptable according

to the mores and values of the society. Its object is to
forbid publication or production of that which is judged

objectionable to these standards.

Aesthetics: That branch of philosophy concerned with
the nature, purposes, end, and standards for art and the

analysis of the concepts of the beautiful and its relation

to human knowing.

I. What two conflicting visions ot pornography does Sisk

discuss in his newspaper artiile7

Z. How does Sisk view the significance ot dirty language

tor six:iety in his Reader selection?

From what question does the case tor censorship arise

according to Berns?

4. For what major reasons does Berns tavor censorship?

5. What is Cohen's main argument against Berns'

position?

r What does Cohen think should be prithibited7

What final cimdusion di)es the report ot the LS.
Commission on ( )bsienity and Pornography. dis.

cussed by Cixty me tO7

3.

Essay and Discussion Questions

8. What does Steiner see as the most dangerous aspect

of pornography?

P. What does Steiner see as the danger to the freedom

of literature involved here?

10. What positive values does Michelson see in pornog-

raphy in its best sense?

1 1 What does Michelson mean that pornography is a

way of knowing?

12. What opinions does Mishan explore concerning the
social consequences ot the spread of pornography?

13. What is Mishans conclusion regarding pornography?

14. On what basis does Lelyveld argue against censor-

ship?

15. How does Lelyveld look at the problem of pornog-

raphy, that is . trom what standpoint?

1. Write an essay on your understanding of the no-

tions "obscene" and "pornographic."

Suggested GuiMines
Review the meanings and usages of these terms as they

appear in the articles by Sisk. Berns, Wilson. and Steiner:
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---Consider the way you use these words and examine

the reasons why you use them with regard to certain

actions or expressions. How are theSe notion.; related?

----Formulate definitions that you feel reflect your under-

standing of these terms.



2. Evaluate the arguments in favor of and against the
censorship of pornography. Give your own opinion
-and the reasons for it.

Suggested Guidelines
Study the arguments given by Berns, Cohen, and
Lelyveld.
Evaluate the importance of the report discussed by
Wilson.
--Select the arguments for either position you think are
convincing and consider why you find them so.

Suggested Reading

3. Mishan asks that we. ponder the question of Whether
it is possible to unite unchecked public sexual indul-
gence with the continued progress of any civilization.
Ponder this and give your answer and the reasons for it.

Suggested Guidelines
--Study Mishan's essay closely and the reasons he gives for

his viewpoint.
Review the selections by Steiner and Michelson as well

as the two by Sisk.
Consider what is meant by the "progress" of civilization.

Review the notion of human sexuality and its meaning
as discussed in Unit 2.

by John I', Sisk

Articles
Blumenthal. Ralph. "Parno Chic." .11ii Neu Yr ltu A ItiSaZIle.

January 21, 197., pp. 28-34. A good account ot the otten
profitable businets of making pornographic hlms. Blumenthal
also gives a sarppling of favoiable reactions from respected
critics to the nu vie Om, Throat.

Burroughs, Willi m S. "Playback from Eden to Watergate.'
Harm., Nove ber 1973, pp. 84-88. Building on the theories
of Wilhelm R ch, Burroughs argues that the attempt to close
down sex hli s and censor pornographic and obscene litera.
hire is an eft( t "to use shame and fear ,. weapons ot political
control. Arty approach to an edenic condition assumes get
ting beyond hame.

Elliott, George P. "Against Pornography." /Lem March 1005.
pp. 51-60., For Elliott the proHem is how to mediate between
the liberal suspicion of censorship and the conservative dis.
like of pornography. Convinced that "a certain amount of
official hypocrisy is one of the operative principles of a good
society," he proposes an approach that would at once protect
the young and make pornographic matehals available to needy
adults.

. Heller, Eric. "Man Ashamed." bli 010tiel Februairy 1974, pp.
23-30. Working trom an extensive and deep knowledge at
the literature ot Western civilization, Hdler argues for a
positive approach to shame. For him its close alhance with
sexual transgressivcness is not the result of a dark conspiracy
but the price of inthyiduation. To abolish shame would be
not to move toward utopia but to abolish man. (See pp.
28-30.)

Judson, Horace F. "Skin Deep."' Ildrper..., February 1975. pp.
42-49. Judson argues that pornographic tilms and literature
bring "a special kind of truth" and combine moral under-
standing with delight. Pornography has a redeeming social
value, particularly in its capacity to counterbalance the por-
nography of violence with unfaked lovemaking.

Pechter, William S. "Deep Tango.1:., Commentary. July 1073,

pp. 64-64. In this article, one ot our most astute tilm critics
relates the exploitation ot the person in pornographic films to
the potentially voyeuristic nature of motion pictures.
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Steiner. George. "Cry Havoc." Thr Nrw Yorker, January 20,
1068. pp. I00-115. A reassessment of the work of Louis.
Ferdinand Celine, whose "scatalogical obsessions" and "infer-
nal sociology" in combination with his powers of language
have made him an important influence for such writers as
Gunter Grass,. Norman Mailer, William S. Burroughs, and
Allen Ginsberg.. Steiner calls attention to the disturbing pos.
sibility that great literary talent and moral bestiality may
coexist in a writer.

Trevor.Roper, H.R. "PuritansFrom Calvin to Castro." The New
York Tune!. Magaztur. March 20,1960, pp. 28, Q0-91. TreVor
Roper's argument is unacceptable to those who believe
that sexual liberation is a necessary preliminary tO a thorough
remaking of society. A true revolution, as distinguished from
a mere movement of reform, demands a heroic puritanism.

Trilling, Lionel. "The Fate of Pleasure: Wordsworth to Dos-
tocvski." Parh,an 1963, pp. 167-101. A brilliant study
of the modern ambivalent attitude toward the principle of
pleasure and of the influence of Dostoevski's Noir. trvm LIndo
ground in the development of "the perverse and morbid ideal.
ism" ot the modern writer. (See especially pp. 185-191.)

Books
Bruce, Lenny. How to Tgilk, and bitlume People. Chicago:

Playboy Press, 1072. See especially Kenneth Tynan's enthu
siastic endorsement of Bruce ipp. vi-xi) as one who "breaks
through the barrier of laughter to the horizon beyond where
the truth has its sanctuary." See also pp. 152-163 tor Bruce's
own defense of dirty talk as a means to emotional and moral
health.

Cohn. Norman. The Purqat ot the Mtllemimm. Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1057. This study of medieval
heresies is invaluable to.students of the liberational and an-
archic spirit.in Western cwiliza:ion. The section on the heresy
of the "Free Spirit" (pp. 149-104) is particularly useful for
those interested in the effort to sec pomography and obscenity
as means to personal or social salvation. (See especially pp.
185-104.)



Cox, James.M. Mark Twain: The Fate al 1-tionor. Princeton. NJ.
Princeton University Pregs, 1.966. In the vast body of Twain
criticism, this, study is noteworthy tor its rejection of Huck
Finn as a co 'ence-hero and the substitution of a Huck who
wants to be reli ved of the burden of conscience in order to
play outside civi 'zation (pp. 156-184). Such a Huck antici
pates the pleasure-oriented sexual .transgressiveness ot maga
zines M the PlaybiT.Penthouse class. (See especially pp. 170-184.)

Hill, Christopher. The Wor1d Turned up,a, Evo, Radnal ldra,

During the English Revolutwn. New York: Viking. 1972. This
excellent study of the Puritan radicals in the early seventeenth
century is important background reading for anyone interested
in the modern effort to connect attacks on sexual morality
with the revolutionary spirit. See especially the introduction,
pp. 11-15. and the treatment of the Ranters, pp. 158-1S5.

, 247-260.
Michelson, Peter. The Aesthetu, ot Pornography. New York: Her-

der and Herder. 1Q71. A fullscale attempt to establish the
aesthetic, moral, and political value of pornography. Espe-

cially interesting when read in a context with the studies by.
Hill and Cohn, herein listed. See espedally the treatment of
pornography as moral rhetoric pp. 88-107.

Additional Suggestions
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Recommended by Philip Rieff

Articles
Rieff. Philip. 'Aesthetic Functions in Modern Polihcs." Worhl

Politics, July 1953 (pp. 478-479).
RobbeGrillet, Alain. "For a Voluptuous Tomorrow." Trans-

lated by Richard Howard. Saturday Review. May 20;1972 (PP.
44-40).

Robinson. John. "Obscenity and Maturity." Sunday 'Time!. Weekly
Review (London), December 11, 1%9.

Van den Haag, Ernest. 'The Case for Pornography Is the Case
for Censorship and Vice Versa." Esipre, May 1967. Reprinted
in Perspeitivei; on Porno,graphy, edited by 'Douglas A. Hughes.
New York: St. Martin's Press, 1970 (pp. 128-130).

Books
Clor. Harry M. Obsieruty and Public Morality. Chicago: University

of Chicago Press. 1969 (pp. 210-211, 225-2.27). The author

argues that the obscene makes public what is properly private
and tr.ansforms human acts into bestial ones.



11. Science and Morals: Freedom of Inqui

Learning Objectives

and the Public Interest

To understand

the moral relevance of the praciice of science in the modern wOrld

the moral issues that arise from science as technology

the role of the scientist in social issues

Overview

In general, the units that have preceded this one have
raised moral issues 'in the context of the meaning of
human dignity, freedom, and rights. Those issues are
basic to ethical systems, which develop as responses to
fundamental questions regarding the nature of human
nature, the meaning of the Good Life, what promotes it,
what is harmful to it.

If there is one aspect among others that can serve as a
unifying point of inquiry regarding these questions, it can
be found in the human activity of knowing. We speak of
man as a rahonal animal, in part because, in Aristotle's
words, "all men by the very force of their nature are
driven by a desire to know.' We tend to accept unques-
tioningly that the pursuit of knowledge is an essential
part of what we mean by the Good Life. We generally
accord this pursuit a freedom that is broader and more
embracing than that allowed in any other areas of life, in
part because we are convinced that the free pursuit of
knowledge promotes the Good Life.

For twentieth.century man this pursuit is most directly
and vividly associated with scientific activity. It is science

that has played a major role in transforming not only our
picture of the world, but also the way we live in it. The
Manipulation and control of nature now possible to us is
wondrous 'indeed. But as the well-known scholar C.S.
LeWis observed, "Each new power won by man is a

power over man as well. Each advance leaves him
weaker as well as stronger." It is here precisely in regard
to science that the question of what actually promotes the
Good Life and what is harmful to it comes in. For in the
pursuit of scientific knowledge, one eats the fruit of the
tree . f the knowledge of good and evil.

Freedom of inquiry has always been a basic 'condition
for the success of science. Without it creativity would
wither and die. But in the context of the actual and future
potential for harm now associated with our scientific .

technological progress, e are forced to ask the quesfion,
"What.price freedom?" e well publicized analyst of the
counterculture, Theodore oszak, has made an observa-
tion that is very much to this point: -The search for
knowledge must be a free ';adventure, yet it must not
choose, in its freedom, to do us harm in body, mind or
spirit. One no sooner states the matter in this way than
it seems like an impossible dilemma. We are asking that
the mind in search of knowledge should be left wholly
free and yet be morally disciplined at the same time. Is

this possible?" It is this question that the unit explores,
along with the problems that it raises and the approaches
to resolving the dilemma.

The newspaper article by Hans Jonas discusses the.
points of contact between science and morals. In the con.'
text of modern scientific discovery, theory and practice
are so closely allied and at ,times merged that it can no
longer be maintained that the sole aim of science is knowl-
edge for its own sake. For one thing, the pursuit of
science depends on technological developments for solving
the problems it sets for itself. Secondly, the solutions to
these problems invite new technological applications.
Thirdly, the direction of scientific research is increasingly
being set by problems that arise in industry and in the
military. As Jonas points out, this is the reason these
organizations support scientific research; without their
support, most projects could never be carried out.

It is because the scientific enterprise involves action in
the world that it raises moral' issues and becomes subject
to legal and moral constraints. According to Jonas, science
as a disinterested quest for knowledge' is a thing of the
past. Science as a moral concern is the picture of the

. present.
By and large, science and technology are able to achieve

progress because their practitioners have become an or-
ganized establishment. Francis Bacon (1561-1626) long
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ago envisioned this as the best means to attain the "legiti.
mate goal 01 the scien, es.-- the endowment ot human lite

with new inventions .and rit hes Lewis Mumtord gives

a brief historical survey cit this organizatitmal establish.
ment and examines some implications ot its present reality.

He maintains that science has been ,o.opted by gov:..rn
ment and industry in their pursuit ot the Baconian goal.
Anti in thus becoming the serv,tnt ot these or,.zarniations
it has itself become a .-technology ot tet hnologies: No
longer a disinterested examination of nature, science has
opted tor the myth ot power., tallen victim to the idea
that "can implies right," that whatever science can do to
manipulate and control nature, it should do. As a conse-
quence. Mumford argues, broader human anti humane
goals have become subservient to the myth of power.

Mumford also points out that the greatest contributicm
ot science has been our understanding ot nature. The

discussion by C.P. Snow illuminates why science is able
to achieve this. Scientists are animated by a desire to

find the /Pio:: to tind out what is there, what is the case
and why However the essence of science lies not in the
facts that it dist over, but in the by which they are

discovered. 1-th.ts are ethically neutral but the process ot

discovery is not. It tleinands a.respet t tor truth, that the
means of discovery serve truth . that open communication

test any particular approach. Snow maintains that this
habit of truth is the builtin moral component ot science.

Are there perhaps other virtues that are essential to
scientific activity7 Robert Sinsheaner diskusses this questsm

in the context ot tmsiern advam es in genetics. Because

ot the tar-rea, lung impkations ot researdl in this held.

the limitations ot ou current knowledge and the iriever
sible nature ot this sort ot tampering with 'Nature, he
argues tof the value ot as an essential virtue of

s;:entiti. work.
Sinsheirner s admonition to caution has had an historical

antecedent namely the great debate that led to the deci-
sion to build the tiN hydrogen lii im This debate began

in l040 atter the Russians had exp. Ioded their tirst atomic
homb, with lippir.ing sides led hy physicists I. Robert

Oppenheimer and Edward Teller . As the Reader selection

inakes clear Oppenheimer and his colleagues opposed
the ptoiet t ause ot what they ',Al,: as inherent dangers

in its continuatioi., i hey telt it would extend the artirz
race produce a weapon ot Ii no it I eu destructive pi uwer.

and iatnage Amerka's moral position in the world The

Teller tat tion supported the development ..tat the super-

bonib The.: arvaied that it America did 'iot go ahead.
the Soviets would and we would beWille 51.%c ond-rate

power they also argued' that undertaking\ this prolect

was morally no different from developing any other
weapon.

The outcome ot the debate is history: In January 1050,
President Trunian approved the project. Three years
later, the first hydrogen bomb was exploded at Eniwetok
atoll in the South Pacific. In 1054 Oppenheimer was de.
claret! a security risk, and a brilliant career was ended.
The short statement by Teller given here is a dechration
ot the moral neutrality ot the scientist with regard to the
use that others might make of his work.

It was in 040 that scientific teams began to be recruited
tor work in secret war laboratories. -.By 1943, when work
on tne atom bomb was begun, these teams, as one mem-
ber, HerbertYork, writes, -were quite unlike anything
ever seen betore in terms of both the talents and the

numbers of people making them up." Since that time of
all out war ettort, science itself has been increasingly
co-opted by both government and industry as a tool for
their own organizational ends. This is true ot both science
as related to big industrial laboratories and -of research

that goes on at our majci universities.
It is the implications ot these developments for science

and scientists that Jacob Bronowski discusses. His theme
is -it science is to express a conscience, it must come spon.
taneously out of the community ot scientists." He otfers
suggestions about how this can be best accomplished.

tor Bronowski there are two moral categories involved
in this expression ot conscience: Immaility and intepity. The

hist is bound up with the relation ot the scientist to the
industrial-military complex that supports the war-related
research conducted in laboratories and universities through-
out the country. Bronowski makes' the option clear cut.
The scientist who chooses to engage in war-related re .
search should do so directly and should work for these
organizations. Those who choose otherwise should cut
their connections with these organizations and should not
accept research money trom them. Ultimately this is a
chofte between two moralities: the morality ot govern-
ment and the morality of science. For Bronowski they
arc incompatible. Note, however, they are both "moral.
ities.- What the morality of science deminds above all
is that integrity that upholds the tree dissemination of
knowledge throughout the entire scientific community and
the prerequisite disassociation ot research trom the power
arms of the state. Bronowski asserts that this openness
and freedom of knowledge demands the disestablishment
ot science, that is, that science become independent of
the slate, tree to establish its own research priorities ari'd
tree to use its knowledge. In this way scientists can live
up to the unique position they hold in modern society

7: 1
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with its obligation that scientists set an incorruptible
standard for public morality.

The Concluding article by Barry CommOner deals with
science as an enterprise in behalf of the social good.
Commoner makes the point that solutions to social issues .

involve value judgments. There are no objective scientific
laws far them; they are a matter tor all citizens to decide.

Key Concepts

Since science has contributed to many of our present
technological and ecological problems, scientists should
recognize their duty to broaden their own views of the
issues and implications, and to communicate their exper-
tise to fhe public. It is not enough for the scientist to
search for the truth and to know it; he must also actively
recognize his social responsibility and participate in the
achit.wement of desirable_social goals.

Science: An open-ended, ongoing process ot discovery
directed toward understanding the bases, behavior, and in-
terrelatidn of natural phenomena in the physical and bio-
logical realms and toward formulating general laws of ex-
planation tor phen9mena. To accomplish this. science
creates a connected set of concepts and develops method-
ologies for exploring them in the facts. It the conse-
quences logically implied in these concepts are indeed
revealed to be true to experienced fact, after the test ot
methodologically sound experiment, the concept is held
to be true. The search then goes on tor more embracing
concepts and more embracing general laws or unifying
points at which several laws intersect. The aesthehc

Factual Review Questions

dimensions involved here include the encompassing
beauty of simplicity, symmetry, and unity.

Technology: In general, the practical application of scien-
tifically gained knowledge to solve mechanical, chemical,
or biomedical problems Or to ;achieve new goals and
approachesto problems. Technologies develop the in-
struments not only for the application Of research to prob-
lems and goals, but for the continuation of research and
the development of new avenues of scientific exploration.
Technology enables ideas toi be translated into action.

Recombinant DNA: See p. 50.

1. What are the points ot contact between science and
moral., as set torth in the article by Jonas?

2. Why does Jonas maintain that scientific manipulation
involves legal and moral restrai'ras?

3. What, according to Mumford, is most tresh and
original in Bacon's ideas?

4. What does Mumford mean by the mythology of
power"?

5. What is the doctrine of the ethicaineutrality ot
science, as explained by Snow?

.6. Why does Snow claim there is a built-in moral com-
ponent in scientihc activity itself?

7. Why does Sinsheimer suggest that caution may now
b,ome an essenhal scientific virtue?

8. What reasons did the Genera! Advisory Committee
(GAC) report give for not developing the hydrogen
bomb?

0. How did President Truman react to The GAC report?

10. What does the position taken by Teller imply?

I I. What two moral categories does Bronowski discuss?

12. What does Bronowski consider to be the incompat-
ible moralities confronting scientists?

13. What does he mean by the -disestablishment of
science"?

14. What is the dual crisis in society of which
Commoner speaks?

15. What new duty does Commoner claim is demanded
of scientists?

r 9
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Essay and Discussion Questions

1. Write an essay on the implications and effects of the
development of modern kience on the freedoin of in-
quiry traditionally accorded the scientist.

Suggested Guidelines
Review the articles by Jonas. Mumford. and Commoner.

Consider how technology relates to the activity of the

scientist.
Review some ot the meanings ot freedom that are tound

in the units -Law and Morals,- "Politics: The Domestic

Struggle for Power," "Pornography and Obscenity."

Z. Using the advantages of hindsight, describe what

action you would have taken regarding the development
of the hydrogen bomb if you had been in President
Truman's place. Give the reason for your position.

Suggested Guidelines
Evaluate the arguments against the prolect contained

in the GAC report.

Suggested Reading

-Consider what you as a scientist would have done had

you been asked to work on it.
Reflect on whether developments in international politics

since then have. in your mind, proved that decision right

or wrong.

3. Summarize and evaluate Bronowski's argument for
the disestablishment of science. Do you agree or dis-

.,agree with him? Give reasons for your answer.

Suggested Guidelines
Outline the main points Bronowski wishes to make.

Consider whether the options he states are too narrow

or too exclusive.
Reflect on whether this independence of science from

the state would be feasible. Consider the Tucker and

Osgood article in Unit 7 in this regard.

by Hans lonas

Articles
Boulding. Kenneth E -What Went Wrong it Anything Since Co .

pemicus7' r lanuary 1074.

lorus. Hans 'The Practical Uses ot Theory.' In rhomerhl,

Car New York. Harper St Row 1,-k,o. Dell Publishing Co..

96t4
Res?onsibility Today The Ethics ot an Endangered

Future spring

'Books
Bacon. Francis 1.4 ..Cd: attount ot the phil-

osophy ot the scientitit method See especially the -Pretat
and -Aphorisms Concerning thu Interpretation ot Nature and

the Kingdom ot Man
Barber. Bernard, r !jrf. !Nit., Glencoe. II : Free

Press. 1952. In Chapter X. The Social Control ot Science.'
the author argues that scientists should not bear sole responsi-

bility tor the social tonsequences or their activities and that
social control ot science ought to be assumed.

Bronowski, lao ib. s vi. Jind 111,11,01 1;11', 2ni1 ed. New York:
Harper & Row. 1065. The three e,says in this book by the
noted humanist.scientist present a tlear anahsis ot the role of

--science and the scientist in modern society. The central thesis
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is that the practice of science compels the practitioner to form
for himself a fundamental set of universal values.

Glass, Bentley. Soma mid Ethrod Value.., Chapel Hill, N.C..:

University of North Carolina Press, 1965, In Chapter 3, "The'
Ethical Basis of Science," this distinguished biologist, looks at
the relationship between modern science and ethics.

Jonas. Hans. 1'h:10..opluoti Lsay,: From Ant wit Curd to Frilmo1osual

Mai:. Englewood Cliffs, N.I.: Prentice.Hall, 1974. See espe.

daily -Technology and Responsibility" and "The Meaning of

the Scientific and Technological Revolution." A philmophical
examination of the implications of technology,

Lobkowicz, Nikolaus. 'flicvoi aNd Pradkr. South Bend, Ind.: Uni.

versity ot Notre Dame Press, 1967. See especially Part I,

pp. 1-140. a study ot the concept of science from Aristotle

to Marx.
Morgenthau, Hans J. Sonia: Srmoit OP Ma.trri. New York: New

American Library, 1972. A volume in the Perspectives in
Humanism series, this book examines the meanini.; of science

tor our times and its implications tor the future.

Polanyi, Michael. Surly Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1073. See especially Chapter III, "Dedication

or Servitude.- A scientist-philosopher analyzes science in

terms of its relation to larger human values. He sees science

as supportive ot individual liberty and tolerance.



Robert W. Reid. Tongues ot Con.:or rue: Weapons Re 5ranh and thr

.Staentists' Damn+. New York: Walker, 19Pq. An analysis of
the role played by scientbb in warfare from the time of Al-
fred Nobd to the present. indkaling how attitudes have
changed from those of unconcern to those of intense political
and ethical involvement.

Russell, Bertiand. Thr Impat i 't Siena on So,:rty. New York:
Columbia University Press. 1951. The noted philosopher dis .
cusses the impact of sdence on our values and lives.

&Unit and lts 1hr Changing Rrlahori.hig Daedalus. Summer.
1974. This special issue ot the journal t the American -Aca-
demy of Arts and Sciences examines the relation of science
to society from a variety ot viewpoints, and disciplines. See

especially Emilio Q. Daddario, -Science Policy: Relationships
Are the Key": Don K. Price, -Money and influence: The
Links of Science to Public Polic y": and Edward Shils, "Faith.
Utility an4 Legitimacy ot Science."

Truitt, Willis H.. and T, W. 'Graham Solomons, eds. !;lIVIL

rc hnology and I rredoni. Boston: Houghton Mitthn, 1q74.. A
collection ot essays on the role ol science and technology in
our society. See especially Part III, "The Moral and Political
Issues."

United States Senate.. laNt. h, e r ! ;: I haring Boort. the

Stdhorn make fi t Ie,ilth ot the ( atre tathor and Pubia INe)Pare,

Washington, D.C. Government Printing Office, 1975. See

especially April 22... 19'5, No. 55-7240. -Examination ot the
Relationship ot a Free Sot iety and Its Scientific Corn:nullity.-

Additional Suggestions

Recommended by Philip Rieff

Articles
Campbell. Donald T. "On the Conflicts Between Biological and

Social Evolution and Between Psychology and Moral Tradi
tion." Arncruan 1),y, IwIogist December 1975 (pp. 1103-1104.
1120-1121).

Jonas, Hans. "Responsibility Today: The Ethics of an Enda
gered Future." Sooal Rr.rar,h, Spring 1q70 (pp. 87-91).

Price, Don K. "The Scientific Establishment." In Sirna and
'Jowly, edited by Norman Kaplan. Chicago: Rand McNany,
1965 (pp. 278-279, 293-295).

Books
Flugel, J. C. Man. Mewl.. and &hwy. New York: Viking, 1961

(pp. 13-15). A consideration of the effects ot modem psychol;
ogy on our morality.

Juenger, Friedrich Georg.. rhe Failure ot TrAnology. Chicago:
Henry Regnery, 1Q49 (Gateway edition. pp. 135-137, 139-
140). The author links technology with the.development of
new mass ideologies.

Wells, H. G. Thr Outlinr oi History. Garden City, N.Y.: Double-
day, 194q (pp. 1193-1195), In this section from his history
of the human race. Wells takes an optimistic view of the con-
tributions of science to civilization.
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12. Science and Morals: The Ethics of Biomedical Research

Learning Objectives

Td understand
the moral issues raised by modern advances in the lite sciences

why these issues are of personal as well as social concern

the context in which life and death decisions are actually made and the moral dilemmas that arise in

making them

some of the major issues still being debated and why they are so controversial

Overview

Unit Ii treated general questions of freedom, responsibil-
ity, and the conscience of the scientist. This unit will
consider a specific set of ethical issues that have ariSen be-
cause of technological advances in biomedical research.

The import of the life sciences, such as genetics, bio-
chemistry, pharmacology: and bioengineering, has been
of enormous signihcance. As Dr. Willard Gaylin, professor
of psychiatry and law at Columbia Law School, has said,
-The success of science has redefined its concerns. Its

issues are now life and death itself, the modification of
human behavior, the alteration of the 'nature' of man. It

has transcended its original purposes and in the Process of

its success: its issues have ceased to be 'scientific' and have

become moral and political!" This quote sums up nicely
the major themes of this unit. The issues raised will call
for tough personal decisions on the part of many people.
ror example, breakthroughs in genetic screening enable
prospective parents to know the risks they may be taking

of having a "defective" child. Amniocentesis, a process

of fetal diagnosis, i'an now detect the pre.ence of some
sixty genetically caused defects, one or more of which
m# be present in the .fetus of a pregngit woman.
Couples can now choose abortion rather than having a

child who is affeded with Down's syndrome (mongolism).
The same test can determine the sex of the fetus, and the

couple can determine whether they want to "keep" it if it

is not the sex of their choice.
just down the road are the produdion of test-tube

babies, personal selection of biological inheritance for
one's progeny, and the screening and removal of so-called
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criminal genes (XYY). Cloning, a process for producing
identical cells or organisms, all descended from a single
common ancestral cell or organism, holds out the pros-

ped of turning out "xerox" copies of people. Recombi-

nant DNA research, direded at interference in the nahiral
process of gene transmission, offers the possibility of pro-
ducing progeny with combinations of genes other than
those that occur in the parents. Will these, be genetic
novelties, or will we call them monsters7

With regard to organ transplants, should "cadaver
banks" be set up to remedy the shortage of available
spare parts? After all, dead is dead; why not take the
steps necessary to insure the preservation of vital organs
for the living who might need them7 Should you have
something to Say about this? Who is to define when
death occurs?

If you are a patient in a hospital, should you be 'sub-
jected to nontherapeutic experimental treatment, that is,
to procedures aimed at new knowledge that will help

others but is not directed to your illness? Does society

have a moral right to claiin this of you7 With regard to
therapeutic experimentation, that is, new procedures
directed at your illness, what role, if any, should you have
in the clinical decision regarding their use7

A noted historian of medicine, Pedro Lain Entralgo,
has stated that the medical profess;on today is oriented
according to three ideas: In principle there is no deadly,
terminal disease, no inevitable disease, no incurable dis-
ease. What does this imply for our notions of the mean-

ing of life and death7 Is death a fad of life? Is death

r
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the ultimate indignity from which we should be freed?
ls there a right to die? Indeed, as Dr. Gay lin observed, the
issues here are social and personal moral issues.

In his newspaper article, Hans Jonas raises the question
of the rightful limits for science in the pursuit ot the praise-
worthy goals of human betterment through the elimination
of disease and the enhancement ot human potential. He

goes on to give instances that illustrate Gay lin s contention
that the issues have ceased to be scientific and have be-
come moral and political. Sudi ispes arise when there is
a question of setting research priorities, allocating funds,
and distributing the benetits ot progress as well as the
burdens in financial and above all human terms.

The first Reader selection by Jonas gets to the core of
all such issues, namely, that it is the human being who is
the subject of such research. Not only are the very pro.
cesses ot life being manipulated. but research has gone
beyond the point at which animal subjects are ot much
use and the researcher must turn to human subjects. Thus
we confront the question. -Is it possible to pursue such
research and at the same time preserve the freedom and
dignify of the human subject?" Essential to this is the

notiOn of into,nied wn:ent. Exactly what this involves is
a matter of dispute. but what Jonas would see preserved
in any event is the active will ot the sobject. To will
something is to in some way identity it with one's puf-
poses and priorities as well as to understand and accept
its implications and consequences. Such a high standard
does admit some gradations but its essentials must be up-
held.. Admittedly, upholding these will slow the progress,
of research, but this is the necessary price for the preser-
vation of something more preciousfreedom and human
dignity.

Jonas makes the point that the sick, because of their
vulnerability, are especially to be protected from being
used. In any experimentation. concern for the sick indivi-
dual must be primary.

Jonas also discusses the issue ot -redefining" dtath in
reference to organ transplants. The Harvard criteria pub-
lished in 1968 detine brain death in terms of "irreversible
coma." For Jonas, this is not a maximal definition ot
death for transplant purposes. Since we do not know the
exact borderline between lite and death. nothing short ot
a definition that includes brain death, heart death, and

other pertinent indicators
An example of the issue of informed consent follows

in the now highly publicized Tuskegee Syphilis Study be-
gun in 1932. This long-term study ot a group of black
men left untreated for syphilis was judged in t973 to be
ethically unjustified. Informed consent as well as any
scientifically valid objectives were lacking.

This case brings up the issue ot what constitutes a valid
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research protocol. This is a detailed outline of a research
project that states its intent, usefulness, methodology,
controls, and expected results. It is submitted to a peer
review committee for discussion and approval before it
can be initiated. Bernard Barber gives an example of
such a protocol. Which box would you check?

The case of Karen Ann Quinlan was featured in count-
less Mewspapers, magazines, television newscasts, and talk-
shows. In tact the extent of the publicity itselt raised
ethical questions about medical responsibility distorting a
vital issue and thus not helping the public to make its own
judgment on ethically sound reasons rather than senti.
ment.

This young girl ot twenty-one had been celebrating
a friend's birthday at a. bar when she began to nod out.
She was taken home and shortly after rushed to the hos-
pital. Two days later she developed pneumonia and was
put on a respirator. Five months later she was still in a
coma, still on the respirator, Her parents, atter much
soul-searching and religious guidance, wished to take her
off the apparatus against the wishes of her doctors, and
they went to court for authorization. It should be noted
that her comatose state was not that of "irreversible coMa"
according to the Harvard criteria. Thomas Oden discusses
Superior Court Judge Robert Muir's decision. Muir denied
the request on the basis that the court could not grant
authorization that "lite be taken from her.... Such an
authorization would be homicide." Oden points out that
the issue was not whether Karen Ann Quinlan was alive
by all accepted medical and legal definitions, but whether,
on the basis of her "quality of life." that life should be
terminated. Who is to decide, and on what basis, that a
particular life is expendable?

Judge Muir's decision was reversed by the New Jersey
Supreme Court. An excerpt of their argument is given
here, In sum, the court held that Karen Ann's parents
could choose for her because of the peculiar circumstances
of the case. This decision was based on an interpretation
of a person's right to privacy. which the court held includes
the right of self-determination regarding whether a specific
treatment should be terminated,

California's Natural Death Act, enacted on September
30, 1976, embodies this right to privacy by recognizing
the right of an adult person to make a living will. Such a
will enables the testator to exercise control of his or her
life even in 'circumstances in which the individual is so
incapacitated that informed consent under any definition
is impossible. This legislation is a dr bide recognition of

the right to die with dignity,
Hans Jonas, in the opening article in this unit, discusses

what he sees as the necessity for a redefinition of death
in regard to the issue of organ transplants. Jack Provonsha



discusses those other pertinent considerations that Jonas
would have play a role in a redefinition. In a previous

unit in this Study Guide, it was pointed out that ethical
systems are a response to fundamental questions concern-
ing man. They grow out of a matrix of cultural presup-
positions. And in our culture, our ludeo-Christian tradi-
tion has played a crucial role in our cultural formation.
Therefc .

Provonsha maintains, these moral issues are
essentiali, Judeo-Christian issues, and_they require ludeo.

Christian answers. Provonsha develops dtunctional deti-
nition of "human'' in terms .ot freedom and accountability
for action. In line with Jonas' argument concerning human
experimentation, he emphasizes that man is a creative

agent. The value of a lite diminishes proportionally to
the loss of the unique human capacity to act and choose
between options. Using this capacity as a criterion, he
suggests that a system of relative values can be set up to
give guidance in situations in which there are competing
claims to life and lite-preserving resources.

But this criterion must be supplemented by another. In

looking for maximal criteria to set thatline between lite
and death, Provonsha argues that attention must be paid
to what the larger community wean, by -living" and

"dead" and "human." So-called scientific criteria alone are

not enough.
t Is what we mean by -human" merely the result ot a
fact of Nature, an evolutionary accident that just hap-
pened to result in a particular species with certain species-
Specific genes? Need 1.+,.e remain what we are: should we

not try to improve on the hit-and-niiss nature of Nature's
Ways? These are some reflections suggested by the con
cept of genetic engineering. This unit begins with a

Key Concepts

discussion of the moral issues of human experimentation.
It concludes with a discussion ot th ultimate type ot such
experimentation, the changing ot man through genetic
nlanipulation.

The late Hermann Muller was one of the leading ad-
vocates of genetic engineecing tor human betterment.
Among other things, he advocated the creation 4 a sperm
bank tor the preservation and transmission of "superior"
genes. The contributors would be individuals endowed
with what are generally considered outstanding charac-
teristics ot mind and body. This bank would be available
to enable prospective parents to choose the characteristics
of the children they decide to raise.

Such a proposal might sound ideal, but what are some
of the implications and problems that it raises? Apart
from the tact that some biologists have disputed that such
breeding is technically feasible in the near or even distant
future, efforts in this direction are being made. As Robert
Sinsheimer has already suggested. it is only caution now

that can prevent unfortunate, irreversible tampering with
natural processes. The concluding article by Jonas raises
those moral issues that must come to the fore, given the
enlarged scope of our powers over natural processes. The
cautions he suggests are in the form of guiding principles.
First, we must never presume that we actually do know
and fully understand what constitutes human excellence.
We must always leave room for what potentially can be
because of the actual manifold possibilities inherent in the

gene pool. And secondly, we must never violate the
right of future individuals to authentic action that de-
mands that each human life "finds its own way and be a

surprise to itself."

Genetics: The scientific study ot heredity, which is part
of _molecular buckgy. This is a branch ot biology concerned
with explaining biological phenomena in molecular terms.
A moletide is the ultimate unit quantity or smallest portioh
of an element or compound that can exist by itself And

retain all the chemical properties of that element or corn.
pound. The molecule ON A (deoxyribonucleic acid) is the
basis of heredity. DNA moleculeS are,the largest bio
logically active moleculps known. According to the
model developed by lames Watson and Francis Crick,

DNA forms a double helix, each stiand of which is com-
plementary to its partner. DNA iS found in the nucleus
of every living cell.
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Genetic intervention: Any interference in the genetic
constitution of an organism (gnotyre), as distinguished from

the visible characteristic (phenotypr). These physical appear-

ances are the result of both heredity and environment.
A wide variety of terms are used in regard to genetic
interventions, for example, positive and negative eugenics,
genetic therapy, genetic engineering, genetic surgery.
Some eugenic interventions are used for therapeutic pur-
poses, some for breeding purposes. Eugenics denotes an

improvement in the kind of offspring produced.

Recombinant DNA: A mosaic of DNA fragments from
different types of cells. The molecular biologist can
reassemble these fragments and insert them into a host



cell. The DNA molecule will then become a permanent
part of the organism's genetic complement.

Brain death: A criterion for determining when a person
is functionally dead. In the so-called Harvard criteria
standard for determining brain death, it is equated with
"ifteversible coma." The Harvard committee, which
published a document on this topic in 1068. listed three

Factual Review Questions

observable signs for brain death: unreceptivity and un-
responsivity, no matter what the stimulus; no movements
or breathing without artificial support; no reflexes. A
wholly flat electroencephalogram (EEG) was considered
confirmation of these signs. The Harvard criteria are
currently widely used, but the whole issue is under dis-
cussion.

I. What are some ot the disputable gc ak ot biomedical
research that Jonas cliscusses7

2. What are some of the conditions for informed
consent, according to Jonas* first Reader selection?

3. Why does Jonas demand a maximal definition of
death regarding organ transplants?

.4. What are some of the moral issues involved in the
Tuskegee Syphilis Study?

5. What, according to Oden: has popular American
moral judgment not yet learned to do?

6. Why did Judge Muir deny the petition of Karen
Ann Quinlan's parents?

7. For what main reason dia the New Jersey Supreme
Court overturn Judge Muir's decision?

Essay and Discussion Questions

S. What right does Calitornids Natural Death Act
recognize?

9. Why does Provonsha insist on a Judeo.Christian solu-
tion to the problem of what we mean by human?

10. What human capadty does Provonsha see as central
in this matter?

II. What does Muller mean by genetic betterment;

12. What means for achieving it does Muller suggest?

13. Why is human experimentation in genetics so
fraught with dangers, according to Jonas?

14. What three types of biological control does Jonas
distinguish?

15. Why. ultimately, does Jonas rule out direct tamper-
ing with human genotypes?

1. If you were asked, would you volunteer to be a sub-
ject in biomedical research if the problem being investi-
gated did not directly serve your health needs? Suppose
it.did or that it served the needs of a close relative?
Discuss this hypothetical situation and give th.. reasons
for your response.

Suggested Guidelines
Review the articles by Jonas and pay special attention to

the meaning of informed consent.
Consider the protocol given by Barber and the-reasons

why you chose a particular response.
Reflect on whether society has any moral claim to your

partidpation. Y might review the article by Judith
Thomson in the unit on abortion.

2. If you were the judge in the Karen Ann Quinlan case,
how would you have decided and why?

Suggested Guidelines
Review the Reader selections by Jonas (the first one),
Oden, the New Jersey Supreme Court, and Pilovonsha.
Consider theArguments pro and con that you consider
the most weighty.
Reflect on what you would want done to you if you
were in her position.
Read the provisions ot the Natural Peath Act. Con-
sider whether you would make such a living will and
your reasons.

,T; 8
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3. Discuss the pros and cons of genetic engineering

directed toward the.."betterment" of man. To which

position do you incline and why?

Suggested Guidelines
Review the three arhcle; by lonas and the one by

Muller.

Suggested Reading

Distinguish the various types of genetic intervention.
Retied on what you consider ideal 'characterishcs for

the children you would want to see brought into the

world.
Balance these with the realities you see of your own
children or ot children ;n your family. Do you wish

they were difterent?

by Hans Jonas

Arficles
Chorover, Stephen L. 'Big Brother and 1'svc hole, hru,logy.'

P..I.Rhoiegi; I 4;.11J October 1.473.

Simonaitis. Joseph E Recent Dec isions on Intorrnetl Consent
ot the .1,,iethan luly 2.4 1972: lune

25.19%3: .3nd July 2.1073
Watson, lames D 'Moving Toward Clonal Man: Is This What

Vtie Want?'" A L'ah tt, A 1.,:th,u \lay

Books
Becker. ErncsL I I "mt,t1 c, heath NeW ork Free Press, 1,7-'3.

. A study of man's innate tear ot death and his attempts to
transcend it through such expressions ar; heroism, narcissism,
rehgion. and even neurosis.

Delgado, Jose M. R. tiir A 1:nd I 0:out!

will zri Souery. New York: Harper tit Row. t909. An inter-
nationally respected neurophysiologist describes his own re
search in various aspects of behavior control through the im-
plantation ot electrodes. and he evaluates the ethical and
social implicatmns of electrical control ot behavior.

Freund. Paul A. ed. 1.criti.nent;,:. :,.;ti! honah .-MMe,t... New

York: Braziller. 1970 A colkchon ot ey,ay, on the 5ubject
trom a variety ot disciplines and viewpoints that was lgiginally

published as an issue ot
Jonas, Hans, I 'hueophi, a i ....ill, P4',11 .141ed eed t, e,hhoio.oa:

Matt. Englewood Chtts: N.f. Prentice.Hall. 1974. A collec.

bon ot essays, some ot which have been excerpted in the
Reader. 'A fora! Chot,e. ontorporatt., See especially "On

Experimenting with Human Subjects.- -Comments on the

Definition and Redetinition ot Death. "'Biological Engineer.
ing,"" and -Contemporary Problems in Ethics tmm a Jewish

Perspective.-
Katz. lay. et al. E.,,;,er:,,,mtatt,,h 41;;I I I :WWII liel':` New f o r k :

Russdl Sage Foundation. 1972 A comprehensive. thoughtful
examination ot the c oncept ot human experimentation. A
variety of perspec bees . including those ot the researcher and

ot the subject. are presented.
ewis, C. S. ;Iv A 1,011t7.,1 Man New Y ork Macmillan, 1,347.

A series ot three articles in whic h Liwi Mends traditional
morality against its debunkers

Ramsey. Paul. f ,thmatrd Lot New Haven. Conn.: Yale Uni
versity Press, 1970 A discussion ot the problems associated
with new or imminent pc.cver, ot genetic control. The volume

is divided into three sections: -Moral and Rehgious

tions of Genetic Control. -Shall We C'orw a Man." and -Par .
enthood and the tuture ot Man by Artiticial Donor Inserm.
nation.- Ramsey is a protessor ot religion at Princeton.
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. I he bin, of I eta; New Haven, Conn.: Yale
University Press 1975. A study ot the ethical and legal impli-
cations ot experimentation on still-living human fetuses.

Rosenfeld, Albert. The Sr,,p1,1 Gene,e.: The CAMIJIIS Confrei Lek.

New York: Arena. 1,372. The science editor of Life magazine

surveys the philosophical and moral dimensions of anticipated
biological and sociological developments such as widespread
birth control, artificial insemination, organ transplants, and

the postponement of death.
.Steme Neu.,. March 22, 1975. Special Issue: "Decision at AM,

omar." A report on the spring 1975 meeting of an intern&
bonal group of molecular biologists and their decision to draft

a sociopolitical and ethical statement about the future of ge-

. netic research.
Skinner, B. F. Beyond Freedom ,nid Dignity. New York:,

Knopf, 1971. The noted Harvard psychologist argues that we
must revise our..traditional notions of freedom 'and dignity
and develop a technology of behavior control as powerful and

accurate as our physical and biological technologies.
Sollitto and Vestch, compilers. Bdthogillphy Sikirty, Ellu(,: and

the Life .6;twme,. Hastings.on-Hudson, N.Y.: Institute of Society,
Ethics and the Life Sciences, 1974 and I975. A comprehensive
bibliography.

Additional Suggestions

Recommended by Philip Rieff

Artkles
Fletcher, John. '''Human Experimentation." Lawand Cotth.mporary

Prohlene, Fall 1907 (pp, 033-034,646-047).
Freund, Paul A. "Ethical Problems in Human Experimentation."

New Lngland imam! of Medlithe. September 23,1905.
MacIntyre Alasdair. "How Virtues Become Vices," Emowiter,

July 1975 (pp. 15-17).
Szasz, Thomas S. -The Moral Physician." Crider Masazinc,

March!April 1075 (pp. 2-3,9).

Books
Hilton, Bruce, et al.. edS. Lan( id 1,,tits in Human Genetio. New

York: Plenum Press, 1973 A collection of papers by physi .
cians, lawyers. ethicists, theologians, and geneticists gives
varied perwedives on the implications of advances in genetic,
See particulary the article by Daniel Callahan, "The Meaning
and Signihcance of Genetic Disease," pp. 88-90.



13. The Morality of Work and Play

Learning Objectives

To understand
the meanings and interrelahons ot work and play nd sports

why work and play are moral issues in themselves

the concept of leisure and Its special t unctions

the personal dimensions.of these issues

Overview

Many of the central moral issues discussed in this courst
revolve around human dignity and freedom. To be truly
human means to realize one's individual nature and to
fulfill one's human capacities in harmony with each other.
A person is a self-defining being in the sense that each
individual seeks this realization anq fulfillment through
enacting certain role patterns, engaging in certain activities
.and modes of self-expression. In the amount of time and
dedication invested'in them, work and play must sorely
be the most prominenramong these sdf-detining actik
In fact, to ask who a person is is almost always equr.alent
to asking what a person does.

It should be expected, then, that activities that occupy
much of our working life involve significant moral dimen-
sions. But it is important that this be properly under-
stood. Most evidently. mofal issueS are rabed by what
we might term the external aspeds ot work and play:
They involve observing honesty, standards of expected
performance, and relations to justified and moral ends.
But there is also an ethic to work and play in themselves,
apart from considerations of their effects. Because they

are hwnan activities, springing from human consciousness,
drives, urges, and purposes. they are molal activities. En-

gaging in them affects the way we are, the way we de-
velop. In this sense they are very important elements of
self-definition.

The purpose of this unit is to help clarify the human
significance of wi)rk and play in terms of their human
meanings, their contributions to personal devdopment.
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and the dangers and detriments to that personal develop-
ment that they involve.

Martin Marty's newspaper article sets some of the
modern problems, of work and play in historical and
current perspective. Pointing to the religious associations
they conjure up, he suggests that loss of these religious
aspects may be responsible for many of the discontents
and 411.-cii.e, or sense of general restlessness 'of modern
civilization. The religious 'dimensions were highly per-
sonal ones; they involved a personal salvation, a sense of
place in this life, and a striving for happiness in the next.
Much of the work and.play that people engage in today,
Marty argues, has a depersonalizing effect on them. Self-
expression has turned into alienation in work and com-
pulsion in play. What is needed as: a Corrective is a
reevaluation of work and play in the sense of restoring
their human value and role in personal development.

In the first Reader selection, Richard Burke undertakes
to define work and play and to show how, when properly
understood, their true' significance in.and for human exis-
tence is revealed. Again, as stated before, the meanings
of things should not be understood only in a mental or
conceptual sense: meaning is a unifying tendency, a
means of actual coping in life. This is why work and
play involve significant moral dimensions.

One of the main obstacles in the way of a proper
understanding of these activities is the tendency to view
work and play in terms of contrast or even contradiction.
Other aspects of this tendency will be discussed later in



Joset Pieper's article. What Burke strives to do in bis
analysis is to howi that work and play are ,.omplemen
taries. that there is a unified and unaying aspect to them
that almost merges their purposes and contributions. to
the 'ieholem. ot human existence. Another word tor
wholeness is Inteyr:ty. In line with the dehnition ot nwan
ing given above, to be Integrated, to be integral. is to be
unified, united to a whole Thus ineaningtulness whole-

ness, and integrity are interrelat.ed aspects ot the «nnple.
mentary activities ot work and play. And so-Burke con-
cludes his analysis with a statement ot his formula tor
utopia: -a community in which everyone plays at work
and works at play.-

The short excerpt by Max Weber highlights the theme
that "nothing is .vorthy ot a man unless he can pursue it
with passionate devotion.'" Though this theme is devel-
oped in the context ot the necessity ot specializatfon tor
creativity in the pursuit of knowledge, it naturally leads
to reflection on some ot the notsocreative aspects ot
misplaced passionate devotion. The discussion by
Nicholas Lemann is a case in point. He retlects on the
dangers of the passion ot ambition in the pursuit ot suci
cess. When -making it- becomes a consuming drive.
what happens to idealism, sense ot wrnmunity, moral
consciousness?. Lemann gives his vieu ot what happens,
and he does this in the context of the special dangers
presented by living in a metropolitar, area as contrasted
with the small town or wmmunity in which one develop..
cultural and familial roots.

Lemann was speaking of the upwardly mobile nwmber
of the work torce. What happens to the tactory worker
who not only lacks the opportunity tor this mobility.
but whose work is calculated to produce anything but
passionate devotion? Several recent television programs
have highhghted the sense of alienahon and depersonal-
ization attendant upon the modern automated production
line. The term most otten used in reterence to the repe-
titious monc.:ony involved was mind deadening.-

Daniel Bell explores some turther implications ot auto-
mation tor the postindustrial society. Automation in
industry' as described here goes beyond the autornati:
reactions associated with the production-line worker. In

postindustrial soeiety. it involves the replacement ot even
this minimum dired personal though depersonalizing par
ticipation in the production process. With the achieve
ment.of automation, all the worker need do is push a
button and observe the procrY, For Bell there are both
positive and negative aspects to such develc)pments. For

one thing, the worker is provided with a greater inter
factory mobility and the possibility ot.working at several
different stages of the production process. But on the
negative side, we have the nagging queshon ot what is

there to constructively teed the tantasy of the idle mind
that such automation will bring about? Simone de Beau-
voir's discussion in Unit 5 is very apropos in this context.

From Mdustrial work we turn to sports, or, more accur-
ately, to the work ot sports. Friedrich luenger draws a
provcx-ative parallel between technology and its prmesses

and modern organizM sports. Mechanization, technique,
automation, teamwork, specialization, and economic in-
centive characterize the modern industrial process. These
same tactors are just as evident in organized sports, even
down.to the vocabulary used. luenger also laments the-
subversions ot aesthetic and ascetical standards that are
involved. The exaggerated musculature ot the modern
protessional athlete is a' perversion ot the ideal ot the
sound and beautiful body. The ascetic discipline imposed
torepherneral goals is a mockery ot religious asceticism.

Gary Shaw's peNonal account of what it is like to be
an athlek..be it in colkge or professional balldlustrates
some ot.luenger's contentions. First there is the industrial
vocabulary: mechanical, well-oiled, forty-hour week,
teamwork, work break, and so forth. Next, and more
signiticantly, is the perversion of spiritual values like
disciple, renunciation, guilt. Ultimately the, motivation
tor undergoing ,all this physical and mental hardship is
the pursuit ot success and both emotional and financial
security.

The selection from Lance Rentzel's book reveals his
personal feelings About the importance of being part of a
team, all ot whose members are working toward the same
goal. The values he sees of close camaraderie, under.
standing fellowship, and mutual support were all signifi.
cant aspects of his recovery from personal near disaster.

The concluding selection from Josef Pieper is an ana .
lysis ot the meaning of leisure. In line with the theme
ot Burke's article, Pieper shows the historical basis of our
thoneous conception that work contrasts with leisure and
that we Work in order to have leisure. This leads to a
misconception of the'real meaning of leiS'ure. In Pieper's

analysis. leisure is a means of opening oneself to life's
enriching possibilities. Leisure is a form of celebration. The

Latin verb trom which this word is derived means, among
other things, "to fill up with something: to solemnize: to
attirm and recognize the importance of something." In

this sense, then, leisure is a turning of the inner self toward
contemplation of one's place in the, interrelated wholeness
that is the world. It is a vision of the meaning of self in
terms of the broader vision of God's creative act. Thus
leisure, properly understood and engaged in, serves 'the
purpose ot enabling a person to attain integrity .and
wholeness, both within and in relation to the totality of
reality.
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Key Concepts

Protestant ethic: A term coined by German sodologist
Max Weber to characterize the major elements of the
relationship between the motivation to work and the de-
velopment .of industrial capitalism. Weber's analysis
places the roots of this ethic in Protestant theology,: which
he argued is.. the source of those moral attitudes that
stress hard work, frugahty. cooperative selt -restraint.

_These standards he judged to affect the major part of the
American population.

Classical liberal ethic: A term used for those middle-class
values that set the tone of American society in regard to
ork and capitalism. It rejects a theological basis to
American work attitudeseconomic achievement, per-
sonal responsibility, income incentiveand sees these
values as.arising.from a defense of middle-class interests
and consequently of capitalism. The work ii refers to

Factual Review Questions

people who occupy the same rung on the economic
ladder.

Mobility: /, term used to refer to the movement of indi-
viduals. Liimoritu ,intl mobthhr refer .to movement on
the economic and social ladder and generallY connote the
availability of opportunities for advancement and the
absence of barriers, such as castes or class lines. Geographi,

mobility refers to movement from one place to another; it
is often undertaken in the hopes of achieving economic
and social mobility.

Work, play, spOrt, leisure: The analysis of these con-
cepts is the subject of several essays in this unit. They are
complex and interrelated concepts according to the
authors of these ciiscussions. To this extent, they are
open-ended concepts, subject to amplification and mod-
ification

1. Why, according to Marty, have work and play usually
been associated with religious ideas?

2. Why does Marty think people feel alienated in their
work7

3. In Burke's analysis, what common features do work
and plait share?

4. What is Burke's formula for utopia?

5. What, in Weber's view, is the importance of special-
ization?

6. What does Lemann mean by mobility ethic-7

7. What are some of the advantages of smaller commun-
ities according to Lemann? .

8. What are some of the advantages and disadvantages
Bell finds in automation?

Essay and Discussion Questions

9. What does Bell mean when he says that work has a
deeper "moral unconscious" than the normative con-
ceptions he speaks of?

10. List some of the parallels that Juenger draws between
sports and technology.

If. Why does hienger maintain that there is a peculiar
sterility in sports today7

12. What are some of these techndogical parallels that you
detect in Shaw's article?

13. How, does Rentzeh attitude toward football differ
from Shaw's?

14. Why does Pieper reject the pos[tion that we work in
order to have leisure?

15. What does Pieper maintain is the justification and
whole point of leisure?

1. What roles do work and play fulfill in your life?
How do you view theM as means and/or ends of
realizing your personal goals?

Suggested Guidelines
Review the discussions by Burke, Lemann, Wenger,
and Pieper.

Consider how you view the sort of work you engage
in andthe reasons why you engage in it other than to
make a living.
What do you do for recreation for the most part, and
why7
What do you hope for out of life?
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2. Write an essay giving.your attitudes about modern
professional sports, including intercollegiate competi-
tion. Argue for or against the roles these activities
play in modern'society.

Suggested Guidelines
-L-Review Burke's definition of play and the articles by
Juenger, Shaw, and Rentzel.
Consider which sports events you view, and why.

Reflect on the organization ot the sports world and

whether you approve of it or think it needs change.
If you had or have children, would you want them to

be professional athletes?

Suggested Reading

3. Discuss the issue of whether full automation of
,industry would be a blessing or a bane to modern
society.

Suggested Guidelines
Review Bell's article on automation, its advantages and
disadvantages.
Reflect on Pieper's definition of leisure and what it
means tor the, use ot free time.
Consider what you would do it you had more free

.time from work. What do You think most people would
do?

by Martin E. Marty

Ahlstrom Sydney E. A Kebst011 ih,torl, 01 the ,imethan Peopk New
Haven. Conn.- Yale University Press, 172: and Garden City.
N.Y.: Doubleday, 1°75. Now available in Paperback, this is the
big and basic work that anyone who wants to understand the
religious background to American culture should consult. While
it does hot accent the world of work and play, that world is not
comprehensible without some outline ot the maifi events in the
religious past.

Anderson, Nels. Wor and La+lar Glencoe, Free Press,
Anderson packs an enormous amount of data on Mr; interacting
worlds of work and leisure into Zoo pages, and th;eads it all

together in .a way that it will guide people into r.ore comph-
cated understandings.

Callois. Roger. Man, Mu, .ind Came, Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press,

1061. One of the be5t.known modern interpretations of the
part play plays in shaping a healthy culture. Callois has been
a strong influence on other theorists and observers.

COx, Harvey I rao oo 1. Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard
UniverSity Press, 1900. A famous -mod- theologian otkers a
Christian defense ot play and leisure, informed by biblical,
medieval, and philosophical inspirations. Excellent therapy
tor those who in a reminiscently Christian culture associate
religion only with the grim and dour elements of work lite.

Gra/ia, Sebastian LP aga Leito.e. New York:
Doubleday, No2. Time is the dominating theme ot this'

thoughtful work in which the author shows its impact on the
conception of lite, especially as it relates to wok and the ab.
wnception ot life especially as it relates to work and the ab-
sence ot work to leisure used and misused.

Dulles. Foster K. A li.torir Alllit Lear,e, Piati

running !Limp through the fields of American play: the span
of three centuries provides perspective on present-day amuse.
ments. ,

Gellner. Ernest. !;a0it ,ota Chae:sr Chmagii: University of
Chicago Press. 1964. A rather ditficult but cleverly written
argument about mOdern philosophy as it derives from indos-
tnalization: ,a study ot the processes ot change in the human
landscape and in mental processes.

Herzberg, Frederick. Work and the Nature of Men. Cleveland and
New York: World Publishing Co., 1966. While the author is
really laying the ground work for his own psychOlogical
theories and tindings about a "motivation-hygiene" factor, the .
first half of the book will interest anyone who wants to
understand work, with or without the Herzberg theory.

Huizinga. Johan. Homo Wens: A Study of the Play Element ice Culture.

Boston: Beacon Press, 1955. Huizinga, a Dutch historian ot
culture, has written the most important modem book on the
way all of culture can be seen as grounded in leisure and
play. Newcomers to the field may find the book slow going
at times, but whoever is the least bit patient will find new
reasons for taking a second look at war, religion, work, and
the rest of culture.

Larrabee, Eric, and Rolf Meyersohn, eds. M11.5., Leisure. Glencoe,

Free Press. 1958. Hc.re is a collection of expert essays on
the theory and practice of leisure and play; some of the essays
refer to Europe, but the accent is on America. There is a
very extensive bibliography of literature on the subject
through 1958.

Lervlasters, E. E. BlueCollar Ari..to,rats: Life-Style at a Working.Class

Tozyrn. Madison. Wis.: University of Wisconsin, Press, 1975.
A sociologist "went slumming" in a tavern wheie upper-level
blue-collar workers took their leisure, and came up with a
faithful picture of their attitudes, not all of which suggest that
alienation and discontent are pervasive.

Miller, Susanna. The Psychology of Play. Baltimore, 1968. Because
the roots of play are in the worlds of animals and children, a
psychological analysis of what they mean in those worlds is
basic to an understanding of what goes wrong in the adult

world. Play has biological function, says this evolutionary
thinker.

Mills. C. Wright. Mute Collar. New York: Oxford University
Press, 1956. Mills, a sociologist who criticized American life
"from the left," was a gifted observer of peoples' 'roles. In
this classic he took apart the work of the white-collar classes
and showed just how it had come about that so many people
had been deprived of meaning in their work.
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Murnford, Lewis. .Tethnic, and Cnnh:atron New York: Harcourt,
Brace and.World, 1943. Lewis Mumfard, whose own model
for the good society is an integrated one that seems to draw
on the pattern ot certain medieval monasteries, uses it to criti
cize technology and industrialization. This is an early work
that remains in conhnuity with what Mumtord and less gated
analysts have been saying ever since.

Nye, Rcissel B. The Unernbarra..ed Al:be. New `I ark: Dial, 1970.
Popular arts and culture are important in America's world (,t
,leisure and play, and Nye does a ance.over.lightly ot the
whore field in the American past.

Oldham, I. H. Vor :it Nlodeal ,,,sitty Richmond. Va.: lahn
Knox. 1961. Hardly more than a parnphlet, this elegantly
traces the Christian understandings at work and how they
have had to be adapted to face the modern situation.

Rahner. Hugo, Alan Nu. New lark: Herder & Herder, 1972.
This book is not always easy to hnd but it k worai seeking.
Rahner has written a philosophically proniund ltk trad on
the religious ideas behind play. with accent on both classical
Greek and biblical sources.

Rosenberg, Bernard, and David Manning White. eds. Ma,. Clol-
het: The Popular A rt.. :n met ha. Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press,
1957. The editor, collected some of the most searching and
provocative essays having to do with popular arts in the mid.
dle of the twentieth century.

Terkel, Studs. l.V.,,;aus. New York: 'Random House. 1074.
Terkel is a Chicaga.radio personality who has a gift (or draw
ing out of ordinary people some rather eloquent statements.
He does not appear in his own interviews: they come as
monologues. But he Is to be credited for the way in which
he lets people spin out the rewards and tnak that they associ
ate with every kind of task.

Ware. Norman. flu- Ind:ear:al Vi LCP, 1..440-1Sri'. Gloucester.
Mass.: Peter Smith. 1058. Whoever wishes to have an under-
standing ot how the industrial process began to' affect the lives

ot Americans will do well to consult this halfcentury-old
depiction, originally published in 1924; it concentrates on the
mills of New Engbnd.

Weber, Max. The Pr ote.tant 1.1ind. New York, 1952. "The Pro-
testant ethic- has a strange way of turning up in the world
that was little intluenced by Protestantism, wherever indus-
trialism and capitalbm inspire initiative and competition. But
it, happens that on American soil it was chiefly Protestants
who brought such a framework. and Weber's seminal state:
ment ot what all was involved in this ethics is basic tor any
discussian ot the subject of work and vocation.

Additional Suggestions

Recommended by Philip Rieff

Brosnan, Jim. "What We're Losing by Our Craze for Winning.'"
Today.. Health, May 1971 (pp. 17-19).

Dahl, Gordon. 'Emergence of a Leisure Ethic." Chri.han Century.

November 1972 (pp. 1124-112h).
De Jouvenal, Bertrand. "How to Make Work Enjoyable." The

lardentr. December IS, 1955 (p. 1031).
Horkheimet, Max. "Art and Mass Culture." Stui: ii Plulomphy

and MI6. Cldhlrf. 1941 (pp. 293-294).
James, 'William. 'The Gospel of Rdaxation." So-drUtr.., 1/399.

Reprinted in Pragrnatran and Other L..ay.. New York: Washing.
ton &mare Press. 1963 (pp. 242-245).

Marty, Marnn E. "The Spirit's Holy Errand: The Search for a
Spiritual Style in Secular America," Daedalus, Winter 1967 (pp.
99-112).

Reisman. David, and Ruel Denney. -Football in America: A
Study in Culture Diffusion." ..lmaiei Qiiaiteily. 1951. Re.

printed in bi,ii:.1./;..dbm Rew,bldried. Glencoe, Ill.: Free Press.
1954 (pp. 242-243.253-255).
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14. The Morality of Business

Learning Objectives

To understand

how doing business and being eithical can go hand in hand

what factOrs in the very nature of business make it ditficult to be ethical .

the historical devdopment ot the relation of business to social concerns and responsibilities

the special problems that arise in exercising moral responsibility because ot the nature of corporate organization

Overview

Vying in the popularity polls with television series about
crime and police work are several recent series dealing"with
the world of big business. Some obvious parallels can be
drawn' between the two sorts of shows, such as the issues
of honesty and the use of force and power. Apart from
this, those that deal with business show an overriding con-
cern for the acquisffion and maintenance of power, personal

- and corporate. It is powermonetary and political, techni-
cal and marketingthat is at the heart of the moral issues
raised regarding the business world. The central questions
are: Whom does or should that power serve? What are

the moral restraints it should observe? Who is responsible
for its misuse and how should that misusee punished?
What reforms are needed, 'and what are the limits of pos-
,sible reforms without the overthrow of the institutions
themselves? This unit deals with these issues in the context

of the capitalism that characterizes our society.
In his newspaper article for this unit, Martin Marty de-

picts, what the current business situation looks like and
delineates the factors involved in understanding the moral
issues attached to doing business. Marty gives an insight
into.'both sides of the issuethe attack being made on
business today and the arguments in its defense. He dis-

cusses three prOposals toward improving the relations be-

tween business and the larger concerns of society: Business
should be viewed in a larger context of values, it should
look at long-range interests. and, it should develop moral

leadership.
One of the most-noted and shll-quoted attacks against

free enterprise capitalism hz come frOm the pen of Karl
Marx. In the excerpt j.ven here, he argues that the very
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notion of capitalism is a perversion of right order. For

capitalism, in its attempt to create a world in its own
image, destroys all human and humane values in the
pursuit of profit and material production goals.

Recent Nobel Laureate Milton Friedman presents a ,
defense of free enterprise capitalism. He maintains that it
is the best economic guarantee, for freedom, both political
and consumer, that has.yet been devised. For one thing,
it restrains the power to coerce, be it on the part of gov-
ernment or of corporahons. Because business is free,
within certain bounds, to make its own way, it can exert
economic checks and balances on the government. Be-

cause the market it engages in is a competitive one, it
offers a variety of chokes to the consumer who can, by
his purchasing power, influence what is produced. Finally,

Friedman argues, because of the open competitiveness of
the job market, workers can advocate radical change
without (in theory at least) their means of making a living
being taken away from them in reprisal.

Restraints on the power of business are not new in
economic history. Nicholas Eberstadt gives a historical
survey of ttie relationships petween business and society,
power and responsibility, that have existed since the times
of the ancient Greeks. What becomes evident is that
this sense of responsibility of busines for and to the public
interest is a tradition stretching from antiquity to the
nineteenth century, the time of the Industrial Revolution.
But with the advent of labsez-hure capitalism in the pine-.
teenth century and the great economic exPansion that
took place in this country, the moral climate changed.
The philosophy of business was that the general good was
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mist properly served by the pursuit of individual self,
interest. That often was translated to mean me public
be damned." The new mood today, according to Ebel.-
stadt, is to a renewed sense of corporate responsibility,
within the realities of the modern conditions of business.
And as a call to responsibility, it is a return to tradition,

The contention of the next article by Wayne Leys is
that this moral consciousness of corporate responsibility
has been at work for some time now in American busi.
ness.. It is evident in the fact that business executives
do more thinking about values now. No matter that there
might be external pressures that torce this. The if-11pol..
tant thing is that the trend is there and shows growing
indications that it is founded in a moral consciousness.

For Ralph Nader this trend toward moral awareness is
too feeble and too ineffective. The consumer is still
getting shabby treatment from business. both in product
value and safety. The consumer movement is making
the ethical point that business practices are a crinw against
the-public good and as such a menace to law and order in
America. This is all the more true because business uses
the ideology of free competition, which is supposed to
protect the conSumer, in order to actually defraud him.

To bring about reforms and transformations of insti-
.tutions, as opposed to revolutions, involves understanding
the nature of the institution or organization involved.
Gus Tyler analyzes the nature of the modern corporation
with the intent of showing what is and is not possible,
given its essential structure and the goals it necessarily
pursues. Corporations operate and survive on the profit
motive. That is the first reality that limits them. The
second is that their prime responsibility is to their share.
holders whose money they hold in trust. These share-
holders consfitute a corporation's constituency. This
means that a corporation interacts with society as a fac-
tion among other factions, all seeking a mode of 'living
and functioning that is beneficial to the interests of each

Key Concepts

and all. A very special problem arises because corpora-
tions are enmeshed with other economic institutions,
each with its own constituency. As a result, it is ex-
tremely difficult, if not impossible, to point to a locus of
social conscience. Tyler is not arguing that there should
not be one. His point is that the difficulties involved
must be considered.

The problim of affixing responsibility becomes even
more difficult when we consider the international aspects
of business. The recent bribery scandals involving big
business abroad as well as documentation of our govern-
ment's interference in the politics of foreign countries on
behalf of American businesses have highlighted the role
of multinational corporations in the world economy. The
impression may have been given that the multinationals
are a phenomenon different in kind from our big national
corporations.and therefore subject to different standards:
Robert Heilbroner argues that this is not the case. He
sees them as extensions beyond national boundaries of
national companies, motivated by the same impulses of
power and competitive struggle and helped by the same
agencies and resources of government. Further, the pre-
sence of these companies in foreign lands exerts no more
a pernicious influence upon a foreign econoMy and poli-
tics than investment alone did in eadier times. While'
admitting that thY existence of the multinationals poses
some new problems, Heilbroner argues that they still re .
main traditional expressions of capitalism.

The concluding article by William Carley emphasizes
a major novelty about mulfinational corporations: The
recent foreign bribery scandals have revealed that, for all
practical reasons, the guilty parties remain immune from
prosecution. The fact that legal controls on an interna-
tional basis are unlikely makes it N;ely that the way of
doing business that marked these scandals will continue.
The realities of business, its spokesmen claim, demand it,

Capitalism: An economic system based on the legal pri-
vate ownership of the means of production, for example,
.fadories, land, and capital, and on the determination of
the distribution of resources and wealth through a com-
petitive market system based on the laws of supply and
demand. American capitalism is a onholled capitalism in
which the federal government has created regulatory
agencies to oversee the activities of the free enterprise
system. The government also intervenes in the economy
through taxation, subsidies, and the actual operation of

some enterprises such as schools, creating a mixed economy
rather than the pure free enterprise system outlined by
Friedman.

Socialism: An economic system in which the means of
production are owned and controlled by the government
or other public bodies. The laws 'of supply and demand
are rejected in favor of a planned economy. Also, an
equitable distribution of goods among all members of so-
ciety is a primary goal.
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Laissez-faire: Literally. leave-alone-: thus. a philosophy

that advocates minimal govtrnment regulation ot the

economy. Herbert Spence:, the tounder ot
and William Graham SWUM./ W ell' among its leading

advocates. Social Darwinism is the doctrine that holds
that thvrinciples behind the free Market operation are
similar to those of evolution --individual and group eco.
nornic competition preserve the strong and eliminate the

weak.

Corporation: A business entit y. general) y i omposed of

shareholders of stOl k who are the presifined sou ree it

policy and authority and whose vote in matter, regarding

company operation and polic y are weighted according to

how many shares of stock they hold ln most corpora-

Factual Review Questions

tions, the actual voting is done by giving one's proxy to

the directors or to a few other active members.

Consumer-interest group: A nonprofit public interest
organization that has as its purpose the fostering and pro-
tection ot legitimate consumer rights and interests.

Corporate responsibility: The notion that the corppration,
along with its obligations to its shareholders, also has

obligations to the society at large. which include promot-
ing the common good by positive contributions to human

welfare as well as abstaining from those acts deemed,det-
nmental to society. tor example. irresponsible pollution,
price tixing, production of shoddy or unsafe merchandise,

and so on.

What are sonic ot the reasons Marty gives tor the
whole business system being under attack today?

2 What three proposals tor reform doe's Marty discuss?

What does Marx mean by saying that capitalism

creates a world atter its own image?

4. For what reasons does Friedman maintain that free

enterprise capitalism is a defense ot freedom? .

5 What tWO onditionc does Friedmin hold necessary to

sateguard voluntary cooperation in a tree, private

exchange economy'

o Why does Eberstadt maintain that the present tree

enterprise system Is the exception, not the rule ot

Western political ecumomy"

7 What change did nineteenth3 entury
sophy bring?

Essay and Discussion Questions

S. On what grounds does Leys maintain that modern

business executives do more thinking about values
than their counterparts ot an earlier erai

Q. What is Nader's main contention about and accusation

againSt American business?

10. Why does Nader see the consumer movement as

motivated by ethical rather than ideological demands?

11. What two major restraints does Tyler discuss in con-

nection with the limitations of corporations?

12. What is the impact of the fact that today ownership of

corporations has become morti? impersonal? .

13. What is the main point that Heilbroner makes about

multinational corporations?

14. What are some of the new problems these multi-

national corporations have introduced?

15. What major new development in multinational corpor-

ations does Carley detect?

1. Discuss the contention that dishonesty is built into

the business system because this is the nature of free

enterprise capitalism. Do you agree or disagree? Give

your reasons.

Suggested Guidelines
--Review the articles by Marty Marx. Nader. and Tyler.

--Consider the points ahout treechen.made by Friedman.
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--Retlect on what sort of ethical means you yourself
would (or do) follow if you were (or are) in business.
Consider-the goals of business and whether they arc
compatible with your standards of honesty.

2. What hzs been your reaction to and evaluation of
the recent foreign bribery scandals? Discuss the moral
principles you think should be involved in dealing with
foreign countries in business deals.



Suggested Guidelines
Review the factors hmiting orporate responsibility a:
Tyler discusses them.
Consider the analyses given by Heilbroner and Carle
oh the nature and problems of the multinational
corporations.
Reflect on what ettective steps, it any, you think are
feasible in dealing with the problem ot paycifts.

Suggested Reading

3. Do you think enough is being done by both busi-
ness and government to protect the consumer? What
reforms or laws, if any, would you like to see enacted?

Suggested Guidelines
Examine Nader's arguments against the way big busi-
ness is conducted.
Evaluate Tyler's discussion ot the limitations cor
porate responsibility.
Do you think you can intluence policy in any way to
change the situation? How and'or why?

by.Martin E. Marty

Books
Bell, Daniel. The ontliciii turn, a;ntahm. New `r ork.

1970. Bell sees a contradiction between a grim and purposive
(almost Protestant) business ethic and a hedonist and reckless
leisure style; in the process he sets forth some rather protound

'observations on the need for better grounding than we now
have for attitudes toward business, work, and leisure.

Calian, Carnegie Samuel. Hie to the Wall S ti eel
Journal. Richmond, Virginia. 197.5. A sketchy and short book
on the attitudes retlected in the prominent business news.
papc:r; Calian's is a Christian critique.

Carter. Paul A. The Spiritual ot the Gilded Age. DeKalb, III.:
Northern Illinois University Press. 1971. The .United States

..took a basic turn toward industrialization and big business in
the 'late nineteenth century. Along with it came numerous
religious traumas. Carter sets these into context.

Cawelti, John G. Apoqle, ot the *it lade Man Chicago: Univer-
sity of Chicago Press. 1905. Success has been a Main goal
and motive in the business world, and Cawelti, as at home
with literature as with history, traces how it almost became a
religion at certain stages ot the American past.

Cheit, F., ed. The Biome, E...-tabh.linient. New York: Wiley, 1904.
Essays on public relations, advertising, marketing, and the
assumption of the business world's leaders.

De Gram], Sebastian. Pie Ponnoil Community: A tinay of Anomie.
Chicago: University ot Chicago Press. 1948. In the present
context, the author's understandinp of how people are con-
fused by the commands to compete and to cooperate, to be
active and to have leisure, are most appropriate. Anomie
refers to the nonnlessness and apathy of people contused by
such directives.

Dernant, V. A. Religion and the Pei Lice 't fapitith.m. London, 1952.
At a decisive turn in British history. as the nation was moving
toward &.welfare state, a British thinker took a look at the part
religion had played in both the rise and transformation or
decline of capitalism: the treatise has value for America as it
seems to be shifting more and more to a planned economy.

Divita, S. F., ed. Adrin ti.ing and the Puhlii Intei e 4. Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1974. Some ot the moral and
ethic'al issues in advertising are subjects of essays in this an-
thology.

Friedman, Milton. Capihiii.,r, and l'teedoin Chicago: University
of Chicago Press. 1962. Friedman is called a "classical econ-
omist" who believes completely in a free economy and a
tree market; he is an enemy of most kinds of regulation and
restraint. His is a logical and rigorous statement of this posi.
tion; whoever buys into his first premise is likely to find his
whole argument to be convincing.

Galbraith, John Kenneth. The Affluent Society. Boston: Houghton
Mifflin. 1909. Economist Galbraith successfully stamped on
the Arrerican mind a phrase that referred to an economy of
abundance, not of want; he also posed many issues that grow
out ot such a concept and reality.

Garrett, Thomas M. and S. /. blur, In &mte,. New York:
Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1903. A Catholic statement of the
systematic issues involved with businessi it presupposes no
technical familiarity with Catholic thought and.does not push
too hard for one religious system at the expense of apprecia-
tion of others.

Hayek. Friedrich A. The Roid to Serfdom. Chicago: University
Chicago Press, 1965. "Hands Off!" is Hayek's slogan to any-
one who would tamper with or control the economy. He is
rather strident and allows for so little compromise that he is
not always taken seriously except by people who almost be-
long to the cult of "tree enterprise.- But under the rhetorical
overstatement there is a consistent and very important warn-
ing that has spoken to people of different economic outlooks
as well.

Heilbroner, Robert L. Biome., Civilization 'in Decline. New York,
1976. The noted economic historian envisions the develop-
ment of a planned economy after the capitalist business ver-
sion, and then explores moral and philosophical issues that
will acCompanY the shift.

The Worldly ,Philo5opher, 4th ed. New York: Simon ,5z
Schuster, 1972. Heilbroner will help any reader who would
like to understand the development of economic theory; his
are succinct, cogent, and fair portrayals of the prime figures
in the history of economic thought.

Hofstadter. Richard. So, ial Danctiii.in ii Aniernan Thovlit. Rev,
ed. New York: Braziller. 1959. Social Darwinism was the
fancy name some people gave to the ethical system that
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developed out of one reading of Charles Darwin and his
evolutionary theories. It was a ''survival-of-the-tittest- kind of
ideology, one that was widely used and even more widely
misused in the competitive economic pattern of early indus-
trial America.

Potter, David M. People of Plenty, 'hicagc:, University of Chicago
Press. 1954. The business factor and the economic element
in. American life is the subject of this history: Putter appre-
ciates.and celebrates the economic order that-so many other
scholars have criticized. Because there was always more pos.
sibility of invention and investment. Americans have re
mained a prosperous and largely healthy people.

Schumpeter, Joseph .A. Carntah:rn, SOL whorl. and Drmotraky. 3rd

ed. New York: Harper & Row, 1950. This is not a primer
for newcomers, but those who take pains to prepare them-
selves and who then stay with it will find here one of the

better expressions of the way capitalism has developed
through history and how it is being transformed in the twen-
tieth century,

Spurrier, William A. Elks:: an: Buqnt.s. New York. 1962. This
is a, very simple Protestant exploration of moral themes and

ethical systems in business, in the form of informal letters
written by an ethicist to a businessman. Not very systematic.
but it will familiarize people with some Christian themes.

Tawney, Richard Henry. Rt./Ton and the Rt5e of Capthiliim: A Flis
tarkal Study. New York. 1926. This book has had an influ.
ence second only to Weber's as a theoretical treatise about
how Protestantism in particular helped shape capitalism and
the business ethos, but Tawney"s is more fleshed out histori-

ally than was Weber's.

Additional Suggestions

Recommended by Philip Rieff

Articles
Andrews, Kenneth. "Can the Best Corporation Be Made Mor-

al?T' Haromd Buqnr,, Rairw, May/June 1973 lp 64).
Chandler, Alfred D.. Jr. "The Role of Business', in the United

States: A Historical Survey." Dardalu,, Winter 1909 (pp.
23-40).

"The Dilemma of Corporate Responsibility and Maximum Pro-
fits: An Interview with David Rockefeller." 13141nr,,s and Soorty

RtINCIV, Spring 1974 (pp. 5-7).
Drucker. Peter F. "The Concept of the Corporation." Bssints.

and SaLtety Rtvuw. Autumn 1972 (pp. 12.15-17).
Malkiel. Burton G., and Richard E. Qua...74. "Moral Issues in

Investment Policy." Harvard 811411(5i &paw, March/April 1971

(pp. 37-39).
Veblen. Thorstein. "Christian Morals and the Competitive Sys-

tem.'" haernahonal Journal of Ethus, January 1910 (pp. 181-185).
Weber, Max. 'The Protestant Sects and the Spirit of Capitalism.°

In From Max Welter. edited and translated by H. H. Gerth and
C. W. Mills. New York: Oxford University Press, 1946 (pp.
302-309).

Whitaker, John H. "The Supremacy of the. Business Ethic."
Bmtno, and Starty Ranno, Summer' 1974 (pp. 93-94).

Books
Heermance, Edgar L. The Hilo ot &sines,. New York: Harper rk

Row, 1926 (pp. 210-218). Heermance 'argues that Christianity
can do much to raise the standards ot Bi.ps ethics.
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15. Racism

Learning Objectives

To understand
the relation of racism to the moral health and vitality or a soCiet.),

the meaning and effects or race prefudk e

the meaning of equality or recognition and opportunity

the difficulty of achieving this equality

Overview

In 1955 a young'black preacher. Martin Luther King Ir.. led
a group ot blacks in a boycott of the Montgonwry. Ala-
bama city buses to protest racial segregation. Fhis achon
marked the effective beginning of what was to become a
concerted effort to bring about fundamental changes in the
American social system.

Though it was not antil too3 that national attention be-
came focused on racial discrimination because of the police
violence against peaceful demonstrators in Birmingham.
Alabama. the momentum had been built up that galvan-
ized this attention into action. It resulted in the tar-
reaching Kennedy bill that became the 1064 Civil Rights
Act. Its objective was equality before the law by ex-
Pressly forbiddinir discrimination on the basis of race.

color, religion, national origins, and, in employment, sex.
Title II of the bill outlawed discrimination in public ac-
commodations. Titles Ill and IV called tor desegregation.
of public facilities and schools. In too5 President John-
son's Voting Rights Act was passed. and Congress enacted
the War on Poverty and extensive new educational
programs to improve the schools.

What is the situation now, a dozen years later? The
legal and physical battles over school busing are still with
us. When President Carter was in the process ot choosing
his cabinet, black leaders were still voicing tomplamts that
the black population was not being adequately represented.
The flight to the suburbs and the decay ot the inner
cities, heavily populated by blacks, still go on. Black un
employment is much higher than that among other
groups; black prisoners make up a disproportionate share
of the prison population

What has happened to the promise and the progress ot
reform? Why is it ditficult to make the laws really work?
What are some ot the deeper reasons behind the racial
divisions in American society? In what ways might the
black community take the moral leadership tor achieving

to equality? It is fundamental questions such as these
with which this unit is concerned. That they are moral
issues is clear: they deal with human dignity, freedom,
and ,equality. To the extent that they involve an evalua-
tion ci some basic American cultural orientations, they
heconm. moral issues of supreme importance tor the prog-
ress and:survival of our culture.

Swed0 economist Gunnar Myrdal coined the expres-
sion -the American dilemma" to describe the nonfreedom
of a racial 14roup in a sodety built on the premise of free-
dom. The'itewspaper article and first Reader selection by
Kenneth B. Clark speak of this dilemma in terms of a
deeper one prevalent in American society as a whole,
namely, that moral ambivalence that professes devotion
to the ideals of freedom, equality, honesty, and high-
minded values as worthy goals in theory, but ignores
their implementation and application in practice.

What makes this a deep and persistent cultural dilemma
is that, in Clark's words, -it isinextricably entangled with
status striving, success symbols, moral and ethical preten-
sions. ani;he anxieties and fear of personal and family
failures.- It perpetuates itself because our children learn
early in lite that moral consistency has its limits and those
limits are defined di terMs ot the reality principle. That
is to say. honcsty may be the best moral policy, but that
does not make it the ,best personal, group, or national
survival policy. Americans show their devotion to this
realism by the way they look tor tough-minded leaders.
guided by the socalled realities in their decisions rather
than by high-minded ideals.

Is there hope tor society? Clark sees a hope in that
minority that insists on tollowing principles, on being "un-
realistic.' They are the people ot passionate concern
whp keep ideals alive and hold out hope for their eventual
realization. And tor Clark, adherence to moral ideals is
the last best hope for human survival.
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Along with this moral ambivalence, race pregid ice itself

is ai work contributing to the AIllerlt an dilemma. E

Franklin Frazier examin meaning anti manitestations
of preconceived racial attitudes. not founded on knowl

edge or experience. that na k t daticult tor a member
of one race or religion to relate to in 4Laviduak who JR`

different from them. For the most part sti,h prejudice
is absorbed from the environment in w hi1 h one glows up

It is directed. as Frazier points out not against an indivi-

dual with certain okervable characteristics. but against

the individual as a member ot raLe. We are all familiar
with the expression 'Some ot mv tnends are

(till in blank). And it otten Lornes trom very prriuiticid

individuals
In a piere similar to the one bv Bert Kruger Smith in

.the unit on aging. novelist Ralph Ellison desinbes what it

is like to be an invisible inan,- one whom otherswhites
--don t see as dn I. Rather what they see as they look

at him die then mvii attitudes. And icallv someone

you don't see is a person is nit treated like )tne.

What Lan be done about these forms ot irrationality-
and moral blindness:. Leonard lt ii mi points to one thing

that has worked and Lan be further implemented inte-

gration. Citing studies drawn /nein the exj,enent t t the

military in Work! War II and trom integrated housing pro-

le'cts. he ,onL Irides that Lontar t between Inember. of the

races on the basis ot equal status and partilipation in ai ti

vittes concerning mutual interests tend to reduie rat e

prejudice -ibis sort or Lontait invoices a real knowing
ot the other, not a superti al token mutal pi-or-emir. It is

interesting to note that tor the Lreek philosopher Aristotle

knowledge meant a ot reality a Making itt

t drld rrr, ire t ,mnrd,j in i- irtl bit ), iii

Key Conce-pts

Race: .pcak,r.; t:a.nt.tr, t division

ot a species that has thr,,ugh ,nhree,ling

developed ceitain rtr.1 hal ai tct Nht that are massed

in Aetletli ati`... As neepi the term wren,

to am, group whom other, hulieve are genetf.illy Jitter,

ent and whom the".. treat

Racism: A term that embra.es notb .md

,i.ettere both ot y.hiu i c's ,1 the 5,5 ititogii ii

ioncept if ra,e is an attitude involvine in rn a

tional like or of a griller of re tfe het dust' (4 di e

iolor religion ethnic ,Ingin sex and se, tow, The atti-

tude is irrational het..111,a' ;t is not founded on knowledge

and experience. hut is a prtlutiged position or stand on

these matters. Racisin involves a dislikc ot a race and es.
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points to the high cost to societyboth in financial and
..moral ter ms--ot no m suca con.acft aking

The essay by lesse jackson that tollows helps us avoid

the impreSSion that the moral problem ot racism is exclih

sively a one-sided white one. His thesis is that black
American, themselves must begin to accept a larger share
ot the reSp.onsihility tor their own lives. He points out
pradn al measures that Lan be taken to dispel the weltare
mentality. the political apathy, the decadence in the

ghetto trom which*Hacks sutter. Above all, he appeals
to the moral authority ot the church and community to
become (nu(' again operative ds it was in the civil rights

movement.
Frazier spoke ot race prejudice as an -attitude with an

emotional basis- and observed tbat it is not directed at
individuals with certain visible characteristics, but at stereo-

types. In the next article. Robert Coles shows just how

much this prejudice is an attitude of mind, both tor black

and white children, and how that attitude ot mind is
encouraged by accepted patterns'of behavior and expec-
tations in both faces.

The concluding selection by Martin Kilson discusses

some of the hopeful signs of the times that indicate that
minds dry beginning to change: a new openness to racial

integration that has made interracial marriage more accept-
able; black culture as expressed in music, dance, theater,

and even the culinary arts; television shows tor black
stars and casts. Certainly, Kilson notes, the moral ambi-
valence is still there, still evident, and to resolve it will

not be an easy task by any means. Fears have to be
allayed: policies have to be developed that will make the
Rev. Martin Luther King's "dream- a realized goal in every
segment ot SOL ietv .

pn..sses itsell in discrimination, which is an act that denies

privileges or status or acceptame on the grounrls ot irra-

tional dislikes.

Minority: As Mined by Louis Wirth, it is "a.group of
people who, be(ause ot their physiL al or cultural charac-

teristics, are singled out from the others in the society in
whir h they live tor ditterential and unequal treatment,
and who theretore regard themselves as objects ot collec-

tive diserirninahon .
Minority status iarries with it

the e\cluston trom tull participation in the lite ot the so-

dety

Ethnic group: A group of people who, on the basis of

race, culture, national origin, or religion, consider them-
selves as distinct trom other groups in the larger society.
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Factual Review Questions

I. What does Clark mean by -moral st hizophienia 7

2. What does Clark mean by -Machiavellian dualism-7

3. Why, in the Reader selection, does Clark maintain that
the problem of American so, ietv is that it has been
too successtul7

4. Where does Clark find hope tor the tuture"

5. How does Frazier dome -race prejudice-7

Why are reasons tor prejudice called 'rationaliza-
tions-7

7'. What does Ellison mean whcn he calls himself an
-invisible man-7

8. What are some ot the mitial and moral ccists (It racism,
according to Blilom7

Essay and Discussion Questions

o Under What tirCumstances, in Bloom's anatysis, can
racial contact tend to change attitudes? /

What is Jackson's central argument?

I I What blat k tailures and weaknessc:s'does Jackson

mention?

12 What role'does lackson sec for 'the black church in
the struggle tor equality?

I 3 What does Coles' article reveal about the nature ot
prejudice?

14 According to Kilson what are some of the hopeful
signs that a change in attitudes is taking place?

IS What does Kilson say the neoconservative position is?

1. Write an essay on why you do or do not consider
yourself a racist.

Suggested Guidelines
Review the articles by Clark. Frazier. and Ellison
Give your own detinition of racism.
Examine your beliefs about equality and your own atti,
tudes on how society should go about achieving it.
--On the basis of your own 'examination ot ccinsck'nce,-
give a justification ot the pcisition yum take with regard to
the original CSsay question.

2. Granting that past injustices have been done to blacks
and other minorities in American society, discuss
whether or not these minorities should be given pre-
ferential treatment in job and educational opportunities.

Suggested Guidelines
Review the selections by lilt tom, Jackson, and Kilson.
Pay attention to jackson's list it Hack weaknesses and
failures and to the neoi onservahve position described by
Kilson.

Suggested Reading

It you are not Iri-a-trimority:corisider how you_would
teel it you were,
--It you arc in a minority, consider how you would
feel it you were a member ot the majority.
Retlect on whether there are or are not any other
noble means to achieving the goals of equality.

3. Write an essay on your position regarding the issue
of forced busing to achieve racial desegregation. Give
a defense of that position.

Suggested Guidelines
--Review Bloom's article and pay attention to the impor-
tance attached to equal-status contact,
--In giving the reasons tor your position, reflect on
whether these reasons contain racist elements, it you are
against busing, or, it you layer it, whether your reasons
are founded in tact,
Consider whether there are alternatives to achieving
the same solutitin as that sought through busing.

Alport. Cord.m W Cambridge \ lass
Harvard University Press, /054 A .,ciologt, ount in the
.origins of prejudice and the meaning ot raie

larlson Lewis rt and George A r: olHurn ed.
1,13,1tr 'et Ai,: I .+;.' Nets 1 mt..
1..tvitcy, to-2 A tuook it rradIngs that prownt, a histmical

tql White rai ism I la, mg white AIM/It ail altitudes
htwarti Var minioilty groups ni hiding natIVr
.AtroAmeri, ans. Chit anus, Orientals, and Jews.

Clark Kenneth B. Par:, Choi,' New York: Harper & Row,
P4b.5. A study ot the inner city and its poverty, and possible
solutions to the problem



Pathos of Pim:a. New York: Harper & Row, 1974. An
adaptation of papers prepared over the past twenty-five years
on social justice, social morality, and social responsibility.
Clark condemns the misuse ot power and urges social scien
fists to take the lead in guiding our society toward the moral-
ity that is essential for the survival of the human species.

_ Premiiie and Your Chdd. Boston: Beacon Press, 1055. A
study of how children learn about race and the effects of
racial prejudice on society and on the personality develop-
ment of both white md black children. This volume, written
the year after the Supreme Court declared school segregation
unconstitutional, includes a program for action.

DuBois, W.EB. The Souls Blmk Chicago: A.C. McClurg
& Co 1903. A collection of essays in which the noted black
leader urged a departure from the accommodationist policies
of Booker T. Washington

Franklin, Jonn Hope. From Slavery to Freei',i A Hpdory o Negro
Americans. 4th ed. New York: Knopf, 1974.. Now in is--
fourth edition, this book surveys the experience ot blacks in
America from their Atrican origins and institutions to the
present.

Frederickson, George M. The Blatk Image in the Whar 3.1m41 New
York, 1971. An historical account of nineteenth-century racist
thought in America.

Jordan, Winthrop. The Whar Man's Burdett: Historital Origins at
Ransm In thr United 5tates, New York: Oxford University Prm,
1974. A study of the origins of racial prejudice from the six-
teenth to early nineteenth centuries, with emphasis on psy-
chological forces. This volume is an abridgement of his larger
study, White over Blatk,

Malcolm X. The Autoburaphy at Mahon.: X, edited by Alex Haley.
New York: Grove Press. 1%4. A personal account of the
black nationalist movement in mid-twentieth century America
by one of its leaders.

Myrdal, Gunnar, An Amman Dilemma. Rev. ed. New York:
Harper & Row, 1962. A classic monumental study of the
status of blacks in the twentieth century. emphasizing the
contradiction between American democratic 'ideals and the
actual treatment of black Americans.

Osofsky, Gilbert. The Burden ot Rate: A Datumentary I tOory

klahoh. Atnerita. New York: Harper & Row,
1967. An excellent collection documenhng the roots of our
racial crisis. illustrating the attitudes ot both white and black
Amencans.

Parsons. Talcott, and Kenneth B. Clark, eds. The Negro American.
Boston: Beacon Press, 1966. Based on a conference spon-
sored by the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, the
paPers in this volume constitute a comprehensive survey of
tne problems and status or black Americans today by authors
from a variety of disciplines.

Pettigrew, Thomas F. A Profile at Jae Negto.Atnetuan. Princeton,

N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1964. A sociological study
of blaCk Americans and the impact of racism.

Woodward, C. Vann. The Strange Career of Jim Crow. '3rd rev. ed..
New York: Oxford University Press, 1974. A classic account
of the development of segregation from 1877 to the present.

Additional Suggestions

Recommended by Philip Rieff

Articles
Bennett, Lerone. Jr. "What's in a Name?" Ebony, November 23,

1907 (pp. 46-54). Repririted in Peter I. Rose, ed. Old Memories,
New Moods. New York: Atherton Press, 1970 (pp. 375-380.
383).

Blakeslee. Sandra. "Study Rebuffs a View of Minority Learning."
New York Times, October 13. 1975 (p. 48).

DuBois. W.E.B. "Race Friction Between Black and White."
Ameruan Journal ot Soizology. May 1908. Reprinted in Meyer
Weinberg, ed. IN.E. B. DuBois: A Reader. New York: Harper
& Row, 1970 (pp. 2)5-297).

Patterson, Orlando. 'The Moral Crisis of the Black American,"
The Public Interest, Summer 1973 (pp. 64-65,69).

'Toward a Future That Has No PastReflections on the
Fate of Blacks in the Americas." Thr Pub& Interefd, Spring

1972 (pp. 59-61).
Rieff. Philip. "Introduction." In Kelly Miller. Raikials und Con-

servatwes. New York: Schocken Books, 1968 (pp. 10-22).

Books
Grier, William H., and Price M. Cobb. Blatk Rage. New York;

Basic Books, 1970. Two psychiatrists indicate the effect of
racism on the music and language of black culture.

Moynihan, Daniel P. The Negro Family: The Case for Minimal Action,
Washington, D.C.: Office of Policy Planning and Research,
U.S. Department of Labor, 1965. Reprinted in Peter I. Rose,
ed, i;lavery and Its Aftermath. Chicago: Atherton Press, 1970
(pp. 362- 3o3). The author discusses the travails of the black
tamily as a iontinuing reminder of the past.
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16. Moral Education

Learning Objectives

To understand

the scope or limits of tormal education in transinitring inculcating and eltait ying moral values

the role of the teacher as moral educator

the growth ot moral .onsciousness and the means to pr r-i-wjc.

some current trends in moral education

Overview

This finabunit on moral education serves as an apt conclu .
sion to the preceding ones and a eomplement to the ciN us
sion on the nature ot morality w,th whieh this course
began. Among other things discussed at the beginning,
the significance ot culture as the nurturing matrix ot
values, ideals, anti goals, necessary and vital to its survival,
was emphasized. It was pointed out that a soeietv's

morality expresses the standards tor at ceptable and fitting
behavior within a culture. It also embodies the meanirv
of a group's communal experience l'Vhat has meaning i!
judged in terms ot how we'll ways ot thinking, believing
judging, and acting enable a sot icty to «rpe with the
ongoing process ot living and change -Ube morality .

culture embraces must be both stable enr,ugh and tlexibie
enough to adeqirately respond to the ehallenges ot a par
ticular time and to leave room tor genuine' novelty.

In societies that are relatively small in size and simple
in technology, all that is needed tor individual and grout
survival can he passed on to successive generations by ar
informal educational process [he young le.:rn c6
serving the adults absorbing the gnlup's history ant
mores, and taking part in its rituals and Its work

But this sort of process seems inadequate in a tet hno-
logically advanced society sill h as ours We are forte(
to rely on formal education, sc hex/k. and developed i ur
ricula to achieve this process ot This is the
process ot acquiring those skills that enable an individua
to function ettectively as a member of sc.cietv in the ac
tive pursuit of self-realization

As Shirley Letwin pointed out in Unit 8. to be in society
is to make a moral commitment because' it involves sharing
certain ideas about what is suitable', just, righ.:. proper,
seemly, decent. The process of socialization is meant to
foster this civility. Formal education as the' primary
means of implementing this process in our society is,

consequently. a moral task, concerned with the develop-
ment ot moral consciousness. But what, specifically.
should this task include? How should the schools go
about it7 What problems and dangers does it involve,
and how can they be handled or avoided? These are the
questions that this unit undertakes to discuss.

The newspaper article' by Philip Rieie raise's the' issue
ot what a mexiern education for morality should do, given
the structure of modern society. There is, of course, the
question of what role the family still must play. Though
there is disagreement here. there is accord in the icka that
the' direction that the moral conduct ot ln individual is
hIsely to take is-set quite early in life. The firmness and
inevitability ot this set of directions are' a matter of dis-
pute'. The current theories stress that morality develops
and evolves in different stages. Education helps toster the
behavior appropriate to each stage. Rieft discusses the
several problems attendant upon implementing this task.

Fostering moral consciousness in the educational setting
is as much an art as it is a matter of educational science.
Max Weber discusses this art in the sefting of university
teaching. In observing the' inner morality ot his own
specialty. the teacher exhibits tidelity to the demand of
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accepted standards In research \Veber states. he must

examine ll facts even tht,se that ci,unt against his theory.

By this fidelity to the inner morahtv ot his aLadernit

discipline. he can promote a moral wriscrousness HI the

student.
The selection by Emile Durkh.lin that billows covers

a broader spectrum ot issues in moral edut ation Purk
heim's concern is with both the me, hanks and te, hnique.

ot the pro( and the MOW ilulosophit questions ot the
meaning ot moral auttkot y dis..ipline and moral kninvl
edge. To summarize succirk tly the points that l)urk helm

makes in his anal sis. it might be ot help to let all some
undamental meanings t these words, their etymology or

language ttxits The %void has as one ot its tunda

mental meanings a produt ing or tostering and promoting
ot something, a giving .irk tease to something. Moral

authority. in I.) LI.ur_leinis sense ts the promoting or toster-

ing ot moral cons( itllne!,s. It springs trom the educator's

beliet in his task and its great signiticance. It is in a
word, a consciousness ot vocation or a challenge to higher

goals.
I it';i'i Is rdeied learning oi learning that is both

directed and has dtret tion or goal. Moral discipline is

ordered toward the attainment ot self-mastery. And it IS

iii exerx ising it that individuals turthei develop it. Moral

authority tosters disopline. whit h, in ilInC. is streng-

thened by inoral aL bon. But this disciphne 'belt, it it is

to tesult in truly nit gal behaviot, that is, trom internalized

not ins att epted wdh the autonomy it tree will, is based

on knowledge .\:Iirt in the ljss ial wnse, to kikqx
'mans k kru,s, the reasons tor to understand something

in terms or its t dust-. It is . then, by explanation, tines
honing and critkal analysis ot moral principles that moral

knowledge 1, intetnaHed and etteLtively aLtuahred.

These point, rnade Durklienn are approached trorn

the perspeLnie ot the developmental theiiry ot morality

lean Piaktet I% one rit it, leading e\ponents. But Piaget s

language Is dittement I I is onLern with the hiologk al

ot human tin eptual is evident The

tw tl1,4 U,st, iii he ,on,,traint stage and the

i.00peration ..tac I hey i t,r1L'srOnd to the tont eptual

tbe onstiamr is nr.res,ary when

/Tr HI/ hd, on',i, iout,ncs., ot others and

the': Hthr..- and Terland, I hen. billows aiiolding ti
l'1,1..,rt .1 TI.Ir,1111'.,t; ,To.;t Itt whit h authority is ak epted

he, .1115e it !tii tnt it ill v t ot parents. I he

,.iortiatii itt 'Ali:ill the Mid heated as a person

wTh io tt, ur,ict,tand rea.tri, hn
ittti tt, t ptt, 1,t111 I, the stage at

alitt'fitimy us possiile Aatiimide, mean, the voluntary

internali.ration gal ,tandaids on the basis ot

understanding their meaning It does not mean Moral
individualism or anarchy, nor is it the compulsion of pure

duty
This same autonomy is discussed in terms of- moral

haracter. In Greco-Christian terms, character is a distinc-

tive stamp or impression imprinted on personality, giving

It its peculiar bent and modes of expression. For Martin
Buber, the task ot the educator is to help mold thisim-
pression. The teacher is one among many influences but

an extremely important one because he goes about the

task as a vocation, thus with consciousness and will..

Conscious ot his mission, he does not make the mistake

ot giving instruction in ethics, but rather illustrates what

ethical living is through the communication of his own
moral consciousness in action.

. The social conto:ts ot moral learning and action would
seem to need no further emphasis, given the themes
already discussed in the preceding units. But there are,

and probably always will be, questions raised about the
ultimate toundations of what constitutes moral action,
the derivation and meaning ot "ought." For American
philosopher lohn Dewey, these questions arise because of

misdirected philosophic effort. As Dewey expressed his

own philosophic conviction in another context, "It is in
the concrete thing as evriemeti that all the grounds and

clues to its own intellectual or logical rectification are
contained. It you wish to find out what . . . any philo-
sophic term means, go to experience and see what the
thing is experienced as.- For Dewey, morality is experi-
enced in the interactions of the individual with the social

environment. He argues that all questions ot morals
are "connected with the actualities of existence, not with
ideals, ends and obligations independent of concrete
realiti6.- Education enables the individual to observe
and understand these realities properly and to foster the
spirit ot scientitic inquiry into them.

The concluding artkie by Amitai Etzioni reviews some
ot the current methods of teaching morality. But in line

with Dewey's analysis ot moral experience. he points out
that no matter what academic curriculum is in vogue, it
will be inettective as tar as actual results are concerned
as long as students are subject to the "hidden curriculum"
that regulates their school experience. The hidden curri-
culum, Etzioni claims, revolves around grades, athletics,
and student behavior. They all revolve around conform-

ity tor the sake of success and acceptance. The ethic
that students do absorb can be unirried up in the phrase

-winning is everything.- Learning integritybeing a
moral wholeis impossible 111 a social situation in which

moral schizophrenia is the norm.
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Key Concepts

Socialization: The process of acquiring thiThe physk
mental, moral, and social skillS that enable an individual to
function ettectwely as a member ot society in the active
Oursuit ot selt-realization.

Education: A process through whkh the skills, values, and
knowledge emphasized by a culture are imparted by intor .
mal or formal lessons.

Cognitive development: Fhb term is used in r offence to
Piaget's theory that learning to talk, think and reason are
sosial at, well as psychological phenomena. They are
among the bask processes invok ed in socialization.

Factual Review Questions

Piaget's theory holds that there Mt' real ditterences in
the way children think at ditterent stages ot their devel-
opment these stages result friM; the interachon between
the child and the world.. On the basis ot this experience
teedback, the child's cognitiVe iirprIllatHin undergoes
restructuring.

Hidden curriculum: Those skills that the student must
learn to survive academically and sosially ri the school
environment. They include conformity. pleasing teachers
but staying on good terms with ieers, vying tor raise
and grades, gaining power and prestige.

1. lVhat are the two theories ot moral development
discussed by Klett?

2. Where doe, Riot think the great problem ot modern
moral education lies?

What does Weber mean by sayi'og that the teacher
stands in the service ot moral terTes7

4. What does Durkheim mean by moral authority?

5. Why does Durkheim consider a sense ot finitude
necessary tor moral consciousness:

n. What danger must the teacher )41,1tC1 againsi accord
ing to Durkherm7

kvbat two stai4es i i devellipilWnt dOC, r1,1.4,t`t

distinguish?

11.hat does Piaget mean by autonomy'

Essay and Discussion Questions

What does Piaget claun is necessary for the deyelop-
ment ot autonomy?

10 What. in Buber's analysis. is the distinction between
personality and character?

11 What does Buher mean by the claim that the great
character is beyond the acceptance of norms?

12 Why does Dewey maintam that liability is the begin.
rung ot responsibility?

13. What does Dewey hold responsil-le it moral stan
dards are low?

14. What are the new approaches to moral education
mentioned by Etzioni?

15. What does Etzioni mean hy the expri-,sion -hidden
cum; Ilium"?

1. What are or would be your priorities as a parent if
you were asked the question "Why do you want your
children to get an education?" List at least four reasons
in order of their importance to you, and give some
reasons for your choice of priorities.

Suggested Guidelines
Review Etzkinis article and evaluate his ; ntic ism et the
hidden surriculum.and your own attitude, to the
stresses.

Consider the importance lohn L )ewey attached to the
school as a social setting. What is implied a' ti its primary

obiectives7

-1<eview Buber's article on the purpose ot educahrin.
--Reflect on the reasons why you are Ong went or

would go to school.

2. In today's complex society, whom do you think
should have the major responsibility for the moral
education of the child, the family or the school? Dis-
cuss the reasons for the role each should play and why
you attribute a major role to one or the other.

Suggested Guidelines
Read the issues as outlined by Rich

o9
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Review the theories of moral development by Durk-
heim and Piaget.
Consider the actuahties ot the school situation as dis

cussed by Etzioni.
Review the selections by Lasch and Novak in the unit
on the family.
Reflect on your own capabilities to undertake the tasi

and, from your experience, the (ompeterke ot teachers

to do it.

3. Write an essay on what you consider the biggest

defect in American elementary and secondarY educa-
tion, with special emphasis on moral education. Dis.

Suggested Reading

cuss what you think the schools need to pay more
attention to, and give your own suggestions of how
these defects and lacks could be corrected.

Suggested Guidelines
Reflect on your own educational experience. What do
you think it lacked or lacks?
--Consider the priorities you were asked to list in the first

question. Which of these'is most neglected?
--What would you take out ot the curriculum?
Consider how you would go about developing moral

consciousness in stuc4ents.

by Phaip Rieft

Articles
Kohlberg, Lawrence. 'The Claim to Moral Adequacy ot a High.

est Stage ot Moral ludgment PIN,a.,,rht, October

25, 1973 (PP. 030. 033, 041 .040).
Lidz. Theodore. -1-1-w Broken Balance Symbolic Functioning

and the Cnsis in Western Civilization. Itimilinta- May 1072
(pp. 146. 152)

Trow. Martin. -Higher Education and Moral Development.-
AAUP &inch», Spring 107 (p 25)

Books
Brophy. Bngid. Bla,k -;lur, Hcll. New York: Flarcourt, Brace

& World, 1%2 (pp. 155-171, passim). A reflection of the
new morality tram a psychoanalytic viewpoint.

Fletcher, Joseph. Ropothtbdtty: Sthhawn Ella, at Work. Phila-

delphia: Westminster Press, 1974 (pp. 13, 29-32). A statement
by one ot the leading spokesmen of situation ethics that no
moral principles' are absolute but depend tor their validity upon
the situation.

Lynd. Helen Merrill. Thr Srar,h tor hlroty. New York: Har-
court Brace & World. 1958; New York: Science Editions, 1%1

(pp. 250-258). -The author argues that the acceptance of
shame "makes possible the discovery of an integrity that is

peculiarly one's own.-
Montagu. Ashley. Os Bring Minim. New York: Hawthorn

Books, 1906. The author draws on scientific data to show

that man is basically cooperative, and he assesses the

cationl. ot this tot moral education.
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